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Preface

The formulation of furnishing plan for the Ironworks

Farm house is confused by number of historical factors not

all of which can satisfactorily be resolved review of some

of these factors will explain the content and structure of

this analysis of historic occupancy

First since the l950s the house has been interpreted

as the Iron Masters or Ironworks Agents house The inter

pretation has employed furnishings obtained or loaned from

various sources and most of the objects do not date from 1643

to 1675 the period during which the Ironworks was in operation..

Their form and arrangement does not reflect period practice

Second Abbott Lowell Cummings research on the property

and his examinations of the building itself strongly suggest

that the house might have been built in 1681 or 1682 by Samuel

Appleton Jr.1 There is no absolute proof for Cummings claim

and dendrochronological research on the building has not been

completed as yet see Appendix Three In any case the possi

bility that the house might post-date the Ironworks is present

Third the periods of occupancy by Samuel Appleton Jr

1681-1688 and James Taylor 16881716 lack clear focus for

interpretation Both Appleton and Taylor represent intrusions

into the Saugus area Appleton was third-generation member

of the intermarried Appleton Rogers and Denison families of

Ipawich many of whom were also intermarried with important

magisterial clerical and mercantile figures in northern Essex
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County and in Boston Taylor was relative newcomer part of

the royal governors circle with few if any ties to the local

elite No documentation for the furnishings of the house during

Appletons occupancy exists and his probate inventory made after

his death in Ipswich in 1725 does not survive if it was ever

made The inventory of Taylors furnishings made after his death

in 1716 indicates that the furniture was in the William and Maty

style and his biography suggests that he brought most of the

furnishings to Saugus from Boston after his retirement in 1714

In other words the inventory does not reflect the probable

appearence of the house between 1688 and 1714

Fourth the house as it now stands reflects heavy restora

tion undertaken by Wallace Nutting between 1915 and 1917 His

impact on the building is not acceptable by todays standards

of historic preservation or knowledge of period architectural

practice At the same time Nutting and his colleagues William

Sumner Appleton and Henry Dean today are recognized as pioneers

of historic preservation and it can be stated categorically that

Nuttings work is no longer something to be covered up in inter

preting the building as it has been in the past Reconciling his

contribution with the need to interpret the house as seventeenth-

century structure therefore presents some problems

furnishing plan which takes into account all these factors

cannot be based on the standard Park Service interpretive approach

which stresses comprehensive documentation of the site as the

stage for specific historical event or for the life of historic

personality What is needed is more abstract approach that will

deal with the more significant aspects of the building without
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making necessary substantial alterations although the building

itself is badly in need of structural repairs After consulta

tions with Jim Gott Superintendant of the Saugus Ironworks

National Historic Site Edward Kallop Regional Curator of the

North Atlantic Region of the National Park Service and Dwight

Pitcaithly Historian of the North Atlantic Region the writer

has formulated such an approach the outlines of which will be

stated here

The plan will use five of the rooms in the house Three of

the rooms -- the parlor parlor chamber and porch chamber --

will be furnished in mixture of period and reproduction objects

The period rooms will exploit the latest research to make important

statements regarding iight color texture spatial organization

and function which are not evident in the current furnishings

The rooms will not represent in an absolute sense the tastes of

Appleton or Taylor insofar as they can be documented but will

reflect the tastes of their relatives and peers among the Massa

chusetts gentry of the 1680-1690 period

The plan will use the hail as primer on seventeenthcentury

Massachusetts domestic architecture and how the Ironworks Farm

house fits into the overall pattern The visitor will be shown

what scholars now think early buildings looked like the nomen

clature of the components how the parts were fabricated the

raising procedure exterior and interior finish treatments and

room use

Finally the hail chamber will deal with the restoration of

the building in 1915-1917 and how it reflected ideas which were

then current about early architecture and restoration ethics The

visitor will confront Wallace Nutting and his peers and will see
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photographs of the building during restoration and quotes from

books notes and correspondence

The writer believes that these three focuses -- period rooms

architectural history and history of historic preservation --

respect Nuttings work and yet point out its inadequacies By

setting aside the Iron Masters House approach with its inherent

rendency towards kitsch and its possible a-historicity the plan

will give the house meaningful place in the qverall interpretive

scheme of the Ironworks Site Because the Narbonne house in Salem

is not open to the public and not suitable for heavy visitation

strong treatment at the Ironworks Farm house is all the more

necessary

The writer has nade extensive use of manuscripts written

earlier in the research program of the house Among these are John

Aibrights Historical Data Orville Carrolls Architectural

Data Abbott Lowell Cummings The Ironworks Farm in Saugus

Essex County Mass and Stephen Carisons untitled study of

historic occupancy However the strong genealogical thrust of

this analysis of historic occupancy is the writers own idea

The shadowy history of the Ironworks agents is of little help

but much can be learned about Samuel Appleton Jr from an

investigation of his family and their possessions The genealogical

data presented here provides the basis for seeking out the probate

inventories of his many relations and peers and setting them in

the context of Massachusetts practice as will be demonstrated

in the evidence of original furnishings and recommended furnishings



1Abbott Lowell Cummings The Ironworks Farm in Saugus

Essex County Massachusetts Denver National Park Service 1977

pp 371-373 The acrimony generated by Dr Cummings assertion

that the Ironworks Farm house was built by Samuel Appleton Jr
in 1681 or 1682 was intense and the controversy was prolonged

by the claims of Stephen Carlson volunteer at the Ironworks

Site that the house dated from 16461653 and was to be identified

with the Leader-Gifford house listed in the 1653 inventory of

the Ironworks holdings The evidence is equivocal and dendro

chronological study of the building has not been fully explored

The writer made every effort to review the materials and secured

the manuscripts written by Frank Demers on dendrochronology of

seventeenth-century Massachusetts buildings The writer has also

secured permission from Demers to photocopy his manuscripts and

the computer read-outs of the cores taken from the building in

1975 The writer has sunimarized Demers research in memo given

to Jim Gott at the Ironworks Site office Because the writer was

in position to secure evidence previously unavailable the Park

Service is now in position to recognize the reduced feasability

of ever securely dating the structure while the data for further

exploration of dendrochronological research is now in Park Service

records



Chapter One

Samuel Appleton Jr An East Anglian Oligarch

Before exploring Samuel Appleton Jr during the period

in which he may have built and certainly resided in the Ironworks

Farm house his background in Ipswich must be examined Appleton

belonged to the third generation of an extensive intermarried

network of merchants clergymen and magistrates in northern

Essex County Although the particular network to which he belonged

was centered at Ipswich it had ties to Boston merchants and

made the presidency of Harvard College practically family

perquisite until the 1760s

The purpose of intermarriage was to cement ties between

leading figures of the first generation to insure the control

of land offices pulpits and counting houses by the second

generation and to create an aristocracy of blood Marriages

were not thought of as being based on affective bonding between

the partners The Ipswich marriage network rather suggests that

many matches were arranged by the parents although they could

not force son or daughter to marry someone he or she disliked.2

The founders of the Ipswich oligarchy were relatively few

in number Almost all originated in market towns and manors in

East Anglia along the Stour River separating Essex and Suffolk

Counties.3 Among the most important were Samuel Appleton John

Winthrop Nathaniel Rogers Daniel Denison Samuel Symonds Thomas

Dudley William and Robert Paine John and Matthew Whipple William

Whittingham Simm Bradstreet Richard Saltonstall Jonathan Wade
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and William Hubbard.4 Most had been prominent merchants or

manor lords in England They were highly educated and in

few instances extremely prosperous if not wealthy Their

motives for coming to New England were not purely religious

in nature although East Anglia was hotbed of Puritan agitation

and equally strong persecution by the Anglican bishops pro

longed depression in the textile industry series of poor

harvests overpopulation and dislocations in the London produce

market all fed into the disaffection of these local gentry

figures.5

When they first began arriving in New England many of the

future leaders of Ipswich settled in Watertown but when John

Winthrop Jr projected town at Ipswich in 1634 the Essex

Suffolk group removed to the new town en masse The group quickly

set up an oligarchical form of town government controlled by the

wealthiest among them and land-holding system of large con

solidated farms typical of the area in England from which they

came and distinctly unlike that of neighboring Rowley which

was settled by less prosperous people from Yorkshire and practiced

common field land system.6

Another feature of the Ipswich settlement was its strong

commercial bias It was not at first apparent that Boston and

Salem were to emerge as the major New England ports and in fact

Ipswich remained the second highest town on the Massachusetts

tax rolls after Boston until the mid-eighteenth century The

Ipswich leaders established trade links with old associates in

England built wharfs and marked the channel in the Ipswich

River built sawmills and gristmills and fulling mills and
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marketed cattle and hides in Boston Naturally the ministers

of the Ipswich Church were among the most prestigious of New

England and notable school was founded in the town to teach

the rising generation of leaders and prepare them for Harvard

College By the 1750s four presidents of Harvard were members

of the Ipswich oligarchy by blood or marriage Henry Dunster

president 1639-1654 John Rogers president 1682-1684 John

Leverett president 1707-1724 and Edward Holyoke president

1737-1769 member of the oligarchy controlled the pulpit of

the Cambridge Church the Rev Dr Nathaniel Appleton in office

17171779

The on-going process of forging family ties had already begun

in England and was partly responsible for the emigration of some

major figures it continued in Ipswich without break series

of genealogical charts will trace the linkages among number of

sub-groups which in effect constitute one endless network too

complex to embody in two-dimensional form Three other charts

will illustrate the marriages of the two principal sons of the

second generation of the Appleton family and the marriages of the

children of Samuel Appleton Jr possibly thebuildèrófthé

Ironworks Farm house

The entree of the Ipswich oligarchs into the highest levels

of the Massachusetts Bay power structure were based on two related

sub-groups of marriages First key members of the oligarchy were

intermarried with the children of John Winthrop and Thomas Dudley

see Chart One Dudley-Winthrop-Reade Daniel Denison of Ipswich

by marrying Dudleys daughter Patience became the brother-in-law

of the Rev John Woodbridge of Newbury Benjamin Keayne of Boston



CHART ONE DUDLEYWINTHROP-READE

THOMAS DUDLEY

Mercy Rev John Patience Daniel Unknown Benjamin AnnE

Woodbridge Denison Daughter Keayne of

of Newby ___ _________ Boston

-- ----- --

________________________________



JOHN JDMUND READE of Wickford Essex
WINTHROP whose widow rried Hugh Peter

sFH1
Rev
Samuel Mary John Elizabeth Martha Samuel Margaret John

ud1ey Winthrop Symonds Lake

Jr

Thomas Martha
Harris



Simon Bradstreet of Ipswich and later of Andover and the Rev

Samuel Dudley of Exeter The marriage of two of John Winthrops

children with children of both the Dudley and the Reade families

linked all three groups Edmund Reade who died in England before

he could emigrate had three daughters two of whom married the

Ipswichmerchants John Lake and Samuel Symonds and one of whom

married John Winthrop Jr the governors son.8

The second sub-group of marriages see Chart Two Appleton

Glover-Winthrop was of equal political significance Samuel

Appleton the patriarch of the Appleton family in Ipswich achieved

genuine coup by marrying his son John to Priscilla Glover

daughter of the Rev Jose Glover and his wife Elizabeth Harris

Glover had been intended to be the first president of Harvard

College but died during the voyage from England His widow soon

married Henry Dunster the actual first president of the college

Her other two daughters by Glover married two sons of John Winthrop

the governor Sara married Deane Winthrop and Elizabeth married

Adam Winthrop Thus when the two sub-groups are united through

the children of Governor Winthrop it appears that the Appletons

were bonded both to the Winthrops and to the Reades one of whom

was married to Samuel Symonds of Ipswich and also to the Dudley

relations two of whom were Daniel Denison and Simon Bradstreet

of Ipswich.9

third sub-group linked to both these previous sub-groups

was formed by the marriages of the daughters of Samuel Symonds

see Chart Three symonds Each of his daughters married the

son of an Ipswich merchant Priscilla married Thomas Baker son

of John Baker Ruth married the Rev John Emerson son of Thomas

Emerson Elisabeth married Daniel Epes son of Daniel Epes and



CHART TWO APPLETON-GLOVER-WINTHROP __________

REV ELIZABETH HENRY SAMUEL
JOSE HARRIS DUNSTER APPLETON

GLOVER

5--.-
Saka Deane Elizabeth Adam Priscilla John

Winthrop Winthrop Appleton

.-



CHART THREE SAMUEL SYMONDS

SAMUEL SYMONDS MARTHA READE

Priscilla Thomas Ruth Rev Jqhii Elisabeth Capt Mar
Baker of Emerson of Daniel

Topsfield Gloucester Epes

Priscilla Isaac

Appleton



EL SYMONDS

SAMUEL SYMONDS MARTHA READE

mas Ruth Rev John Elisabeth Capt Martha John

er of Emerson of Daniel Denison

sfield Gloucester Epes

Isaac
Appleton



Martha married John Denison son of Major-General Daniel Denison0

fourth sub-group linked at many points to the previous three

is the extensive Rogers-Denison network see Chart Four Rogers

Denison In the course of three generations the descendants of

Nathaniel Rogers and Daniel Denison intermarried extensively and

drew irto alliance members of the Ipswich merchant families of

Appleton Wade Hubbard and Whittinghaxn Least it be thought

that these marriages simply happened and that these families

were not keenly aware of their many relations the reader is

referred to the genealogy written by Daniel Denison for his

grandchildren and to his will Appendix One Denisons intention

in writing the genealogy is clear that his orphaned grandchildren

might not be altogether ignorant of your ancestors nor strangers

to your near relatiois who would function both as allies and

as potential husbands and wives The consequences are clear from

the detailed schedule of bequests in Denisons will.11

With these all-important ties in mind the core Appleton

families of the first two generations can be approached The

patriarch Samuel Appleton 1586-1670 married Judith Everard

member of prominent Suffolk family before he left his ancestral

manor of Little Waldingfield Suffolk for New England Chart

Five Samuel Appleton Three of his daughters who survived to

adulthood were married to suitable Massachusetts figures Martha

born 1620 married the Ipswich merchant Richard Jacobs died 1672

Sarah born 1629 married the Rev Samuel Phillips of Rowley 1625-

1696 son of the Rev George Phillips of Watertown who was from

Boxted Essex and graduated from Caius College Cambridge Judith

was married to natural ally among the Ipswich oligarchs Samuel
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DENISON

arah Ezekiel Margaret John Elisabeth John
ade Hubbard

zabeth Mary John Thomas Margaret John John
Whittingham Berry Leverett

Mary Jo hn

__ __
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CHART FOUR ROGERS-DENISON

NATHNIEL
ROGERS

Sanuel Judith Judith Nathaniel Sarah Ezekiel Margaret Johr

Appleton Appleton Wade Hubbard

John Elizabeth Mary Johr

Appleton Whittingham

Nathaniel



CHART FIVE SAMUEL APPLETON

SAMUEL JUDITH
APPLETON EVE RARD

11
Mary Judith Martha Richard John Priscilla Samuel Hanna

thy d.y Jacobs Glover Paine



JUDITH
ON EVERARD

Priscilla Samuel Hannah Sarah Rev Judith Samuel

Glover Paine Samuel Rogers
Phillips



CHART SIX JOHN APPLETON

JOHN PRISCILLA
APPLETON GLOVER

John Elizabeth Elizabeth Richard Samuel Priscilla

Rogers Dummer Woodbridge
Jr



PRISCILLA
GLOVER

___ Priscilla ReV JeSTse Thé Sarah Daniel Mary Natl

jdbridge Joseph d.y never Rogers Thou
Capen married
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Rogers of Ipswich 1635-1693 son of the Rev Nathaniel Rogers

1598-1655 pastor of the Ipswich Church who came from Bocking

Essex and graduated from Emmanuel College Cainbridge2

More significant were the marriages of Samuel two Sons and

principal heirs John 1622-1699 and Samuel 16251696 As noted

above Jphn married Priscilla Glover Samuel made perhaps the better

match in economic terms by marrying Hannah daughter of the extremely

wealthy Ipswich merchant William Paine This marriage eventually

led to the bequest to Samuels son Samuel Appleton Jr of the

Ironworks Farm for William paine became owner of threequarters

interest in the Ironworks before his death in 1660

John Appleton 1622-1699 made advantageous marriages for all

his children Chart Six John Appleton He had eight children

by his wife PriscillaGlover Appleton John Appleton Jr 1652-

1739 married daughter of President John Rogers 1631-1684 of

Harvard College see Chart Four Rogers-Denison which allied

him with the husbands of his wifes sisters Thomas Berry

wealthy Boston merchant President John Leverett of Harvard

College and the Rev John Rogers of Ipswich Elizabeth born

1654 married Richard Duinmer Jr 1650-1689 son of the most

wealthy merchant of Newbury Richard Duininer 1598-1679 Samuel

born 1656-l693 married daughter of the Rev John Woodbridge

of Newbury her mother was Dudley see Chart One Dudley

Winthrop-Reade Priscilla married the Rev Joseph Capen of

Topsfleld her father built for the newly married couple house

still standing in Topsfield son Jose died young and another

of the same name became Boston merchant and never married

At his death in 1720 Jose Appleton made his nephew the Rev

Nathaniel Appleton of Cambridge his principal heir an example



CHART SEVEN SAMUEL APPLETON

HNNAH SAMUEL
PAINE APPLETON

Ha nah William Judith Samuel Samuel Elizabeth John
Downes Wolcott Whittingham



MARY
OLIVER __

Matthew Joseph Oliver Mary Oliver Tobijah Mary
Whipple d.y d.y d.y Perkins thy



MARY
OLIVER

--

Rebecca Isaac Priscilla Joanna Matthew Joseph Oliver Mary Olive
Ruck Baker Whipple thy thy d.y
Elizabeth
Baker
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of why even an unmarried relative bore cultivating Sarah

born 1671 married Daniel Rogers 1667-1722 of the Ipswich

family Mary born 1673 married out of the Essex County network

to Nathaniel Thomas of Marshfield son of merchant.13

Samuel Appleton 1625-1696 in addition to his first

marriage to Hannah Paine made second marriage after her death

to Mary daughter of the Newbury merchant John Oliver Some of

Samuels children made excellent marriages see Chart Seven

Samuel Appleton three were to sons of local merchants of the

Downes Whipple and Perkins families while one that of Judith

was to Wolcott of Windsor Connecticut Samuel Appleton Jr

1654-1725 married Elizabeth Whi.ttingham daughter of William

Whittingham Boston merchant granddaughter of John Whittinghain

of Ipswich and great-granddaughter of William Hubbard of Ipswich

John 1660-1724 married first Rebecca Ruck of Salem and second

Elizabeth daughter of Ipswich merchant John Baker better

match Isaac 1664-1747 married Priscilla daughter of Thomas

Baker of Topsfield cousin of Johns second wife.14

This involved recital of marriages brings the line to the

central figure of the narrative Samuel Appleton Jr 1654

1725 Because the time of his marriage coincides with his

ownership of the Ironworks Farm his genealogy will be given

in the following chapter
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Notes to Chapter One

1See page three for the four presidents

2The standard interpretation for family relations in this

period is Lawrence Stone The Family Sex and Marriage In England

1500-1800 New York Penguin Books 1979 Stone traces the develop

ment of the family primarily among the propertied classes and

demonstrates how the process of marrying shifted from a-purely

dynastic mode in which the wishes of the individual were subordi

nate to family ambitions to the modern mode in which romantic love

or an affective bonding between partners became the principal

factor The Ipswich oligarchy was probably conservative in their

practices since they came directly from an ambitious propertied

class in England Another source which confirms the economic and

political significance of marriage is Bernard Bailyn The New

England Merchants In The Seventeenth Century New York Harper

Row 1964 where the intermarriage of the Boston mercantile

elite is documented However it must be noted that all classes

of New England society consolidated power by intermarrying In

Boston and in Charlestown the woodworkers for example developed

into crafts dynasties with apprentices marrying daughters of their

masters or widows of other woodworkers See Benno Forman

Boston Furniture Craftsmen 16301730 Winterthur Delaware

unpub ms 1969 and Robert Trent The Joiners And Joinery

of Middlesex County Massachusetts 1630-1730 Winterthur Delaware

thesis- University of Delaware 1974

3David Grayson Allen In English Ways -- The Movement of

Societies and the Transferal of English Local Law and Custom
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to Massachusetts Bay in the Seventeenth Century Chapel Hill

The University of North Carolina Press 1981 see map on 118

4me standard genealogy for Ipswich families is Abraham Hanimatt

The Early Inhabitants of Ipswich Mass 16331700 Ipswich 1880

Hammatts work consisted of manuscript genealogy left to the

Ipswich Public Library in 1854 which was issued in 1880 as series

of pamphlets which were later bound together Because the pagination

of the pamphlets is not consistent it should be consulted bythe

family name of the individual in question since the genealogy is

organized by families in alphabetical order For the Appleton

family the two genealogies to consult are Isaac Appleton Jewett

Memorial of Samuel Appleton of Ipswich Massachusetts with genealo

gical Notices of Some of His Descendants Boston 1850 and Thomas

Franklin Waters The Old Bay Road From Saltonstalls Brook and

Samuel Appletons Farm and Genealogy Of The Ipswich Descendants

of Samuel Appleton Salem 1907 In addition useful appendix

entitled English Origins of Ipswich Massachusetts Commoners

1642 is found in Allen In English Ways pp 269279

5Allen In English Ways pp 184-204

6Allen In English Ways pp 165169

7Allen In English Ways pp 119120 l29l3land 132

138

8See Harnmatt Early Inhabitants for Dudley and Reade

9Jewett Memorial pp 7-9

10Hammatt Early Inhabitants entry for Symonds

11Hammatt Early Inhabitants entry for Denison and Rogers

12
Jewett Memorial pp 7-9 Waters Old Bay Road 29
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and Allen In English Ways pp 275 and 286

13Waters Old Bay Road pp 3031 Allen In English Ways

262 Abbott Lowell Cummings Massachusetts Its First Period

Houses Boston 1979 187

14Waters Old Bay Road 30 Hammatt Early Inhabitants

see entries for Downes Whipple Perkins Whittingham and Baker
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Chapter Two

Samuel Appleton Brief Biography

narrative of Samuel Appleton Jr 1654-1725 must begin

with consultation of Chart Seven which gives the children of

Samuel Appeton 1625-1696 and his two wives The wife of interest

in this case is Hannah Paine Appleton who died in 1655 Before

her death she bore Samuel Appleton three children Hannah Judith

and Samuel Since these three children were grandchildren of the

wealthy Ipswich and Boston merchant William Paine he took an active

interest in their welfare especially because their natural mother

was dead As Abbott Lowell Cummings has described it in his Ironworks

Farm paper William Paines will contained provisions for bequests

to his three Appleton grandchildren 600 pounds to Hannah 500 pounds

to Samuel Jr and 400 pounds to Judith these legacies were to be

paid to each child when he or she either reached twenty-one years of

age or when he or she married These were enormous sums of money by

any standard and the father of the children aggressively secured

their interest in Paines assets by securing the Ironworks as the

source of the bequests Paines son John was notoriously poor

businessman as even his fathers will admitted Samuel Appleton

therefore forced him to mortgage the Ironworks to Appleton in 1663

so that Appleton would receive them should the Ironworks fail.1

By the time Samuel Appleton Jr reached his majority in 1676

the Ironworks were total loss John Paine died early in that year

and the time was right for Samuel Appleton Jr and his father to

seize the property This they did by suing the manager of the Iron

works for refusing possession of the property on the basis of the

1663 mortgage between John Paine and Samuel Appleton The ownership



CHART EIGHT SAMUEL APPLETON JR

SAMUEL ELIZABETH
APPLETON WHITTINGHAM
JR

Mary Hannah William Elizabeth Martha Joseph Samuel

d.y Clark thy Wise Gi

Josiah
Willard



arnuel Anna Whittingham Elizabeth David
Gerrish d.y Payson
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of the Ironworks by Samuel Appleton Jr can effectively be dated

from July 18 1676 when the court awarded ownership of the farm

.2
to him

The only other serious challenge to Appletons ownership was

the one-quarter interest in the Ironworks owned by the powerful

Boston mechant Thomas Savage From 1678 to 1681 Savage and Appleton

engaged in bitter suit regarding the title which was not entirely

settled until Savage died in 1682 and his heirs sold their interest

in the farm to Appleton for 250 pounds

Testimony from the Savage-Appleton suits informs us that Appleton

had begun exploiting the site almost immediately upon securing his

interest in the Ironworks in 1676 Evidently he began dismantling

the blast furnace machinery in order to sell the iron This was

termed ruining the Iroti works by Savage although the machinery

and mills alreadt were total loss Appleton also began clearing

land for cultivation and to sell lumber If Appleton was residing

on the farm at this period he probably resided in one of two houses

on the property one of which may be the present building.4

The critical period for Appletons ownership of the Ironworks

farm and the possible building of the Ironworks Farm house extends

from July 1681 to June 19 1682 The former date is the day

Savages heirs agreed to sell their interest in the farm to Appleton

and the latter date is the day Appleton married Elizabeth Whittingham

Because Appleton was assured of peaceable ownership of his property

after the earlier date and because marriages were contracted for

well in advance the inference is strong that if Appleton was the

builder of the present structure he might have contracted for the

building of the house at this time with the financial aid of his

father and his future wife The fall of 1681 is the most likely
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time Houses were planned most often in the fall because the

timber had to be felled while the sap was not running carpenter

might have been engaged to begin hewing the house frame and to raise

and enclose the house by the spring so that it would be ready for

the June wedding similar instance of house being provided for

marriage is the Capen house in Topsfield built in 1683 for

young minister who was to marry Priscilla Appleton daughter of

John Appleton 1622-l699

Appleton and his new wife moved into their house in the swnmer

of 1682 and swiftly began to produce family Paradoxically it

was during this same period that Appleton became implicated in

an alleged affair with Priscilla Wilson granddaughter of Oliver

Purchase the last agent of the Ironworks Priscilla apparently

became pregnant in the fall of 1682 Appletons wife Elizabeth

became pregnant month after they were married and gave birth to

daughter Mary on March 30 1683 in Saugus Appleton was not

indicted for fornication with Proscilla Wilson until April 1683

and he denied the charge The court dismissed him in June although

he was ordered to pay half the court costs and half the cost of

the birth clear indication that the judges believed Appleton

guilty Appleton may have become involved with Priscilla Wilson

while his wife was in the advanced stages of pregnancy and unable

to have intercourse with him.6

Appleton and his wire had two more children while they resided

in Saugus Hannah born November 1684 and Elizabeth born July

10 l687

With his taking up residence at the Ironworks farm it might
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seem logical that Appleton would attempt to exploit the extensive

dam and waterways remaining from the Ironworks Another reason for

thinking that Appleton might have built the Ironworks Farm house

well before his wedding to Elizabeth Whittingham in.June 1682

is the disastrous loss of the great dam above the Ironworks

arm in May 1682 Since 1678 the residents of Reading had peti

tioned to have the dam removed so that alewives might once more

ascend the river to spawn alewives were used as fertilizer They

decided that they were getting nowhere and resorted to three separate

attempts to breach the dam at night the second and third of which

were successful Some idea of the size of the dam may be gained

from Appletons description of the breach or break in the dam given

in court six and half rods in length about one hundred and

seven feet eighteen fet high and seventy-six feet broad Not

only did the breach destroy the greatest single resource the land

had to offer water power which could be harnessed to drive

mill -- but it destroyed fields below the dam and silted up the

river for mile downstream so that Appleton could not load crops

cattle and timber directly from his farm onto boats That Appleton

may have intended to exploit the waterpower available on the Iron

works farm may be inferred from the example of his father who

operated both sawmill and jnalt kiln and mill on his farm in

Ipswich

While Samuel Appleton Jr was nominally the owner of the

farm his father seems to have acted as the owner on number of

occasions and undoubtedly told his son what to do in most business

matters After the destruction of the dam both began trying to

generate capital by either mortgaging the property or selling off
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parcels Samuel Appleton Sr mortgaged part of the farm to his

relative Simon Bradstreet in February 1683 and Samuel Appleton

Jr mortgaged the remainder of the farm to two Charlestown mer

chants in October 1683 In November 1685 the younger Appleton

sold twenty-two acres to farmer from Rurnney Marsh Chelsea

and in August 1686 he conveyed twenty-four more acres to John

Higgs of Boston who with his father-in-law William Habberfield

set up fulling mill on the river Two other undeveloped marsh

lots were disposed of by the younger Appleton in 1683 and 1687

The unwillingness of either the father or the son to invest any

capital in developing the potential of the property is an indication

of their lack of interest in it or of their inability to raise

sufficient money to do so.9

Certainly throughout this period the Appleton family was

distracted by political factors as well With the revocation of

the 1629 Massachusetts Bay Company charter on June 21 1684

the entire power structure of Massachusetts was thrown into flux

As one of group at Ipswich opposed to compromising with royal

intrusions upon their local power base Samuel Appleton Sr had

quarreled with many of his relatives including John Appleton

John Woodbridge of Newbury and Richard Dummer of Newbury All

three were appointed Justices of the Peace under an interim

government headed by Joseph Dudley another relative and eighteen

councillors

With the arrival of the new governor Edmund Andros in

December 1686 new problems arose He and his appointive council

passed tax act in March 1686/7 and instructed all the towns

to appoint tax commissioner to collect the tax On August 23

1687 the Ipswich town meeting led by Samuel Appleton Sr and
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the Rev John Wise refused to appoint tax commissioner

Andros immediately issued warrants for the arrest of the Ipsich

selectmen including John Appleton An arrest warrant for Samuel

Appleton Sr was issued on September 19 1687 and similar

warrant was issued for Samuel Appleton Jr on October 1687

describing him as Hideing absconding himself being informed

that he now privily lurks lyes hide within Sd County Cof

Essex 710 The long imprisonment of his father and his prolonged

hiding as well as the fines imposed by Andros indoubted1y had

something to do with the final decision of both to sell the Iron-

works farm On February 15 1688/9 Samuel Appleton Sr sold

to James Taylor Boston merchant the entire property save

for those parcels already sold to other individuals Samuel

Appleton Jr confirmed the sale on December 26 1689 Presumably

after this date Samuel Appleton Jr returned to Ipswich to his

fathers farm.11

The last four children born to Samuel Appleton Jr and his

wife Elizabeth were all born in Ipswich after 1690 These included

Martha born about 1690 Samuel birthdate not known Whittingham

born 1706 and Elizabeth born 1712 Three of the children

Mary the first Elizabeth and Whittingham -- died before reaching

their majority Three of the other children made advantageous mar

riages Hannah married two successive wealthy Boston merchants

William Clark and Josiah Willard Martha married Joseph Wise son

of the Rev John Wise of the Second Parish in Ipswich later Essex

and an ally of the Appletons during their resistance to Governor

Andros Samuel married Anna daughter of the Boston merchant John

Gerrish However Elizabeth the youngest child did not make
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good marriage because she married after her fathers death and

after her brother Samuel underwent financial disaster which com

pletely ruined his fathers estate and left her without suitable

marriage portion or dower she married David Payson of Rowley an

undistinguished yeoman.12

It is probable that Samuel Appleton returned to portion of

his fathers great farm in Ipswich which had already been set of

to him informally His fathers will dated April 17 1695 saddled

Samuel as the eldest son with many onerous duties First the will

stipulated that the widow was to have half the house and the farm

for her natturall life assuming that she would not remarry

Samuel as the eldest son was to supervise the operation of the farm

oversee the division of the farm among the four sons and pay out

of the movable estate ahd the produce of the farm large bequests

to his sisters or their heirs The will confirmed the sons John

and Isaac in their portions of the farm which the father had deeded

to them already and made the receipt of Samuels portion conditional

upon his fulfillment of the terms of the will Such portions of the

land which were not specifically willed were to be divided after

the widows death among the four sons with Samuel as the eldest

receiving double portion in traditional fashion.3

Samuel Appleton Sr died on May 15 1696 Samuel Appleton

Jr then began four-year process of accounting for funeral

expenses fodder for the large Appleton herds court expenses

the collection of outstanding debts and payment of debts owed by

his father and other duties The death of his mother on February

15 1698 further complicated matters as did the death of his
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uncle John the Judge of Probate the following year He did not

complete his duties until April 1700.14

It would appear that the movable estate including household

goods farming equipment and livestock were liquidated as well

as the house in the center of town as opposed to the house on the

great farm itself Although Samuel may have built house on the

part of the farm he inherited he pzobably retained the house of

his father on the farm In 1702 he acquired house in the town

next to the Ipswich River abutting the site of the Choate Bridge

This house of one-room plan and two stories high had been built

between 1672 and 1685 by Shoreborn Wilson Samuel added second

room or half and raised the roof level and added full leanto on

the rear In effect he recreated the essential form of the

Ironworks Farm house without the porch or gables The house is

still standing in Ipswich5

From the time he returned to Ipswich from Saugus Samuel

undertook many public duties He commanded regiment in the

Quebec expedition of 1690 served as the Commissioner for ransoming

captives from Quebec in 1706 commanded regiment with the rank

of Lieutenant-Colonel in the Port Royal expedition of 1707 served

on the Governors Council from 1703 to 1714 and assumed many local

offices as well.16

Samuel made his will on December 1718 The will had much

the same stipulations as his fathers His widow was to have one

half of his house presumably the house in town for her use during

her lifetime and all the household goods The son Samuel was to

be the principal heir provided that he paid large legacies to

his married sisters and to his brother Whittingham and his sister

Elizabeth who were both minors at the time the will was drawn up
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If an inventory of the estate was made it has not survived17

Unfortunately Samuel Appleton the heir was poor business

man and had so mismanaged his funds that on his death in London

in 1728 his estate was deeply in debt His creditors seized his

estate in Ipswich in 1731 and sold it in l75l
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Chapter Three

James Taylor

Remarkably little is known about James Taylor who purchased

the Ironworks farm from the Appletons in 1688 The nineteenth-

century editors of Samuel Sewalls diary appended lengthy footnote

about Taylor to the entry in the diary where Sewal noted Taylors

death in 1716 which gives most of the facts which are known Appendix

Two This chapter will treat some of the more important aspects

of Taylors impact on the Ironworks farm The discussion will

center principally on the inventory of Taylors estate made after

his death in 1716

Taylor was the son of London leatherdresser He was appren

ticed at about age twelve to John Cole of Ratcliffe County Middle

sex just outside London to learn navigation in 1664 whether the

intention was that he become sea captain or merchant is not

clear This apprenticeship undoubtedly formed the basis of Taylors

accounting skills which later led to his being elected treasurer

of the Province of Massachusetts Bay in 1693 He was married in

1673 although it is not known whether his marriage took place

in London or in Boston Certainly he was in Boston by 1674 when

his first daughter was born there Taylor married his second wife

Rebecca possibly member of the Clark family in 1679 By both

his wives he had total of thirteen children eight of whom sur

vived him

Taylor was apparently successful merchant At one time he

owned three houses in Boston in addition to the Ironworks farm

His acquisition of the farm can be interpreted as part of program

to fill the role of country gentleman with house in town for
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business and rural estate in the country for relaxation and

eventual retirement

The important facts about Taylors use of the Ironworks farm

and house can be deduced from his probate inventory made on August

28 1716 little less than two months after his death.2 Taylor

had made his will on July 1716 It stipulated that his widow

was to live in his house in Boston because of the absolute

Necessity after my Decease my farme Lande Scituate In ye

Township of Lyn within County of Essex be Disposed off pre

sumably so that various cash bequests to three of his eight children

could be met and also that the proceeds of the sale could be divided

among seven of his children The eldest son Christopher Boston

merchant was given onlya cash bequest of Ufty pounds because

he had already been given money to start his career and also because

the father was enraged at Christopher for having fathered an illegiti

mate child with domestic servant Christopher unsuccessfully

contested the will in September of 1716 The terms of the will

were not carried out by the widow who kept both the Boston town

house and the farm until her death in 1718 and the farm was not

divided among the heirs until 1724

The inventory of 1716 was worth over three thousand pounds The

farm was valued at sixteen-hundred-and-fifty pounds and the house

in Boston at thirteen hundred pounds By contrast new appraisal

of the farm in 1718 valued the farm at twenty-one hundred pounds.5

Although the 1716 inventory described the farm buildings as being

all much out of repair it is evident that the farm was being

actively worked The inventory lists farming equipment crops and

livestock It also includes man servant maid boy and an

Old Infirm negro man which suggests that Taylor used slave labor
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on his property One of the five horses listed must have been

used to pull the Old Calash or two-wheeled carriage while

the others were used with the Sleighs and Sadles bridles and

Pillions Two yoke of oxen were present to draw the Carts

and Plows The other livestock included fourteen cows worth

seventy-one pounds young cattle valued at forty-seven pounds

sheep and lambs appraised at fifty pounds and thirteen swine

at pound apiece Cash crops at twenty-three pounds were speci

fied as Indian English grain Fruit besides what isnesessary

for the present use of the Family

The elaborate furnishings were undoubtedly all at the house

on the farm This can be demonstrated by the fact that Taylor

had retired from office in 1714 and from the fact that his Boston

house was divided into tenements in the spring of 1716 according

to letter written to Taylor by his son Christopher on May 21

of that year The son related that have let /rented7 the

lower part of the house to Mr Harris the minister who comes in

this day he is Sober man and hath but small family the garden

doe not let him save on pleasure for the use but keep it for

the upper end of the house where live and is besides room

enough fOr you and my mother when you come to town.6 While only

the beds are located in the rooms they stand in the functions of

the various rooms are clear The most expensive bed was listed in

the westward Chamber or hail chamber This was the bed in which

Taylor and his wife slept Three less expensive beds in the East

ward Lower room the parlor the Eastward Chamber the parlor

chamber and the Porch Chamber were used by the children and

cheap beds in the kitchen or leanto chamber and the garret were

for the black slaves Five different sets of seating furniture are
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listed The best were the couch two armchairs and twelve chairs

undoubtedly fashionable cane furniture made of beech or walnut

The next best were 12 Old Leather Chairs The others are called

black Chairs probably bannister backs Low back perhaps

old-fashioned upholstered chairs or joined chairs and bass

bottom slat backs with splint seats Expensive case furniture

included Scriptore desk and bookcase or large fall-front

desk Chest of Draws and Table highboy and lowboy

or high chest and dressing table another chest of drawers

various tables two stands and looking glass for use with the

dressing table and two cabinets Presumably the high chest

dressing table looking glass and stands were in Taylors bedroom

while the set of cane seating furniture one of the tables and

the other two looking glasses and four pictures were used in the

hail for entertaining

The cooking utensils must have been in the kitchen The location

of the family silver money scales and weights and books is impossible

to tell Much of this furniture and accompanying accessories must

have been brought to the farm from Boston upon Taylors retirement

in 1714 in other words the extremely fashionable furnishings do

not in all liklihood reflect the state of the household for much

of the period during which Taylor owned it.7 Certainly they may

have remained at the house until the widows death in 1718 and

they may have been there as late as the actual division of the estate

in 1724 This division amplifies the description of some outbuildings

near the main house including Brick Kitching near the house

and SmithS Shop next to the kitchen.8
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The inventory makes it clear that Taylor had not altered

the main house from the form it was built in As the following

chapter on room use and the forthcoming analysis of furnishings

will suggest he did impose upon the house owned by Appleton

use pattern which was specific to fashionable living among urban

merchants namely the pattern of hail for entertaining dining

room for formal taking of meals and heavily furnished hail

chamber where the head of the household slept This pattern which

first emerges in the l670s may also have influenced Appletons

household set up in the 1680s
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Chapter Four

The Functions of the Rooms

While detailed study of the evidence for the furnishings

of the Irpnworks Farm house will be presented in the evidence

of original furnishings some important abstract ideas about the

way these earliest houses were used will be presented here Insofar

as documentary evidence and structural evidence reveals the house

consisted of tworoom plan with porch and onestory leanto

There may have been two gables in the south or front facade in

addition to the gable which formed the roof of the porch

Without question this was an ainbitious building with all

the expensive extras or options available within the Mannerist

or post-Medieval and pre-Georgian design tradition It can be

contrasted with number of other smaller design types then current

in eastern Massachusetts First there were variety of one-story

or story-and-a-half houses of one-room plan available to poorer

members of society While not strictly speaking temporary housing

since they had heavy-timber frames such houses were inexpensive

they also probably constituted the bulk of the smaller houses

built for the Ironworks employees.1

Second there were larger houses of one-room plan and two

full stories As Abbott Lowell Cummings points out many houses

which were later expanded to two-room plan often were first

built in this form.2

Third the one-room house could be expanded by the addition

of leanto at the rear generally of one full story and short

room under the roof connecting the leanto to the roof of the main
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house Another option for expanding the oneroom plan was the

addition of facade gable which increased the headroom and light

of the garret.3

Fourth the most developed plan available was the two-room

plan with room on either side of chimney pile In plainer

versions of this type there were no embellishments like facade

gables leantos or porches The presence of all these additional

features in the Ironworks Farm house is one prime index of its

expense and pretentiousness.4

Finally the internal framing of the house could be amplified

with number of options These include jetties or overhangs on

the front and side facades pendants brackets and pyramids or

pinnacles on the jetties eaves end girts and gable peaks and

moldings worked into exposed framing members on the exterior and

interior and minor trim like scalloped or carved bargeboards on

gables and end gables.5 The Ironworks Farm house exploited certain

of these details It was framed with jetty on the front facade

ornamented with pendants There is no way of knowing whether the

house originally had pyramids at the gable peaks like those intro

duced by Nutting in 1917 Period illustrations of English houses

show pyramids of obelisk form while Nutting modeled his on

pendant in the Society for the Preservation of New England Anti

quities collection.6

Most buildings described in New England contracts were far

smaller than the forty-four foot Ironworks Farm house The high

stud of the rooms generally speaking an index of houses built

later in the seventeenth century is also unusual.7
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Turning now to the nomenclature of the rooms fairly

clear set of terms had emerged in eastern Massachusetts by

the l680s which can be applied with some confidence to the

house The porch and porch chamber are unambiguous as are the

cellar garret and leanto Less certain are the terms applied

to the four main rooms of the house Period usage seems to have

varied with the size of the house and the resultant shifts in

internal function but the four rooms in question were probably

identified by Appleton and his family as follows The two rooms

in the east end of the building were probably the parlor and

parlor chamber while the two in the west end were in all likli

hood called the hail and hail chamber This identification is

based on the size difference between the two sets of rooms The

east rooms are approximately one foot shorter in width than the

west rooms This seemingly slight variation in size had overt

cultural significance during the period and in most houses

especially earlier in the century was far more exaggerated.8

The size difference between the hall and parlor reflected

their intended use For the most part the hail was intended as

the room in which the family lived most of the time and ate their

meals In houses where there was no leanto the hall also functioned

as the kitchen The parlor on the other hand was far more restricted

and elevated in nature It was generally speaking smaller better

furnished and contained the bed in which the parents slept

Parlors were used fr formal visits events like baptismal parties

weddings and funerals and other ritual activities They generally

contained fixtures like cupboards and glass cases which were for

the display of silver ceramics and glass Portraits looking

glasses wall hangings and the best table linens and bed hangings
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were also prominently displayed there as were arms and armor.9

In houses where this pattern of hall-parlor use was adhered to

chambers functioned in number of wayse Often they were furnished

with simpler beds slept in by the children Chambers were also

used for storage of wide range of agricultural produce crafts

products if the head of the household were craftsman and raw

materials like wool or flax Chests or trunks for bulk storage were

often ranged around the walls

However at the socio-economic level of the Appletons other

uses for chambers might be introduced especially later in the

century First wealthier people tended to have leantos and other

service extensions at the rear of the building to which extractive

and cooking and storage functions could be relegated The removal

of cooking from the hall especially meant that the area was

elevated from working room to less elevated version of the

parlor In other words those who could afford more space could

arrange the two groundfloor rooms as better and lesser enter

tainment complex At the same time some elected to transfer some

of the prestige surrounding the parlor to chamber sometimes

the hail chamber sometimes the parlor chamber One important

index of such shift would be the location of the best bed

that of the parents to chamber Another would be the use in

chamber of cupboards for display and glass cases for formal

drinking rituals as well as large tables and sets of chairs for

entertaining The most elevated levels of Massachusetts society

also introduced at this period the 1670s and 1680s the idea

of differentiating between hall and dining room on the first

floor practice in which the hail took over many of the tradi

tional functions of the parlor and the dining room became formal
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space furnished only with large table and seating furniture

used only for dining with guests variant of this practice

employed the hail for entertaining the dining room for eating

and the hail chamber for the parents bedroom and for the location

of cabinets dressing boxes looking glasses stands for candle

sticks and other paraphernalia associated with extremely preten

tious grooming rituals0

The presence of porch in the Ironworks Farm house introduces

another possibility often found among gentry figures While the

display function of the entry on the ground floor with its new

fashioned dogleg or three flight staircase11 is evident there

is also the potential for small room in the porch chamber known

as study These were used by ministers and merchants to store

their libraries and writing tables and often were placed in

porch chamber partitioned off from the staircase and the passage

between the chambers just as Wallace Nutting restored the porch

on the Ironworks Farm house Prominent magistrates and merchants

used such rooms as counting house or office.12

The leanto and cellar of the Ironworks Farm house also deserve

consideration Ordinarily leantos were partitioned into three rooms

kitchen proper buttery or dairy and bedroom the borning

room of historic house lore The function of the kitchen is

obvious but the dairy or buttery functioned in variety of ways

In house with no cellars the room provided storage for both

dairy products and beer and cider stored in barrels called butts

In houses with cellars the butts were kept in the cellar and the

dairy was restricted to milk products The bedroom was used
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most often for the ill or the aged who needed to be near the

fire which was kept burning in the kitchen hearth Its nineteenth

century designation as borning room term never encountered

in seventeenth-century documents probably derived from delivering

babies in this room upon occasion The bedroom may also have been

used by servants in some households 13

The leanto chambers and the garrets also had specific uses

While the leanto of the Ironworks Farm house is too heavily rebuilt

for any conclusions to be drawn regarding its original form the

nearly contemporary Boardman house in Saugus has small finished

chambers in it dating from the time of the houses erection or

nearly so and these were often the sleeping quarters of servants

similar function was supplied by the garrets which occasionally

contained finished rooms and even fireplaces
14

The complexity of room use would also vary with the needs of

the particular family residing in the house This is pertinent to

contrast which might be drawn between the Appleton family and

the Taylor family At the period during which Samuel Appleton Jr
lived in the house his family consisted of only his wife two or

three children and perhaps one or two servants In those circum

stances large number of beds would not have been so pressing

need and large areas of the house would have been vacant much of

the time When Taylor purchased the house in 1688 he already had

seven children perhaps five of which were alive at that time in

addition to possible two or three black slaves and one or two

indentured servants By 1693 his office of treasurer meant that

colleagues might be expected to come to the farm to take the

country air as his son Christopher put it5 and presumably might

stay overnight His bedding requirements were therefore much more
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pressing By 1716 they were even greater At that point in time

Taylor still had five or six children who were under twenty-one

years of age four black slaves and an even greater potential

for visiting guests As his inventory shows he had beds in the

Eastward Lower Room the parlor the Eastward Chamber the

parlor chamber the Porch Chamber the westward Chamber the

hail chamber the garret and three beds in the Kitchin Chamber

the leanto chamber for his black slaves The high valuation of

the bed in the westward Chamber indicates the location of Taylors

own sleeping quarters probably the bed in which he died 16

As this brief analysis of the rooms in the house indicates

even without approaching the question of the exact practices

followed by the Appletons and the Taylors number of important

insights into the funcioning of spaces within seventeenth-

century house can be made The variations of practice within the

gentry class specific to their ownership of larger houses with

more rooms are pertinent to the treatment which will be indicated

by the evidence of original furnishings and the recommended furnishings

Although we possess an actual probate inventory for Taylor his

furnishings reflect quite specifically both the later William

and Mary style and the fact that he had retired to his farm only

two years previously Although we possess no probate inventory for

the house during Appletons occupancy and not even one for his

house in Ipswich we do possess great deal more information about

his peers among the Ipswich and Boston gentry which can be used

to flesh out both the probable use of the rooms in the house and

the function of houses among his contemporaries in general
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MMO-GENERAL DAEL DEISON

.tinc oowing 4ocunient written by MajorGeneral Daniel Dent-

son thi ganaehl1drcn1 and lately found among the effects of the

rOV Dapiel $ogors ofEzeter of historical importance inasmuch as

It substantiates facts heretofore problematical while it supplies know
ldge upon points which were very uncertain or entirely wanting

Heretofore we have been unable to state froni what portion of

England the family came nor were we sure of the exact date of

emigration Denison staten that his brother John and himself were

bred scholars at Cambridge and that his father suddenly unsettled

-- himself recalled them from Cambridge and removed to New Enlnd
eprinWd from he ew.Eng1ftfld

Historical and Genealogical Register for April is

.I that his father brought with him very good estate settling him
self at Roxbury The General gives us the date of his marriage to

Patience Dudleyof which no previous record has been known to

be in existence and furnishes us many ptrticulars in regard to kith

-and kin There can be ro doubt of the authenticity of the document
and its discovery is happy cucuinstunce

To my Dear canJcliildren

.Danzel and Afaia Dcnzsor

That you beingicft fatherless Children might not be altogether ignorant
of your ancestors nor 8trangers to your near relations thought meet to

acquaint you with your predeccsspiu and your decent from them
-Your Great Grandfather Donjson was bornin England at Bishops Strat

ford in Hertford shier in whicl Towp he Married and lived till the Year of

-- our Lord 1631 with two brothers Edward and George who all of them

had Children George the yo.in Brother had son named also GeorgemyeousonGerman who was living in Stratford in the year 1672 as your
uncle Harlackenden Symonds told me who was that year in England and

spoke with bun My uncle Edward had also Children and in the year 1631
removed himself and family into Ireland where be died and left son
called John Detuson who was souldier and Major of Regiment in the

time of the Ware and Depity Governor of Corke where Mr Wainwright
eaw him have received o.zyers Letters from him be was living in Dubhn
in the year 1670 your great Grandfather my Dear father whose name was

Wakmzu had by my dear MotLer whose name was Chandler six sons and

..
Fossib eorge DerJson wb seWed at Annisquam Glot.ccstcr Esscc County Masi

in 172.5 and is sMd to have come from Dablin ireland may have been desccnibui See
Baldwin an CUfie Denleon Record page 34.5 rnrO.

tr
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one Daughter two of which viz ono son and the Daughter died in their

ior and was nfterwards diverse times Governour ho then lived at CaLm-
Childhood one on who was the second nnined William about 18 years of

brilge rcmoved to Ipswk.h where he stLyed huit one yeLr behag reeaLhad
ago would needs goc Souldier into Iloihuad iaa the year 1624 at the

again to live in the Ba which thun could not but want his help ho setled
fiinons Seige of l3rcila when it was taken by Spiaiola nud Count Mansfield

biiiiscit at -flocksbury whero livctl ataiLil ItO ICjRLItCtI tinS IIIU tlOw the
bad an army out of Engluid to have raisctl the seige but die army mis

3OI Day of July in tuG ar 163 buvitag buried your great Grandmother
carryed ajid my Brother William was lievor heard of since .--

We were now but four Brothers left viz JoI1u Del Edward and bout yi before about the latter end of December 1643 She was
George Jtihu and myself were bred schohlairs at Cutubrit go where con fine vortuou5 wou who loved your father in his childhood and was bornin her house she had by her husband one sonyour great uncle Sam Dud
tiwicil till tilt tar had taken my first Degace youi Gi-anilfather WY hither

ley who liveth at Bxctcr and by wiVes bath had many Chikircia Cousen
though very well seated in Strait ford heating of the thou fatuous transplan
tation to ew England unsetled himself auth recaihitu tao fom Cambridge gerrn to your father And beside your Grandmother Denison she hadtlire Daughters viz your Aunt Bradstreetf who died in September 1672
rewovçd himself and family in the year IGUI to Now nghand atul broqght wj hft sons and Daughters liveitig beside her daughter Cotton who
over with him myself being about 19 years of ago and my two younger

died before and lcft malay children theta your Auut Wootlbridg now
Brothers EdWard and George leaving uiiy

eldest lluoLacr Jolt11 behind

at Newberry who hiath five Sons and five dauihters living yourlived about lchlmm or lii hartford sJer hot luE fautu Stratford where

were born ust wits you aunt Sarah marryed to at lCeane both dead long since andjt- My father rougbt with 1dm into New England very good Estate and loft oii only daughter Ilnnnah Married to laige aRid is now living atBoston your great Grandmother being dead your sweet Gratuhfathier
Dudley

settled himself at Roksbury and there Lived though somewhat weakuing

hint in Euightuud Murryed with oath portion who was it minister

athiers

Couson Germans as also were your aunt Bradstreets Children the

his Estate till the year 1653 in January when he died having buried my niuirietl second Wif.ifl anal by her had daughter tuarryed to MJonatlan
1othier about Eight years before Vade who hivodi at Mistiek anti two sons Joseph Dudley who now hivethtwo brothers Içdward ad George who were your great uncles had at Eocksbury In his fathers ilouso and Paul ludlcy Meiclaaut wln is
all the Estate my father left between them being both mariycd long before UOII Voyage to Ireland these were your fathers uncles by their father3my fathers death rty Brother George buried his first Wife in the year

stale

1643 went into England was Souklicr titer above year was at th For myself after was married to your Grandmother lived about twoBattle of York or Marston Moor where he did good service was afterward years at Cambridge and in the year 685 removed to Ipswich wherehave lived ever sluice with your Grandmother we lived together tvithoutt

taken Prisoner but got free and aving Married asecoutd Wile Ito returned
Ohihui-ei above years till the sixteenth of January being Thirsday your

to New England the year
before our Mother died and not long after re

tiear father was born at Rocksbury whether your Grandnothaer went to
moved himself to New London iiear whereunto viz at Stouington he now
hiveth having sons John William and George or Daughters his lye in at her mothers and two years and quarter after your aunt Rogerseldest sout Johuua is married and unth Childucuu which are your Cousona and WitS born at lpswiehu out the total day of Apt-il 612 about nine years tutorof his Iaughturs aro Marryeil to Stanton Palmer amid Cheusebrook all your Gruuidumiothor lund zsnohtor laughtcr ieiuuied ht who ahital nigtt

quuui.a.r old math thtuo years aftoi- we bud auiuthaer our ltt minimal lolerlliving at present iii duo samo Town
wIn died within furtuti1aMy brother Edward your great uncle also wits Mnuuled about tluo same

Lime with youuu uiicl duorgo nbuut duo begiutitiuug of thu year 6-Il and
Jiame atrimge Iii J8l sea CuIIwi kii tif tho ft$$tU111151Jf is Historical

lived auti died in lie my grunt gi4uf anti loss dtipartetl this life in A1aril A.H i.M 1180 tialgIat ItlOc licuii it 1011 Coy 1liia iIk ii vitiJt steiitrot Ueti Düiuttut5 s--3eati tht ot itnky hiiit ito tvife Ietui Iruthy hilt1 ilisi

lu the year 669 ami heft tebind him but one son William of about
SIte hni -ix uv suns S.tt1 11 iIS i.t Tliomaut the gnuhtitc could nut hivc ljcyears old having buried four sons in their Infancy hue left also five Daughters Ud2V.

Itir5 ago Mr Detiti fluitiley 1111 myself haidarnycu 1IC tht yv rulaI aol tIm COveior son Our reasons
of which one wa married in his hifetimo to Juchia Roiiaer who livedi

and that BtiIsta-ui
5IIy In liar elluldi on ii luwiher Iluti siit Of nil her

tV0i-U ii iteititci- SOn fliwans icr cliitdi-ini of Tliutuin ate tiieutkn-d in Coy luahteys
1uw1cy

hit-ed the rest of his Days t4 llouksbury in thu sauno lotusu
nay

fudiur built

/1

Soluty1
vol 2S 2-IS couijecau-c thin J1IUiIIIII Dn.lhy gztliuaLo .r IItIIlijIgu

wits the eldo4 of the Bothiera that were brought to Nw Eut1aumd lil1drcaa cla1Iliv Ilyath 10 bUO.$aaa Works of lairs Aiii jJraIsireet KIlIs ohhiionpugu WIand the pe year after pur arival viz in the year 1632 on the 18 day-
Frt-ttin of Oov Thouia Dudley 511t3 hiS descendants Sea Rzoisrzit vol 10 ppol october on which day twenty years before was Baptized at Stratford 042 83744.EDITOI

qnd years bcforp was admitted into time university of awbridge Fur accounts or Coy Simon aind Mr. Anne Dudley Bradsircat and their dgnSee jtmirj vol ii pp 31225 vol.9 pp 11321 For biographical sketch of
Married your Grandmother who was the second daughter of 11 1hio

Guy Biatistrect Leo vol pp 75-7.Epyojqdley who was principal uudcLakor of this Phuintattmou of thin Miasa
For uccóunu of Itey Julti neil Mrs Merry Dudley VootibrhIge jittal their desccuuthte ltaoisrzit vol 32 pp il2-.-6 lo the Wooduii-idgc Iteeoid ronipiled from

chuset.s and onp those first comwcr iu the year 13O that brought over

papers lef 1w the hto LOUIS iicte lzq by his brother Donald
Mitchell LL.D

Gover1.
New 1evcn l3 4to Cl 272.Eii-run

This Is the arsi 1nttin1Ion have found that Maij Gen Denison was graduate of
nePiew of tho Rev John WjIon or Boston An abstract of the will or Robert Kuatyne

CaIuhrldo jiversity Can any of oar nidor give fairticr information of hii elder--
is printed In the Rzosrzn vol 37go 231 Far notices of The Kenyne faintly see

the Pteut and stbed the overnmeitt here he came over Deputy

Sand Dudley married MaJor Benjamin Kcayne son of Capt P.obc ICcayno aii

hrsLhmcrdItCy John DCnlsoIt who is hor stated to hmtyc bean also etluemttçd Mt Caupriç1g -- YO lP btl 1523 vL 37 II- 23l.S.lptoitud se been clergymen fls ops turtfQrd mi turdhfrctzon -. nntIJ name of th seCond wife otGoy Thom its Dudley ii us Kattlierinc Diglmtou-- -e Fur an acaouut of her aers gna reyr se REGISTER vol 45 pp 3O2.Eio



In the year 1645 was made Major of tho Regiment of Essex and in .1 Toqr sther had ot present Estato Setled On him but upon hls Mar-
the your 1653 was Chosen an Assistant or Magistrate and about year 3iago with your Mother ingaged to provide for him and after mine and
after was made Major General and continued so for about or eight years your Graudiotlers decease to give iiiin my Farm at Che where youafter Were all born and also 1FLU1B 600 acres at Merrinack 1iver ansi accord-

In the year COO my onely Daughter and your Aunt Elizabeth was Mar- Ily.hrin his iif he partaked of all that bad and wo lived with groat
ryed to John Rucrs who bath over since lived at Ipswich and baths c9nto an ltCPt and Wh$ Ingaged to lam shall God willing beow living five children Cuason Gurmans viz Elizabeth Margrct macgood to h1 dro aftr your fathers leeease provided for
1oln Daniel i1d Nutarnel She bud another Iuug itor z1amod also Ehisa-

.j 7Qu
isud yo oJi áyo one yer at tho ifurm vhiore yca all 1ved. ut

both tlutt died out reir
and quarter oht 1leasot pd to àrer that we Shoud be further

parted For the be-
Your Dear father say Dear and only sun was Married to your Mother gmnig of

Apll your Mother having married with Richard frhb was named lasrtbi Siisonds on tIm or of february 1668 and tyne went to live with him at Portsmouth taking with hr two Children

and wdLy ai 4f ae yb ie Marrywl and living sweotly and cornfort tha in Cosklraton of that Estate which jour f41er left and your Mother

Iive4 at the farm Ipasviohi the roinulsulor of his days being above four Thsnlei ho thou sucked and Martha as had contracted with them before

wILIt your
hjo

luuaar oven years by whom he lied Children Jolrn had apsi Martiuewith her which was mere 300.fi They should bringthe eldest bOrs of Soptombur 1665 Miirt.hia born the first of March up two Children dud be bound to give 100.fi to Martha when she corns to
1668 ad Daiol qhi the 14 day of AprIl 1671 But about Mpn1.h sc or if she di before tQ Daniel and lila Heirs for which have Mr Mar-
before poor Dan

jel
was ru lz on the ninth of Juiiuary 1670 it pleased tYiiS 13osi4 tied for orno oLho Legacies in case your Mother dye before

the aiwise God take your dour father my dear and loving son to himself him
thereby bereavhzg you and me of our greatest

comfort and support he was For John he was to stay with me and his Grandmother as be was to
taken with most violent flux the first of January which held him nine have done had his faUer lived to go to School Thus you arc quartered
days with grievous torment which he endured with admirable patience dear Children but yet through Gods goodness you are under there care
committing himself to God with assured confidence and took his last leave that do tenderly love ahd will carefully provide for you for which you will
of me who was with him all the Lime of his sickness and of isis loving Wife have cause to Bless God That though you are bereaved of loving fatherand of his Children Jçhn and Martha without any Preturbation Bless- yet be bath not left you desolate

ing his Children and commending them to God the father Son and Holy Raving given this account of
your descent by the father side shall

Ghost and Committing that which was unborn to my care at his death lie acquaint you wish some of your relations by your Mothers side hoping yourwas not one and thirty but wanted six days and about 15 hours so early mother who tenderly loves you will as she bath oppertunity instruct youbad he finished his Course and done his work and if his work had then to not only in that particular but in other things of greater moment and
have been done as he thsesi said he had been lUisertiblo but he had lived advantage

Godly and examplary life being constant seckerof God have heard
YourMotherwasthoehaeadgbtcrofMrsaninel

SymondsnMngestrate
your Mother since say lie used to pray five Limos Day Dutiful Child yet living in Jpswich by isis second wife who was the Witlvw of one
loving husband and father loving friend good man in all his ways and Bps by whom ebo bad your uncle Bps living at Jpswich who bath manyho departed most Christhin like amid comfortably to time unspeakable grief Children all your Consens She had also daughters ono Mnrryeci to Mr
and lose of sue and all isis friends about months after his death was 1nniel Chute dead long sIscu nnotbr Mzsrryed to Duncan who lives atborn at the farm whose minnie his lather ordered before his death desirimig Glocestor asid haLls many Chikiren
his wife if she svoro delivered of son it might ho called Dismilol and if Your Gratmlmuthcr Synsoutls himal wife boforo by whom lie bad livers
daughter it should be called Patience after the name of your Grandmother Children some dead mid yet living one daughter Mtsrryed to LW Bpsmore of your fathers sickness and gracious speeches committed to Writ- your uncle by your grandmother as his wife is by your Grandfather also
big and left thorn with your Grandmother Soii8 ilarlackeden now in England and Wihhiamthat livc at lpswicshAnd now dear Children though God Imath tukcn away yur dear and Your Grandfather bad by your Grandmother one sot your unclu Sam-
loving father yet lie bath not left you fatherless but uccorduig to your dour uol who loved your father timid Mother and dyed before your ftttlwi at soilfathers desiro and Blessing Commending you to God whom in Ida sieksus us be was returning froul Englitad whether lie %veut tlw year before hobe often called his Covenant God Who is also your Covenant God and was hopeful young man be had also daurhters your good motherbath coveimanted with every one of you in your Baptism he bath been whose name was Martha was the eldest the 2d Marryod to LW Esnerfather to you and mercifully provided for you and cared for you when you son Mlniste of Gloucester where they live and have slivers Children your..ouid not care for not help your solves as shall acquaint you And there- Cousen Germans by the Motbr side big 31 daughter was Priscilla Murryedlore dear children Let your chief care be as you grow to understanding to .4

to Baker the muse day .your mother was Marryed to Martyne theyknow the God of your fathers and to serve him with perfect heart and live at Topafield
the Blessing of God will be with you both in life and Deaths according Your Grnndothcr Syrnonds dyed about two years boforo your Mother

was 1%Iarryed she had brother êolonel Read great souhdier in time Civil
the blessing and Prayers of your dear father and Godly

Auestors
Wars in England and Governuur of Sterling in Scotland she had also two

824 t130 vol 12 pp 337-42 vol 13 pp 619 vul 39 pp 226-30 vol 41 168-38

dyed in September last and ieft.a daughter sunned Martha wife of Thomas
nvroz

55
-S

Vor genealogies of limo Rogers fitmily see BsawTzn vol.4 179 vol 6pp 10652
sisters that lived iii New E.nund the eldest was your Aunt Lake who

.5- S-
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nut sin wh contbutes the preceding aele to the REotsrfl An historicalUarris who bath many Children your conseng her other Sister was iti skctct of IpsIch by the Rev tugustine Cakiwen is also printed therethrop the wile of .hIii Winthrop Goveriionr of Coiiecticot who is newly .tnotlier biography by Dr Shale npparcd in the iir.sr8 vol 23 ii 31235dead at the writing hereof as the repoit is She had two sons John and Gen cnlsons will Is printed hi the IuI.EIt vol PP 2Z4 To these
Wayte and or Daughters one Marryed to Mt Neuwmau ei ui articles the reader is referred for informatioii not found In the flutobiographyMrs Margaret 1culsou the mother of Maj Gnu Denlso died at Rohury
orwin all these are your Mothers Couson Germans and your ouseus finds pa the bishops Stortford

register see above the marriage in 1603 of

dyed at Wcnhuffln September last another Marrycd at Salem to John
16456 11cr son states that her majdeii flame was Chandler Mr Waters

and so are their children Wijhliub Denison to Margaret 2Jon This William Denison Is probably theow ng14nt euilgraut The variation In the surname of his svlfo may be
have done as much as iiiein1cd by which Dear Children you may

accounted for In two ways Mr Denison They Jiay been married twice orperenave you iieeil not ho nshnnied of your llrocuitors who have in many Margaret Monk may have been widow In 1603 William Dcnlson fatherresN%1s been eminent in their times it believes you dint you take care to or tiic general died at Roxbury Jan 25 1653-4be inielaiors of their piety and goodness itnil that you doe no degunorato rom Mr Waterss extracts from the register of Bishops Stortford it wouldfrom tbosc Roots from whence you are spluHge in so doing the blessing ScIfl that the father of Wiluhaw Den isot and graudfatr of Daniel was namedand Prayers of your Godly Ancestors will fill upon you and the God John Ills widow seems to have flInrrie4 Johui Cace
Record of time lesccutignts of Capt George Tcnison of Stoningtonyour fathers will be $uur Cuvoinnmt God who only is able to bless you hero Conn brother of the General was published at Worccster in 1881 In anand mako you hnppy lwreiitiur which Is and bath beeu tlio Continual octave of 424 puges.sec lltuisriit vol 36 101 Tue cowpilcrs werePrayer of all your godly Ancestors and particularly of your tender amid llou John 1eulson Baldwin and lion William

of out Lord 672 iu the sixtieth anti one year of his ngo

Jovilug Grmidfit.her who wrote this the 2dth lay of December in the year

DNmaL DtNIS0N

foregoing conflrmns guess made eouple of years ago that

the Xcw England family of Dcnlson would be found to have belonged to 1flshop
Stortford in England The will of John Gaco of Stortford Iterts tanner

Montague 61 proved in 1602 of which hope to give larger ab
stract one of these days mentions George Edward and iVilihun 1enison cliii
dreu of my wife and Elizabeth Crouch daughter of my wife paid

flyIng vialt to Storturd amid with zunch ado succeeded in getting sight of

the parish registers Iron which took the following extracts

The xviJ of March 1682 George Denyson son of John baptized
George son of William 1enlzcn baptized 20 October 1610

Giurgt lcnlzon son of \Vhhlinin and Margaret baptized 10 December 16204
William ieimlzcn and Margaret Monuk marrIed November 1603

Vumy likely them were nt-her lenisnn items there but these were all that

wmugiit miiy eye lii
immy very misty hmispuetlon at LlmnL Limnu.hllethY \Yimamms

The Records of St Michaels lurisli Church Ilisliups Stortforil edited by
Glasseock Jr were published Iii 1882 By this book we thud that WillImun

fleunysomi was churchwmirtlcn In 1606 page 118 and George Dcnuysou in 1632
1633 1635 1648 and 16411 page 114

In the Chmnrthwiirdnns mtccotmiits among the receipts for the year 1582 Ia of
John icnysuu is page ii

In the Churchwardeus Book 1642 the name George Dcimnysou is entered

several times Among the collections Is found under Water Lane Geo
Dennyson I1IJ page 146 Among the church rents due March 25 1642 is

of Uco imennysons house anti yard vj page 162 Under lease rents is

of Oco Tenyson for the Stalls in the Burly 11111 for ycre ut Lady day 1043

xJ page 155
The parish register Is not printed in this volume
On the 20th of September- 1882 the two hundredth anniversary of the death ----

of Mnj lea Denlsou commemorated at Ipswlch Mass The proceedings
on this occasion were printed In pamphlet of 52 pages entitled The Donison

Memorial Of this pamphlet 25 pages are devoted to carefully prepared and

For aecount of the Symonds ncl Iteade families see Ancestry of Priscilla Baker
by Vil1ian Applettin Cnmmbrldge 1871 Sin 4t.i pp 1-13 For the anciasry and cunnec- --

tionsif he Vinthrop fuiihly sue ItROlsTsit vu 18 pp 3820 Fur iiollve or Ilau lfp stid --

very lull biographical kuLch of Nit Qcu Deülsou by Dr Shale now of Chest- -r-

Lake families see REOisTEmt vol 13 pp h156 Fur pedigree of Lhm Chute family cs
itsoerren vol 13 123-4.Eniron --

--

---
There limo beau it lack of

egtcuuuiem1t
tie to the year of Capt George Denisons birth

-- Some be wu born in 1118 but- his EUYUa1U8U wuk hIm 73 years old at Iris duet e--
.-

October 23 1694 See Baldwin and Clifts Deuisou 1tiarc1 page 6.5ltuirea .. ----
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Appendix Two

53-54 Footnote to 1882 edition of Sewalls Diary giving biography

of James Taylor

5556 probate inventory of James Taylor Essex County Probate

Records 27301
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for pulling down the Throne of Antichrist is so designed
the Court of Admiralty said their Coiiiission was their

in the Revelation Holland Law Chief Justice and Davenport went to the Fun-

July 25 visited Mr Henry Bromfied and Meheta- cral of Mrs Mary Smith Corwin who died on the Lords

be Thurston Joseph and Pray together in the Castle- ny Was brought to bed the day before

Chamber iii
Augt To Cambridge again by reason of the Acimi

July 26 Mr Webb preaches from Jn 15 Love ralty so lost Dr Mathers Lecture Came home time

not the World made very good Discourse of the enough to the Funeral of Mr Treasurer Taylor Bearers

consistency of the Love of the World with the Love of

God Sung Ps 49 610 Mary youngest child of John and MargaretWinthrop Corwin was hap-

27 Mr Pemberton invited mc to his Meeting by
tized Se$ 1670 and married Captain Thomas Smith May 1701 Ens

So little has been printed concerning James Taylor the treasurer that

his Son went we arc sure no apology is needed for the following note From au indenture

29 Lords Super was exceedingly affected that in the possession of Francis 11 Lee Esq of Salem it sernims that Iaylor was

Christ should speak of his Spouse as Undefiled
the son of Christopher Taylor leather-dresser of London It is dated July

11 1661 and binds him for six years to John Cole of Ratcliffe County Mid-

30 Last night Mr Treasurer Taylor died at his House dlesex to learn navigation James Taylor endorsed on this document the

in Lin The Corps was brought in Horse-Litter to tile following items Married the 28 January 1673 on Thursday Elizabeth

Ferry From the Ferry on mens Shoulders to his House Faylor my daughter died the 24th October 1074 in the morning at oclock

in Town
My daughter Mary was borne the 25th of January 1675 My son Christo

p1mev Taylor was borne the 16th December 1677 was married to my second

31 Rid with the Chief Justice to the Ferry then in wife Rebecca the 20th Januarie 1679 being Monday My daughter Re

Calash to Cambridge Court Mr Brattle prayed
beeca Taylor was borne the 18s Octob 1681 born the Tuesday at hour past

in the alter noon My son James Taylor was born the Novemnby 1083

Augt ditto.5 Mr Smith pleaded the Jurisdiction of about or Ia time morning My daughter Elizabeth Taylor was Wvlnos

day borne the 10th Deconit 1685 about 10 in Limo Imbruing nnl my son

James Tnykmr was Treasurer of the Province from Jutio 17 1693 to
Samuel Taylor was borne the 6th Deecmb 1087 at about of time clock in

.Ttnuc 23 1714 when .Jcreumialt Alien succeeded His incdeccssor fur one
the morning on Monday

year was Joint llmiihips but front 1613 1W thtm lhuoiution only tour per
ust.mi records add thai hi first wile was Elizabeth by vhonm mi had

eons held the ollicc viz Taylor Allen William Foyc and harrison Gray
Elizabeth Oct. 21 1671 By vifo 1tebuec lo hail also Miigatil

On Taylors retirement the following vote was passed.
Aug 1690 Ann Nov 13 1002 Sarah May it 1693 William

Dee 24 1715 Council Records To Mr James Taylor the sum of
Juno 10 1090 Mercy Nor 18 1700 and Mary July 13 1702

Ninety pounds in consideration of his good and faithfull service for many
Mercy doubtless died soon From the records cited at the cud the follow-

years as Treasurer of this Province and his frequently advancing his own ing facts are ascertained Deeda lib 83 235 Wills lib 30 319

money in the publick affairs and the considerable loss he has sustained in cds lib 80 and Wills lib 83 81 Two soits Christopher

the execution of that 051cc
and William and six daughters survived time father Of the latter Rebecca

BOSTON On Wednesday the first Currant The General Assembly
married John Keilsoll of New York Aug 1703 Elizabeth married first

of this Province met here And being Hi8 Majestys King Georges Areas-
David Craigie March 17 171415 and Abigail married Edward lehl by

sion to time Throne of Great Britain At Noon the Artillery of the
whom she had one daughter The oldest daughter Mary married William

mit Castle William were Discharged and at Night the Town-House was lyne of flostoim October 100-I amid had Tobias and Mary Payne wife of

finely Illnminatod where the Honourable William Toiler Esq Attended by
Jotmth Sewafl but she died Jan 1700 before her father James 01

tIme Hononrable His Majestys Council the Representatives of the Lower
the other three daughters Anne married William Robie of Boston Mary

House The Gentlemen Oificers of His Majestys Revenue and Militia
second of the mame married Samuel Thips of Charlestown Nov 1725-

Drank Ills Majestys Health His Royal highness George Prince of Wales
and Sarah married about 1735 Christopher Jacob Lawton of r..cicesthr

all the Royal Family Ills Excellency Col Slu1e our Governour Bos-
01 the eons Christopher seems never to hayo married at Jenst Ids will

ton News Letter No 642 Aug 1710
leaves nfl his property to his natural son Charles Taylor son of his servant
Anne Bell
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Lt 007r Mr Winthrop Sewall Mr Eliakim Ilutchinson
und Gloves No lUngs itor Escutcheons saw no Mitt

I.
Mr John Burrill Speaker Mr Trensurer Allen Skarfs iters at the house but Mr Shepard and Mr Wadsworth

Ihey had Scarv8

\Villiam Taylor of Lyiiti iiari1tl Sarah hinglitr of Sinnuel Iturrill The Case pf floxbury $cliool PlCntlCl be

1k had two dangbtN only vh Itebecea who junriiv.h 1nr teiitid cousin tore ho Gc Court Mr Wnl1 the leaeous Major
Titt.nthiy Orue nut Aiuio iiarried lbiij larkir of Lyttit

Tjn imina titus 1.ecatitt extiiict in the itialu Iiui litilugil repiosiiilisl now liotvles and others pearoil for the SeliuI 1Jt lfl hit1

through feutahs jlCUlCtl Mr Buggies of Rochester read the plea of the

authorities are Suffolk Wills ill sxx 819 lib xxiii 81 Suf
lcssces with great Boldness Council with great IiTa

folk Deeds Jib xxxvii SO Essex Records fur which we tro ititlebtod to

henry Waters Esq of Sakui \ihls Jib xi IS lii xii 200 jority voted for the School JUlgiJlg the Lease for 500

years to be Unlawfuhl Twas Negatived with the Dtptt205 273 lh xvi 60 lib xlv 109 214 lib xlviii 151 jib liv

liii lxvi 171 Deeds 111 xxxiii 271 lii. xivii 27 lilt liii

88 hib liv 211 liii lxi 15 lilt lxiii 175 lib lsli 215 210
tK.S tot prorogued dinl this day at Mr llirsLs

231 1i1 lxxxiii 235 lib cxv SO lib cxxvi lib cxxviii Augt BroT Moodey and Northend return home

04 191 Augt Dr Increase Mather preaches in my Sons

By the inventory of Rebecca widow of James Taylor we learn she had Turn Mr Peinberton was not at Meeting Mr Win
one silver tmkard front her father Clark

The following letter front the original at the State house seems worthy throp and Lady sat clown at the Lords Table at tim Old

of preservation
Church toldme lie wits baptised there

Mass Arcliires 51 leaf 283 ______________________________________________________________________

Bosrox May the 21st 1710
write and because she would have an excuse for not going to schoole has

IIon The chief occasion of mynowwriting to you is to inform you saying word to me gone to Sister Craigies find shall have

thai your house is now altered into two very convenient tenements and can
hifliciiht task to please my relations let me doe all can to serve them

truly say have done it the cheapest and best way was capable off with my linirever will by gods ns.sistniiee persist deing my tliity anti leave thto

coittitinall atteiitlaitcC tlay atiti night It wanted it great tleale of repaies event to providence and sluihi always endeavour to show you that am Your

which have now st.nrch into from the hjottoin and have finish viz the obetI son

Celler floors Chimneys ITeart.lx underpinning of the house new necessary
Cnit IAYLOR

house lime olmI one being rotten anti many other things whimni have paid rirn things you left with me t.o sell are not all sold Imut wheii they are

time whole shed hi-luger mteIl you the ncconijt of the cost Your fences want re
omit tim money roi will send It

1iairing and hear there Is right red ceder posts at Lynn if OU VOUII

send about dozen will get that done have let the lower part of the hou.se
James Taylor owned land in Bostri sold by his heirs One house

to Mr Harris the minister who comes in this day he is Sober man and sold by Christopher was on School Street next that of William Dummer

bath but small family the garden doe not let him save on pleasure for ute
Two other houses were bounded west on Queen Street east by Captain

use hut- keep it fur the upper end of the house where live and is besides
Thmnimmas l3rattle north by Wflhiun Payne and Captain Nat Green south liv

roolia enough for you anti my mother when you come to town have in the
Itmtmitjtlt Belkuap lIe also was tim owner cf the ironworks at Lynn called

yard run pale fence to bound line The bed have delivered to lIopo
hlatnmmiersinith

Stone according to order the cause of her going away was for that had lie used as his offleiid seal sliicki bearing quarterly three castles

made sonie discoveries and had great reason to suspect her honesty as well
thirc lions rampant three fleurs-de-lys three garbs But We 10 DOt

as many other faults and ill practices of her and the woman whose house she
find these arms attributed to any of the nalmu Ens

is now gone to lodge and she has since that bin so s1itefull to me as to gos
full account of this controversy is to be fonuml in time Ilistory of the

and perswade maid that was coming to live with me not to come and in- toxbury Grammar School by Diliaway lkston ISGO Time property

sinuated many many false stories of me to her and others She bath aliso en-
given by Thomas Bill it was 1case iii 1057 by Joseph 1uiliey and

deavored to make difference between me and Sister Abigail but hath not
others for five hundred years Ix 1716 complaint vas made mid the Con-

gained her ends we being very good friends and agree well Though site tells

vral Court was petitioned for relief The Council granted it lut the tont

nie she has not her health well in town and intends time washing is
iiouscoucurrod But in 1717 tho leases vem amicably surrendered and

ovcr to goe to time farm and divert her selfe and take the country air for some
leases for fourteen years substituted Ers

time She seems to be but weakly person Sister Molly will not learn
Vol. 111
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Appendix Three

Summary of Dendrochronological Research on Seventeenth-Century

Massachusetts Houses Conducted by Frank Demers and Abbott Lowell

Cummings 19661982

This summary is based on the writers examination of the

data and analyses in the possession of Frank Demers The summary

will not address the dating controversy surrounding the Ironworks

Farm house and the opinions and suggestions forwarded here

are entirely the writers and do not necessarily reflect those

of Demers or Cummings

The general strategy of dendrochronology is to count annual

growth rings to determine the age of the tree when it was felled

to measure the relative width of the rings amd to establish mean

widths over time to look for diagnostic groupings of narrow

rings called signatures by Demers indicating periods of

drought and to correlate such diagnostic groupings among series

of samples in order to establish crossdated overall series for

the region

This method has been most successful in American regions with

semi-arid climates particularly the Southwest Heavy rainfall is

infrequent there and has noticeable effect on tree growth in

the case of the Southwest the diagnostic groupings represent heavy

rainfall rather than droughts In the Northeast the use of the

method is complicated because the region has complacent climate

neither wet nor dry hot nor cold and therefore diagnostic

groupings for droughts are not as clear Also the areas in which

timbers for house construction were obtained in New England often
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were swampy or near streams and rivers and thus trees might not

reflect period of drought to any appreciable degree Another

limitation is the nature of the samples that is beams and lintels

of houses which often have ambiguous wainy edges the outermost

growth ring indicating the year the tree was felled insect damage

dry rot and so forth

Dr Cummings became interested in dendrochronology in the

1960s when several breakthroughs in dating of English medieval

buildings brought the method to his attention His interest was

based on two factors First many pre1720 buildings have exposed

beam ends or lintel ends which can be examined visually Second

Dr Cummings documentary investigation of many buildings gave

him group of dated buildings which could be used to establish

an overall chronology and possibly to crossreference data to build

up long-term drought pattern for New England from 1500 to 1750

Under Dr Cunimings direction Demers took photographs of

exposed beam and lintel ends in the Boardman house in Saugus

1687 the Fairbanks house in Dedham Cc 1637 the Gedney house

in Salem 1665 the Capen house in Topsfield Cc 1683 the

Coffin house in Newbury Cc 1654 and the Cooper-Frost-Austin

house in Cambridge 1691 Largely on the basis of the Fairbanks

lintel Deiners tentatively identified two drought signatures which

on the basis of 1637 date for the house fell in 15961598

and 1619-1621 These provisional signatures became the basis for

report submitted to Dr Cummings on August 21 1968 in which

Demers graphed the seven examples employed on the basis of their

documentary dates and found an apparent correlation of the 1619-

1621 drought signature in all the samples
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Here matters rested until 1975 when Dr Cummings and

Demers again took up the question of dendrochronological dating

Cores were taken from beams in the Ironworks Farm house the

Capen house in Topsfield the Narbonne house in Salem the

Capen house from Dorchester now relocated in Milton the

Blake house in Dorchester the Whipple house in Ipswich the

Austin-Lord house in Ipswich and the SwettI1.sley house in

Newbury The samples were sent to the Laboratory of Tree Ring

Research at the University of Arizona in Tucson for accurate

measurement and computer analysis The computer results were

not completed until April 1980 One impQrtant feature of the

read-outs is their ability to calculate mean ring width by ten-

or twentyyear intervals Trees do not grow at uniform rate

through their 1ifetim but begin with substantial growth spurt

and then slowly taper of as they reach maturity and obsolescence

The calculation of mean ring widths by ten- or twenty-year inter

vals provides data needed to develop curve which aids the inter

pretation of the width of any group of rings relative to rings

preceding it or following it Certainly the accurate measurement

of the ring widths provided an important data base

Using the readouts Demers analyzed the patterns and attempted

to come up with significant correlations of signature groupings

For example he plotted the patterns for the three samples from

the Ironworks Farm house The trees were 196 210 and 199 years

old when they were cut Plotting the ring widths of the three trees

by twenty-year intervals revealed no consistent pattern of obso

lescence among them year-by-year analysis identified signatures

but failed to reveal correlation of them among the three samples

However Demers never took the analysis much further than initial
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comparisons The writer offers the following observations about

the data and its possible future use

Demers analyzed his data according to the supposed dates

of the structures from which they came This is not the ordinary

method of cross-referencing samples The usual method is to

examine each sample to determine drought signatures without

reference to date the intention is to arrive at floating series

of drought signatures These floating series are then correlated

with floating series from other samples in the hope of arriving

at cross dated series which will constitute drought pattern

for the region Fixing the date of the pattern must come after

such floating series is formulated and in New England the

series may have to be extended into the eighteenth century before

secure dating can be obtained

Obviously it was discouraging to find that no apparent

correlation of drought patterns was forthcoming from three trees

cut in the same year and in the same locale However the individual

growth sites of the three trees may be factor in this compre

hensive analysis of the data with all samples treated as floating

may still provide useful drought pattern Of course the results

might also upset the established dating of the houses

There are some other samples available which might prove

useful Demers owns slice of the socalled Avery oak in Dedham

which dates from the late seventeenth century The Ironworks

site has two enormous trip-hammer bases which may be the only

surviving oak samples of large size from the primary New England

forests These bases must be analyzed to give context to the

smaller trees used in house construction

Structural repairs to be performed on the Ironworks Farm
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house will undoubtedly expose all the front girt ends of the

building While it will not be possible to take cores from these

timbers carefully made photographs of the end grain provided

they are sanded smooth beforehand may permit some measurements

and visual assessments regarding the age of the trees and identi

fication of drought signatures similar comparison of the exposed

girts of the Cushing barn in Hingham undertaken by the writer

and Demers in 1981 revealed strikingly consistent signature

tentatively identified with the 1619-1621 signature of the Fair

banks house lintel Counting forwath from these signatures gave

date of felling for all the girts of 1698 Traditionally the

structure was thought to date about decade after the Cushing

house 1679

The writer is oktaining photocopies of Demers data sheets

for deposit at the Ironworks Site
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Preface

In the precceding history of occupancy of the Ironworks Farm

house between 1681 and 1716 the biographies of the two owners

Samuel Appleton Jr 16541725 and James Taylor in Boston 1674-

died 1716 were presented The biography of Appleton was augmented

by study of his origins in group of powerful Ipswich families

here referred to as the Ipswich oligrachy whose intermarriage

over three generations secured an economic base in large capital

farms and tenure of key positions in town county and colony

government and access to important pulpits and the presidency of

Harvard College

The extended treatment of Appletons family suxmnarized in

eight genealogical charts was made necessary by two factors no

probate inventory survives for Appleton and the furnishings listed

in Taylors probate inventory were probably brought to the Ironworks

Farm from his Boston townhouse two years 1efore his death Given

these two factors the writer has used the genealogy of Appletons

relatives to find their probate inventories The writer has also

selected group of inventories of Boston merchants some of whom

were related to Appleton by marriage These inventories have two

interpretive functions On one level they provide room nomenclature

and furnishings which influenced Appleton and his wife when they

set up their household in Saugus in 1681 On another level com

parison of Essex County inventories with Boston inventories reveals

significant differences in room nomenclature and furnishings evi

dence for the divergent identities of an affluent country town

and commercial seaport and for long-term stylistic evolution

of room nomenclature and furnishings that occurred in eastern Massa



chusetts between 1630 and 1730

This evolution involved shifts of emphasis which are not

readily apparent to the average reader the evolution has not

engaged the attention of the foremost authorities on early domestic

architecture partly because no Boston houses of consequence survive

or were adequately documented before their demolition and partly

because the furnishings are what permit the isolation of the

evolutionary process The evolution is traced in terms of the

number of rooms in the house the names assigned the rooms the

location of the best bed in the house the specific furnishings

found in each room and the form of the furnishings Because the

Appletons set up their household at critical period of the evolu

tionary process and because they were influenced by practices in

Boston as well as in Ipswich furnishing plan based on what they

might have owned provides an opportunity to present conservative

and progressive tendencies within the evolutionary pattern as

whole as well as to educate the visitor in the appearence of

well-todo New England household The three rooms of the Ironworks

Farm house to be furnished in what we now believe to be appropriate

furniture and fixtures will also provide striking contrast to

the treatments given the rooms by Wallace Nutting to be dealt

with in the section on recommended furnishings



Chapter One

Evolutionary Trends in Eastern Massachusetts Room Nomenclature

and Furnishings 1630-1700 Five Frames of Reference

The plan of the post-Medieval house built by prosperous yeomen

merchants and lesser gentry in East Anglia had evolved rapidly

between 1540 and 1600 with the bridging over of former great

open hail to provide chambers and with the insertion of chimney

stack in the middle of the structure As it reached stable mature

phase about 1600 to 1620 the plan looked much like that familiar

from eastern Massachusetts hail and parlor on the ground story

separated by the chimney stack and small entry and stairs with

chambers over each room Fig The space of the house could be

increased by the addition of cellars leantos at the sides or rear

porches gables in the garret and service wings at the rear set

perpendicular to the long axis of the house While it is clear

that many of the houses built in Massachusetts were originally

built in one-room plan it is equally clear that the intention

was to expand the house to two-room plan at later date

This analysis of room use and furnishings will be concerned

exclusively with houses of two-room plan or larger since the

people under consideration were the wealthiest members of their

communities Some differences in room nomenclature and furnishings

can be observed between major households in Ipswich and in Boston

from the 1640s These can be attributed to the English regional

origins of the founders of both towns As noted in the history

of occupancy the founders of Ipswich almost all originated in
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the area around the Stour River which forms the border between

Essex and Suffolk Counties in East Anglia hence their adherence

to the tworoom house plan formulated in that region By contrast

many of Bostons founders were from London where they had been

exposed to the practices of the court and of extremely wealthy

merchants They this had seen far larger houses with greater

variety of rooms and avant garde furniture forms and arrangements.3

The differences between Ipswich and Boston practice break

down into five interrelated categories

Number of rooms employed

Nomenclature of rooms

Location of beds which identify the functions of rooms

Style of major case pieces

eStyle of beds seating furniture and tables

While there were other factors which heightened or lowered the

status of household these five factors were what permitted

an aware visitor to sense the kind of household he was in and

the appropriate behavioral patterns to assume in each room Each

factor will now be analyzed in turn although in practice they

became single phenomenon

Number of rooms employed

Study of records and of surviving architecture in Ipswich

suggests that although there was some fairly temporary housing

built in the first years of settlement and some story-and-a-half

one-room plan housing for those of lesser means the prosperous

founders like the Appletons Rogers Denisons Symonds and others

soon built twostory houses of two-room plan with embellishments

like porches facade gables leantos and deep cellars Although

one remaining house appears to have been built by West Country
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carpenter4 most of the workmen in the town were of East Anglian

origin and found no difficulty in building the house type their

patrons were used to Indeed so deeply ingrained was the preference

for the two-room plan that it remained standard throughout the

seventeenth century and much of the eighteenth survey of the

probate inventories of Samuel Appleton Jr.s relatives in fact

demonstrates lack of interest in recording the names of the rooms

at all since they were so predictable In the three two-room

plan houses whose rooms were listed in inventories those of

the Rev Nathaniel Rogers died 1655 John Denison died 1684

and the Rev Samuel Phillips died 1696 of Rowley -- the classic

pattern of hail parlor hail chamber parlor chamber and leanto

appears One minor variation is the occasional study found in

the inventories of Rogers and Phillips both ministers The study

in Phillips house appears to have taken the place of the hail

chamber but in Rogers house it was probably located over porch

see Appendix Two

On this basis the number of major rooms in the houses of

the Ipswich oligarchs was usually four with minor appendages

like leantos porches or garrets expanded by gables When however

the inventories of the most wealthy Boston figures of the 1630-1700

period are examined most appear to have required far more rooms

for their establishments One obvious explanation is that their

houses were often adjacent to or incorporated in their warehouses

or shops and often house gained an extra chamber over the ware

house But even taking such chance additions of room into account

the great Boston households seem to have made use of multiple

parlors numerous small chambers and other rooms not encountered

in Ipswich house plans Some could have represented simple sub
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divisions of rooms by partitions but these extra rooms have

another dimension they are referred to by complex nomenclature

never found in Ipswich or elsewhere in Massachusetts with the

possible exception of Salem later in the century

Nomenclature of rooms

The names assigned rooms in Ipswich are clear from the

preceeding discussion but the reasons for the complex and

idiosyncratic room nomenclature used in Boston mtst be suggested

The London origins of iany of the merchants provide the answer

they had been exposed to new and more complex house type based

on French court practice Architects working for Louis XIII and

other tastemakers like Madame Rombouillet had made great advances

in organizing the suites of rooms which formed royal or noble

apartments as they were called Court ceremony and the rituals

of the upper middle class which copied it were based on waiting

on or visiting royal or noble personage in his apartment Often

the center of activity was state bedchanther dominated by

richly furnished high bed stools chairs couches and other

accessories The approach to the state bedchamber was composed

of suite of rooms called the vestibule antechamber bedchamber

closet garderobe or wardrobe dining room and gallery Each room

had an explicit role to play in controlling access to the royal

or noble presence since access to such people constituted the

basis of patronage and prestige Plans of the 1630s and 1640s

Fig demonstrate how the system operated The vestibule was

the entry from the exterior and often was dominated by staircase

if the main suite of rooms was on the second story From the vesti

bule one entered an antechamber or great chamber which was formal
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reception area outside the state bedchamber Next one entered

the state bedchamber itself within which exacting rituals regarding

bows introductions and forms of address for the person being

waited upon were enforced Sometimes the state bed was placed in

railed-off alcove which further restricted access and delineated

degrees of favor

Those who were the intimates of the owner of the apartment

were granted more privacy and intimacy in rooms beyond the bed-

chamber These were the dining room sometimes located on the

more public side of the state bedchaxnber where larger gatherings

were served closets where the most intimate conversations and

gaming took place garderobes or wardrobes where clothing and

textile fixtures were stored and occasionally other closets where

state business was conducted large room with many windows was

occasionally found in wing flanking the apartment suite called

gallery This was public space where portraits were hung and

games like indoor shovelboard were played.5

The formulation of these suites of rooms was not unknown in

England in the last quarter of the sixteenth century when the

great prodigy houses were being built by members of Elizabeth Is

court explicitly to entertain the queen but what made the French

designs of the 1600s so influential was the fact that they were

published.6

While little is known of upper-middle-class housing in London

before the Great Fire of 1666 great merchants must have built

houses with smallscale versions of such formal suites of rooms

One prime piece of evidence for this is the nomenclature of Boston

merchants for their rooms which reflect the French model They

did not certainly build palatial suites with exactly the same



functions as the courtly prototypes but they did alter the

interior arrangements of their houses and employ some of the

courtly terminology 2mong such terms found in Boston inventories

are great and little parlor great and little chamber gallery

closet and dining room

grouping of great and little parlor with great and little

chamber over them is found in the inventories of John Cotton died

1652 Edward Gibbons died 1654 Robert Keayne died 1656

Henry Webb died 1660 Edmond Downes died 1669 and Antipas

Boyce died 1669 Although the exact configuration of the

rooms listed is impossible to determine on the basis of their

sequence in the inventory or their furnishings great and little

parlors and their corresponding chambers probably were made by

dividing single large room with partition under summer

beam gallery appears in John Cottons house between an unusual

leanto parlor and leanto chamber This gallery which probably

faced the west was probably lit by gable or series of gables

in the leanto roof Cottons house was built by Sir Harry Vane

about 1636 Vane was son of powerful noble and served term

as governor of Massachusetts Bay Vane may have intended the

suite of parlor gallery and chamber to function as suite in

the grand manner and accordingly he may have used his gallery

for pictures Cotton certainly had no such pretensions he kept

two great presses in the gallery which may have held his library

or household linens

The term closet appears in many of the same inventories which

list great and little parlors Evidently this term had only recently

been adopted by the merchants who used it for it was applied to

at least three different types of room for which other terms
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already existed On the basis of the location and contents of

the various closets cited two of its applications represented

pretensions to the aristocratic meaning of closet as small

intimate room In the first closet meant what was essentially

study small room in which books writing equipment and desks

or cabinets and few chairs and table were placed In the second

the term closet was applied almost arbitrarily to any bedroom or

chamber often the sleeping quarters of the head of the household

but not always The third use of the term is the same as the modern

meaning small storage area built into the walls of large room

or passageway

The term dining room first appears in 1669 in the extraordinarily

fashionable households of the merchants Antipas Boyce and Edxnond

Downes In both cases the dining rooms are paired with hails

and hail chambers furnished as the best bedrooms Here in its purest

form is rejection of the parlor as formal ground floor room

in which the head of the household slept The hail now became the

principal ground story room for receiving while the dining room

was used exclusively for formal meals

Other peculiar terms stemming from the particular circumstances

of mercantile life in Boston are counting house shop chamber and

warehouse chamber counting house was merchatLts study The

shop chamber and warehouse chamber reflect situations in which

merchants house was connected to his commercial building and

thus afforded an extra second-story room One highly specialized

term appears in the inventory of Major General Edward Gibbons

artillery room In his capacity as head of the Ancient and Honorable

Artillery Company an association of Boston merchants with preten

sions to the extremely high status of the London organization of
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Company in his large parlor However this same practice found its

way into the rooms of many militia officers in Boston and elsewhere

who often displayed their personal arms and armor in halls parlors

or studies

Location cif beds which identify the functions of rooms

As the preceeding analysis of room nomenclature demonstrates

the Ipswich oligarchs employed relatively conservative number

of rooms conventionally defined while the Boston merchants sought

to reinforce their status through the sub-division of the standard

rooms into smaller units with an eccentric and pretentious nomen

clature The question remains how visitor to house oriented

himself in the rooms to which he was admitted Because visiting

was extremely formal and confined to rituals like dining polite

sampling of liquors and business or political negotiations

the visitor had to identify the rooms into which he was admitted

Generally visiting took place in the main rooms of the ground

story and less frequently in chamber or study Setting aside

the question of whether or not visitor was confronted with

name for the room he was shown into certain accepted fixtures

identified the actual use of the room

In the classic hall-parlor house favored in Ipswich the two

principal ground story rooms has well-understood functions and

furnishings The hail was the room in which the family spent most

of its time and was used mostly for eating In houses where no leanto

was available to remove cooking functions from the hail food

preparation was done there as well but most of the people under

consideration here had removed the ungainly trammels brass and

iron pots and other cooking equipment to kitchen in the leanto
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Halls were dominated by at least one large table with seating

furniture cupboard or side table or dresser for display of

vessels and plates and for serving and some polite ornaments

like looking glasses pictures and lighting devices The parlor

on the other hand was smaller better-furnished room with

restricted use and functions It too had tables and seating

furniture but it also contained cupboard or chest of drawers

for display of silver ceramics and glass clocks arms and

armor and other statusenhancing objects The single most con

spicuous feature was the great bed of the head of the household

with its expensive textile hangings Occasionally the great bed

was accompanied by trundle bed for children too small to place

in sleeping quarters of their own upstairs.8

With rising standards of living and the continual pressure

of the French royal and noble model the bed of the head of the

household began to migrate upstairs to chamber which was then

furnished more handsomely Whether the best bed was placed in the

parlor chamber or the hail chamber is not always clear from the

inventories of wealthy people because they tended to have beds

of high quality in several chambers and often the only way to

identify the principal chamber is to locate the personal apparel

of the head of the household or to add up the value of the fixtures

of each bed and identify the most expensive one

The location of beds in general is complex one While the

old saw about how every room had bed in it is unquestionably

incorrect the inventories used in this study contain beds in

many rooms Certain overall trends can be isolated In general

bed is never found in hail because it would have interfered

with the many activities which took place there among the wealthy
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people being considered here beds seldom appear in the parlor

rejection of traditional practice which might have been urban

in origin or reflection of desire to avoid appearing like

yeoman Beds are commonly found in hall chanibers and parlor

chambers almost invariably in garrets and kitchen chambers and

occasionally in porch chamber However they almost never

appear in study or closet being used as study whether it

was located in porch chamber or in the room usually designated

as the parlor or hall chamber

Examination of the Ipswich and Boston inventories under con

sideration here shows that the best bed was kept in different rooms

in the two towns The four most important Ipswich inventories

taken room by room show that the Ipswich oligarchs were conservative

and maintained an identification of the best bed with the parlor

or the parlor chamber The Rev Nathaniel Rogers died 1655

kept his best bed in the parlor chamber as did the Rev Samuel

Phillips died 1696 John Denison died 1684 still kept his

best bed in the parlor The one Ipswich personality who did not

maintain his best bed in parlor or parlor chamber was William

Paine died 1660 who had moved to Boston before his death His

bed was in his hall chamber however there was no parlor in Paines

house nor was there parlor chamber He had only two small rooms

in leanto addition where the parlor might ordinarily have been

located designated as little rooms

Paine may have been influenced not only by the configuration

of rooms in his house but by the practice of his new neighbors

Almost all the Boston merchants kept their best beds in the hail

chamber and the persons who did not may in fact have been keeping

their best bed in room which was the hail chamber but was called
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by another name Henry Shrimpton died 1666 kept his best bed

in great chamber Robert Keayne died 1656 kept his in long

chamber and Edmond Downes died 1669 may have kept his in one

of two equally sumptuous green and purple chambers One exception

was William Whittingham died 1672 father of Samuel Appleton

Jr.s wife and grandson of founder of Ipswich who still had

his bed in parlor chamber

With the removal of the best bed from the ground floor toa

chamber the visitor was deprived of the most readily identifiable

index for differentiating between the hail and the parlor The

disparity in the location of the best bed between conservative

Ipswich and avant garde Boston confuses the situation as does

the new nomenclature of rooms in Boston In attempting to assess

what new pattern is emerging during this period of flux other

fixtures must be examined which will make clear the direction

in which the households of the wealthy were moving

Style of major case pieces

This section will deal with major pieces of joined furniture

which determined the space and function of rooms These were chests

cupboards and chests of drawers As recent scholarship has made

clear chests and cupboards were relatively conservative forms

while the chest of drawers was London innovation dating from

abouIl600 In addition the chest of drawers was identified with

major stylistic innovation in English furniture design

All seventeenth-century New England furniture was in style

now called Mannerism which originated in Italy in the l480s and

spread across northern Europe by the l550s While it was explicitly

classical in its vocabulary Mannerism employed ornament which

was derived from frescos discovered on the walls of Neros Golden
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House of 64-68 A.D excavated in Rome in the 1480s The frescos

depict geometric grids foliage urns disembodied architectural

parts and anthropomorphic or zoomorphic monsters imps and cupids

Because the buried vaults of Ners palace were called grottos or

caves this sort of ornament was called grotesque Through the

migration of artists and books of printed designs these frescos

became known throughout Europe and by 1550 Antwerp in the Nether

lands became major publishing center for Mannerist grotesque

designs.9

With the Protestant revolt against the King of Spain which

broke out in 1566 hundreds of the best furniture craftsmen in

the Netherlands and German cities along the Rhine fled to England

as religious refugees Many settled in London and other ports on

the English Channel where they introduced the Mairnerist style

to an entire generation of English apprentices The classical

proportions and grotesque ornament of their works displaced Late

Medieval styles in England by the 1570s Today the style is popularly

known as Elizabethan or Jacobean0

Most of the joiners who came to New England in the 1630s

and later were trained in this carved style the chests boxes

chairs tables and cupboards they made are familiar from books

on American furniture Chests continued to be the major storage

unit for clothing and household textiles but cupboards assumed

new prominence as display shelves for silver ceramics and glass

number of chests and other objects in the carved style are docu

mented to Ipswich notably the work of Thomas Dennis and William

Searle11 and although no carved cupboards have survived with

Ipswich histories their existence is amply documented Appendix

Three



Distinct from chests and cupboards in the carved or grotesque

style was the chest of drawers It was new furniture form evolved

in London about 1600 and it represented later stage of Mannerist

style In the 1590s furniture craftsmen from the northern Nether-

lands Holland Zeeland and Friesland provinces began emigrating

to London in large numbers They brought with them new severely

architectural style of case piece known as the kas which English

joiners altered by substituting ranks of drawers for the shelves

favored in the Netherlands The facades of these first chests of

drawers which retained the great doors of their kas prototypes

were ornamented with architectural moldings and friezes mitered

moldings in the panels and turned columns all of which were glued

to the surfaces of the cases Thus this style is now designated as

the applied ornament style2

With few exceptions the applied ornament style remained an

explicitly London phenomenon until the l620s and was not widely

practiced outside London at the time the colonists left for New

England However joiners and turners from London caine to Boston

in the train of the merchants who settled there and the applied

ornament style and the chest of drawers were known in Boston from

the time of first settlement Appendix Four.13

Because the chest of drawers can be identified as London

oriented furniture form and can also be identified with Boston until

the l670s the possession of chest of drawers by those living

outside Boston during the lifetime of the first generation is

fact worthy of note In scanning the inventories of the Ipswich

oilgarchs and their Boston merchant peers the pattern of ownership

and use of chests cupboards and chests of drawers can be used as

rough index of urbanity
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Surprisingly chests of drawers appear in Ipswich inventories

quite early The Rev Nathaniel Rogers died 1655 owned one valued

at two pounds ten shillings high valuation suggesting that it

was Boston- or London-made chest of drawers with doors Richard

Jacobs died 1672 owned one valued at one pound fifteen shillings

as did John Whipple died 1683 However the chest of drawers never

displaced the cupboard as display stage in Ipswich nor could

it compete with large chests trunks and cupboards with drawers

in the lower section as storage unit Many prominent Ipswich

figures like William Paine died 1660 Samuel Symonds died 1678

and Daniel Denison died 1682 did not own one The inventory of

Samuel Appleton died 1696 father of the owner of the Ironworks

Farm house contains cheap chest of drawers but it also lists

one expensive cupboard with drawers and three other cheaper ones

Another important factor in Ipswich ownership of chests of drawers

after midcentury is the presence of joiner in Newbury who could

provide chests of drawers and who did in fact make one dated 1678

for the Staniford family of Ipswich as well as number of large

cupboards and two round leaf tables for members of the Appleton

family Appendix Three

As might be expected Boston merchants owned chests of drawers

quite early William Tyng died 1653 owned an inexpensive and

an expensive one Henry Shrimpton died 1666 had one in his

great chamber worth one pound ten shillings while Antipas Boyce

died 1669 had one worth two pounds in his little chamber and

another worth four pounds in his hail chamber In Boston though

despite the presence of London-trained furniture craftsmen the

chest of drawers still had competitors perhaps also made in the

applied ornament style .7mong these were presses wardrobes
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cypress chests imported from Italy Bermuda cedar chests appreciated

for their insect-repellant qualities leather-covered trunks imported

from London and most significantly livery cupboards with drawers

Livery cupboards were extremely expensive and while no Boston

example in the London style is known to survive London examples

with traditional cupboard head but lower case fitted with

drawers and doors are known Appendix Four In this form livery

cupboard combined the display function of cupboard with the storage

capacity of chest of drawers

Style of beds seating furniture and tables

Paralleling the evolution of case pieces was another shift

in taste which was of primary importance to the appearence and

status of interiors It was concerned with beds seating furniture

and tables all of which formed decorative unit The same French

artistic sources influential in prompting change in nomenclature

and use of rooms were spreading taste for uniformity and coordina

tion of decorative schemes that was foreign to traditional English

ways dating from the Late Medieval period

Even after the first wave of Mannerist influence moved over

England in the 1560s and l570s the forms of beds seating furniture

and tables remained much as they were before although the style

of the objects was now classical in inspiration Great beds with

paneled headboards and testers and massive carved posts were still

prestigious Seating furniture retained the medieval design concept

of board seat softened by cushions joint stools joined forms

and joined chairs and cheaper turned stools and chairs were used

in the most elevated contexts Trestle tables long or square joined

tables and even chair tables with hinged top found favor among

the newly prosperous yeomanry and rural gentry
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Another aspect of medieval usage which persisted was lack

of concern about whether the various fixtures in room matched

each other and an equally widespread indifference to the number

of chairs or stools present in room and how they related to the

table or tables they were used with final factor was an assumption

that noble or otherwise elevated company would not object to

communal seating on long joined forms or benches built into the

wall Appendix Five

The new French court standards of the 1620s and l630s attacked

this complex of decorative strategies at every turn First it

emphasized the unification of each room by extensive use of one

textile or coordinated textiles The fashionable French bed was

not heavily carved wooden structure but simple rectalinear

highpost bedstead draped with valance suspended from light

tester frame two or four curtains hung on rods under the tester

headcloth counterpain or coverlid bedspread and occasionally

bases under the rails dust ruffles United with the bed were uphol

stered chairs stools and couches covered with the same textile

as the bed hangings were made of Massive tables were rejected in

favor of smaller square or oval tables the tables were covered

with carpet matching the bed and seating furniture as did other

fixtures like cushions window curtains cupboard clothes and

wall hangings

The uniformity created by the use of textiles was complemented

by concern for sets of seating furniture Chairs were used in

sets of six or multiples of six Thus the random number of chairs

and stools formerly used was subjected to new rigor and communal

seating on long joined forms or mural benches were rejected altogether

although window seats softened by cushions were acceptable The
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sets of chairs armchairs couches and stools were placed around

the walls of rooms in rigid frontal manner when not in use

to emphasize their role in the overall architectural character of

the room The lighter tables were usually moved against the walls

when not in use too -- hence the popularity of leaf tables which

could be folded up and put out of the way

final aspect of French taste was hierarchy of seating

furniture which was developed as part of court etiquette The

bed was the most prestigious furniture form as reflected in the

practice of French kings and nobles of receiving while seated in

bed After the bed the next most prestigious form was the great

couch often set on dais and under canopy Because couches

were flanked by stools upon which the favorites of the monarch

were privileged to sit stools had prestige not apparent from

their form Armchairs and chairs completed the order of prestige

While many aspects of court ceremony were not transmitted to

middleclass circles the unit of bed seating furniture and tables

became the most influential decorative scheme by the 1630s Naturally

those from London were the first to become acquainted with it while

people from provincial areas of England did not become fully aware

of the new mode until late in the seventeenth century The great

expense of furnishing rooms in this manner in fact put it well out

of the reach of most of the population until far into the eighteenth

century Appendix Six 14

As with room nomenclature room use and case furniture

the merchants of Boston were far in advance of the Ipswich oligarchs

in their understanding of the French taste An examination of beds

seating furniture and tables found in the Ipswich and Boston

inventories demonstrates that although the Boston merchants made
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some effort to conform to the new fashion from the 1640s on the

Ipswich oligarchs did not begin to absorb it to any appreciable

degree until the 1660s

The French style of textile bed had apparently displaced most

wooden highpost beds with joined testers and headboards in England

by the l630s for few of the inventories contain references to the

joined wooden type Samuel Symonds died 1678 of Ipswich had

an inlaid bedstead which was discarded in garret perhaps one

he had brought from England and William Tyng died 1653 of Boston

had an East Indian bedstead and great bedstead each worth ten

shillings both of which were no longer in use Otherwise the beds

conform to the French model The forms of bedstead included lowpost

bedsteads with no hangings half-headed bedsteads hung with only

two curtains and valance canopy bedsteads which were low bedsteads

with one or two curtains suspended over them on an independent tester

frame hung from the ceiling and the high bedstead with four tall

posts and tester dressed with valance headcloth four curtains

counterpain or coverlid and occasionally with bases Colors of

the hangings ranged from green -- by far the most popular -- to

red blue yellow striped and even purple The textiles included

woolen fabrics like serge say baize and camlet woven woolen

tapestry like darnix cotton-linen material like fustian the standard

material for embroidery printed cottons like calico and pantado

and silks like sarcenet Damasks are listed but damask could be

made of either wool or silk few inventories are detailed enough

to mention lacing galloon and silk fringe all standard trim

for beds seating furniture table carpets cupboard clothes and

window curtains Ipswich does not seem to have differed much from

Boston in the form of the bedsteads employed the materials used
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to hang them or the expense of the hangings One aspect of all

the inventories worth noting is the high percentage of half-headed

bedsteads employed even in the best rooms apparently they were

considered as fashionable as high bedstead with four curtains

although English authorities always assume they were not

Ipswich lagged far behind Boston in adopting the use of uphol

stered furniture Throughout the period Ipswich residents clung to

joint stools joined forms joined grea.t chairs and turned chars

few people owned leather chairs which they mixed with other seating

types indiscriminately few earlier residents the Rev Nathaniel

Rogers died 1655 and Samuel Symonds died 1678 owned couch

Later in the century two residents displayed marked interest in

upholstered furniture John Whipple died 1683 owned Turkey work

for chairs and fringe but had not yet mounted the covers on frames

He also owned scattering of leather chairs fringet chairs and

six wrought or needlework chairs these last are the first set

of six upholstered chairs among the Ipswich inventories Another

interesting reference is found in the inventory of Samuel Rogers

died 1693 who owned twelve leather chairs and Turkiwork Loom

Rogers or his wife was making loomwoven hand-knotted Turkey work

exactly like the professional product manufactured in Norwich

Norfolk for export This is one of two known references to

Turkey work loom in New England inventory.5

While individual practice varied somewhat in Boston the French

taste for sets of upholstered chairs was present from the first

William Tyng died 1653 possessed green couch laid with case

and suite of six green chairs two armchairs and two low chairs

in his hail set of four blue chairs and two blue stools in his

porch chamber and eight red leather chairs two low chairs four
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low stools and two high Turkey work stools in his parlor Almost

all subsequent inventories of merchants display the same regard

for complete sets of chairs many of them complemented by armchairs

or couch Very often the chairs were en suite with the bed hangings

of the room they are listed in and the same rooms also contain

table carpets chimney cloths window curtains and wall hangings

to match After 1660 Boston supported its own upholsterers and

it became much easier for local merchants to furnish their houses

with complete coordinated suites of textile fixtures The inventories

of the wealthiest and most fashionconscious merchants are remarkably

consistent after that date and the practice even arose of referring

to room by the color of its fixtures for example the purple

chamber or the green chamber.16

The use of tables evolved more gradually Both in Ipswich and

in Boston the same general types of tables are listed including

long tables square tables round tables and draw tables All

of these types consisted of joined frame with an attached top

and sometimes were quite massive Often they were provided with

carpet matching the other fixtures in the room or made of heavy

tapestry like darnix or the everpopular Turkey work To certain

extent the use of great tables which were too heavy to be moved

was inconsistent with the French model However in the 1669

inventory of Antipas Boyce the most fashionable form of table

for use with upholstered seating furniture appears an oval table

valued at three pounds ten shillings in the hall This extraordinarily

expensive table undoubtedly was an extremely large joined frame

with two great leaves supported on gates which swung out when the

leaves were lifted It may have been made of walnut Two such tables

which may date to the early 1670s are in the collection of Pilgrim
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Hall in Plymouth Obviously the intention of the owners of these

oval leaf tables was to fold them up and place them against the

wall when not in use

Another compromise with the French taste for removing tables

from the center of the room when not in use was to use number

of small tables in the same room The dining room of Antipas Boyce

died 1669 had large cedar table which probably was fixed in

place and small table with drawers which could be set aside john

Freake died 1675 used four small tables with his set of fourteen

Turkey work chairs

Summary

The preceeding analysis of five factors in evolutionary trends

in room nomenclature and furnishings suggests an important number

of interpretive clues to the interaction of the Ipswich oligarchy

and their Boston peers The Ipswich leaders originating in East

Anglia intermarried mostly among themselves and remained attached

to the hallparlor house plan and nomenclature they had known in

England They persisted in conservative placement of the sleeping

quarters of the head of the household either in the parlor or the

parlor chamber The case pieces beds seating furniture and tables

of their households remained un-Frenchif led far longer than

those of Boston merchants

In contrast the Boston merchants were mostly from London

and aspired to newfashioned French interior schemes and nomenclature

They placed their best beds in the hall chamber.and generally had

more rooms furnished for specialized purposes Their case pieces

were derived from the avant garde London tradition and their

beds seating furniture and tables reflected French taste to

degree found elsewhere in New England only in the houses built by
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the London founders of New Haven and in few houses of merchants

in Salem later in the century

Other than the obvious relationship between the English regional

origins of the two groups and their practices what other factors

might account for their behavior Without question their relative

economic pbsitions had great deal to do with it The Ipswich

oligarchs had their power base more in commercial farming than in

mercantile ventures Those who became more involved in trade eventually

left the town for Boston or Salem where they could be in closer

touch with shipping and other merchants Those families that elected

to remain in Ipswich like the Appletons Rogers and Denisons

were forced to maintain their establishments on the basis of their

great farms herds and ownership of sawmills gristxnills and

fulling mills Inevitably their economic power while still consider

able declined relative to that of the merchants in Salem and Boston

However the Ipswich oligarchs had other compensations which they

aggressively cultivated their links to the clergy magistrates

and presidents of Harvard University These ties gave then respecta

bility not assigned to Bostons merchants and furthermore their

style of life in Ipswich remained close to the rural gentry role

they had fulfilled in England

The Boston merchants were commercially oriented from the start

and aspired to different role model the great merchant princes

of London While they intermarried as consistently as their Ipswich

counterparts the Boston group also recruited new members from

England like John Freake or their sons married daughters of London

merchants as did Henry Shrimptons son Samuel They thus reinforced

their London orientation and kept in touch with new trends there

in far more direct manner
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However the gap between the accomplishments of the Boston

merchants and their aspirations was great and the continued

preference of Massachusetts Bay inhabitants for leaders from the

rural gentry must have frustrated the merchants sense of their

own place in society Hence their cultivation of rituals like

those of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company and hence

also their maintenance of expensive fashionable households

Certainly by the 1660s they had the economic power to command

strikingly complete households and the stylistic threshold repre

sented by the inventories of Edmond Downes died 1669 and Antipas

Boyce died 1669 is of great significance Their highly articulated

households consistently furnished according to the French model

set the pattern for fashionable practice until the early 1700s

when the introduction of the double-pile house plan with great

central hail and four rooms on each floor took place

Despite the diverging identities of these two groups certain

personalities provided mediating role and slowly brought the

Ipswich oligarchs into the French model Among the most important

of these were the merchants William Paine and William Whittingham

and the Harvard presidents Henry Dunster John Rogers and John

Leverett Paine and Whittingham grandfather and father-in-law

of Samuel Appleton Jr undoubtedly had as much to do in forming

Appletons tastes and identity as had his father Samuel Appleton

Sr and they both bear further scrutiny in determining what

Appletons tastes might have been
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Chapter Two

Minor Decorative Forms used in Major Rooms of Ipswich and Boston

Houses

While major case pieces beds seating furniture and tables

dominated the spaces of houses and established their functions

many minor forms were present which articulated the spaces Because

the concern of the recommended furnishings centers on parlor

parlor chamber and study the minor forms found in these rooms

will be suggested Appendix Seven

Cabinets

cabinet was small board or joined case piece often with

door containing generally nine small drawers or boxes Cabinets

were used to store cash jewelry documents and writing materials

like paper pens and ink pounce and sealing wax Occasionally

women used them to store sewing materials In the Ipswich and

Boston inventories they are found in studies hail chambers halls

and parlor chambers

Glass Cases

Glass cases were simple structures with grilled front and

board case The front had one or two doors giving access to the

interior which was intended to be seen through the grill As their

name suggests glass cases were used to store delicate blown glass

drinking vessels and the inventories cite their contents as glasses

and earthenware vessels They are found in parlors dining rooms

and halls convenient for polite sampling of wine or liquor
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Case of Bottles

Bottles for storage of beer wine or hard liquors were square

and extremely fragile To protect them case was made which held

three six nine or twelve bottles No seventeenth-century New

England example is known but later cases of bottles are usually

plain with partitions in the interior and hinged lid with lock

and key In inventories they are found in closets studies parlors

and halls

Clocks

Two basic types of clock are present in inventories an

expensive type with tall case and less expensive bracket type

hung on the wall Clocks are located in variety of rooms including

parlors halls hail chanibers closets and studies

Dressing Boxes Dressing Stands And Stands

Dressing boxes and dressing stands were used in the principal

bedrooms and were associated with grooming rituals Dressing boxes

are small case pieces with hinged lid giving access to an upper

compartment with small partitions and drawers underneath Dressing

stands are essentially the same form set on legs with stretchers

An important grouping found in the 1696 inventory of Thomas Berry

of Boston consists of table two stands dressing box two

powder boxes and large looking glass The two stands are small

tables with round or polygonal top suppoxted by post and feet

They are undoubtedly intended to hold candlesticks to illumine the

face of the woman or man

Pictures

Various unidentified pictures worth roughly shilling apiece

are found in halls hail chambers and parlors Most were prints
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and their valuation undoubtedly reflects the cost of the frames

not the actual prints themselves Occasionally prints are identified

as maps and in those cases they may have been attached to pairs

of turned poles suspended from cords

Curiously portraits are not listed in seventeenth-century

inventories even when person is known to have owned them For

example the well-known portraits of John and Elizabeth Freake

are not listed in Freakes 1675 inventory Frames from Boston

portraits of this period survive

Looking Glasses

This is the period term for what is now called mirror

They range from small examples worth few shillings to gilded

or ebonyframed examples worth pouna or more The large examples

tended to be in public rooms like halls parlors and hall chambers

and they may have been fitted with candle branches to illumine

the rooms Small looking glasses appear in closets studies and

garrets Print sources reveal that the usual form of looking

glass was square with heavy molding The same moldings used

for portrait frames are appropriate for looking glass frame

save that picture frames often did not have rabbet on the rear

surface while looking glass frame would

Musical Instruments

Nathaniel Rogers died 1655 had treble viol in his parlor

This is small six-stringed instrument played with bow and was

held between the knees rather than under the chin Two Boston

merchants owned v.irginals small keyboard instrument They were

kept in upper rooms and mounted on frames Virginals were associated

with the education of young women

Hearth Equipment



The hearths in public rooms and chambers usually were

fitted out with standardized set of equipment Firedogs or

andirons with wrought iron bases and brass shafts or finials

were common but some inventories note cast andirons perhaps

made at the Saugus Ironworks Andirons were accompanied by

shovel or firepan pair of tongs and sometimes poker and

hearth brush Fenders are not listed but appear in some print

sources and wire screens were not used although wicker screens

mounted on iron stands or hand-held wicker screens like ping

pong paddle were used to protect the faces of those near the

fire Better households often had cast back or iron back behind

the andirons to protect the brick in the chimney and to radiate

heat into the room These are never called by the modern term

fireback An occasional reference to pan or firepan may refer

to what is now called bed warmer

The 1655 iron back presently in the parlor of the Ironworks

Farm house has the initials EH and the date 1655 It was

probably made for Edward Hutchinson agent for the Ironworks in

the mid-1650s Two iron backs are listed in his 1675 inventory

in the kitchen chamber not servants room in this case and

in the hail Hutchinsons andirons were also cast probably an

Ironworks product
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Chapter Three

William Whittingham and William Paine as Mediators of French Taste

In seeking the formative influences oii Samuel Appleton Jr.s

tastes the inventories of his immediate family are of little

help The probate inventory of his father taken in 1698 after

his mothers death was not listed room by room and is not very

descriptive However some of its contents can be reviewed here

to place the Boston inventories of William Whittingham and William

Paine in perspective

Samuel Appleton Sr.s inventory was taken on July 1698

It was worth total of 116 pounds and was only for the movable

estate not for the real estate The reason why the inventory

was made after Appletons mothers death and not after his fathers

death is the stipulation in his fathers will that the movables

be sold after the mothers death The inventory is therefore some

thing like an auction catalogue The furniture forms listed are

jumbled up with livestock farm equipment and crops and follow

no recognizable order it is even possible that some of the objects

were no longer in the fathers house

The beds listed included featherbed two pillows

Coverlid bedsted and Trundle bedstead Cord Bed

furniture and Flock Bed things No curtains or valences

are listed although they might be implied by the term furniture

used in referring to one bedstead Case pieces include four cupboards

one of which had drawers chest of drawers and chest Various

unspecified chairs and tables are mentioned as is form All of

these furnishings are conservative and probably were old
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Far more significant are two inventories of Boston residents

who were related to Samuel Appleton Jr William Paine died 1660

Appletons maternal grandfather and William Whittingham died

1672 Appletons father-in-law both adhered to some degree to

the French style of furnishing but both were conservative in

terms of room nomenclature and placement of the best bed in

parlor chamber This conservatism is direct result of their

Ipswich backgrounds they may have had Boston merchants for neigh

bors and peers but they did not necessarily identify with them

William Paine died in 1660 At the time of his death he

owned several warehouses in Boston small dwelling house part

of several gristmills and sawmills and threequarters of the

Ironworks at Braintree and Saugus His estate was worth total

of 4239 pounds For man of means Paine lived in an extraordinarily

modest house with hall and two little rooms on the ground floor

hail chamber garret and kitchen in the cellar Each of the

two little rooms on the ground floor was furnished as modest

bedroom and the plan suggests that they were in leanto since

no chambers are listed over them The hail and hail chamber were

the principal rooms and contained the following furniture forms

Hall

cupboard

table and carpet

four leather chairs two other chairs

settle

four stools

clock
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Hall Chamber

red serge high bed

two cupboards

table

four red stools

two red chairs with fringe

three leather chairs

great chair

seven pictures

trunk

chest

As this abstract suggests these rooms were not fashionably

furnished by Boston standards They resemble modest Ipswich

house in most respects The only concession to the French style

is the coordination Of the bed stools and chairs with red serge

covers in the hall chamber If Paine had lived in house with

parlor chamber he might very well have placed his best bed

there instead of in hall chamber

Appletons father-in-law William Whittingham died in 1672

nine years before Appletons marriage to his daughter Elizabeth

HIS house was organized much like any hall-parlor house in Ipswich

reflection of his fathers origins in that town In fact the

layout of his house is identical to that of the Ironworks Farm

house This suggests that if Appleton was the builder of the

Ironworks Farm house his wife may have dictated the plan of the

house when she was negotiating the terms of their marriage The

following abstract of the principal rooms and their furniture is

therefore an extremely important index of Elizabeth Whittinghams

possible contribution to the decoration of the Ironworks Farm
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house when the newly-married couple moved into it in 1682

Parlor

two small square tables

fourteen Turkey work chairs

Hall

draw table

small square table

eight Russia leather chairs

six calf leather chairs

childs high chair

looking glass

glass case

Kitchen

cupboard

square table

two joint stools

six chairs

cradle

Parlor Chamber

half-headed serge bed

one serge armchair

six serge chairs

gilded leather hangings

desk with frame

round table

walnut square table

looking glass

Hall Chamber

six baize chairs
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small square table

cupboard

two trunks with frames

green baize canopy bed

green hangings

Kitchen Chamber

green half-headed bed

three trunks on frames

virginals on frame

three pictures

four needlework stools

Porch Chamber

books

desk and frame

While Whittinghams house follows many of the French practices

of Boston merchants in the use of sets of upholstered chairs in

the coordination of textile fixtures and in the removal of the

best bed from the ground floor rooms he follows Ipswich practice

in room nomenclature and the placement of his best bed in the parlor

chamber contrast can be drawn between Whittinghams practices

and those of Edmond Downes died 1669 father of Samuel Appleton

Jr brotherinlaw William Downes The Downes inventory one

of two extremely significant inventories showing the mature French

style of decoration the other being that of Antipas Boyce who

died the same year lists no less than three pretentiously fur

nished chambers referred to as red purple and green after the

colors of the textile furnishings dining room and great and

little parlor Downes had adopted not only the use of coordinated

textiles and sets of chairs but also the French style of room
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organization and nomenclature His best bed was in either the

red or purple chamber

What the inventories of Downes Boyce and Whittingham have

in common is series of rooms which are remarkably undifferentiated

Save for the presence or absence of bed or cupboard Whittinghams

parlor hail parlor chamber and hall chamber are remarkably alike

All have sets of chairs all have square or oval tables and two

have hangings Certain key additional objects define the function

of each room Under the French style the parlor is no longer the

bedroom of the head of the house nor the area in which precious

objects necessarily are displayed It is now fairly anonymous

reception area for large numbers of people to sit in and requires

few special fixtures The hall has become dining room with

bo different tables to handle larger and smaller groups and

glass case to hold glasses for drinking rituals The parlor chamber

the sleeping quarters of the head of the house is distinguished

by desk but the personal wearing apparel is kept in three trunks

in the kitchen chamber The hail chamber with its cupboard functions

as more intimate reception area and silver may have been displayed

there Polite activities are located in specialized rooms womens

room in the kitchen chamber and mans room study over the porch

On the basis of all the Ipswich inventories Samuel Appleton

Jr might be expected to display conservative tastes On the basis

of all the Boston inventories Elizabeth Whittingham and some of

Appletons relations were far more fashionable The household which

Appleton and his wife set up in 1682 probably represented compromise

between two extremes There is no way to tell how the compromise

might have been worked out but for the pedagogical purposes of

furnishing plan the two styles conservative and avant garde
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will be represented by separate rooms The rooms to be furnished

as period rooms in the Ironworks Farm house are the parlor parlor

chamber and study or porch chamber The following generalizations

about the plan can be made here

The parlor will be conservative in terms of the furniture

forms displayed there but will not include bed It will consist

of seating furniture like joined forms joint stools and joined

great chair with perhaps some turned chairs long joined table

cupboard clock and looking glass The parlor chamber will

be in the French style It will have coordinated textile fixtures

in the most popular cloth and color green serge The furniture

will parallel that seen in Whittinghams inventory canopy bed

six upholstered chairs an armchair two stools and couch

cupboard with drawers square table and carpet an oval table

set against the wall looking glass small table and stand to

suggest the grooming ritual and two portraits in frames The porch

will be fairly utilitarian in character with books small table

and several chairs cabinet and box and perhaps some arms and

armor and virginals on stand The hearths of the principal rooms

will have appropriate fixtures Additional options for other details

will be suggested with priorities indicated to allow for budget

adjustments
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Appendix One

Room Nomenclature of some Boston Probate Inventories 1652-1696

All inventories are from the Suffolk County Probate Records

and are located by volume and first page

Rev John Cotton 1652 II 68

Little Parlor
Hall
Great Parlor
Great Chamber
Garret over the Great Chamber
Little Chamber over the Porch
Garret over the Little Chamber and Porch
Garret over the Study
Study
Leanto Chamber
Gallery
Leanto Parlor
Kitchen
Larder
Cellar

Adam Winthrop 1652 II 66

Hall Chamber
Hall
Kitchen

William Tyng 1653 II 99

Hall
Chamber over the Parlor
Counting House room
Entry porchr
Parlor
Kitchen
Closet between the Kitchen and Parlor /a small storage area_7
Closet at the Stairs Head room_7
Garret
Little Room in the Garret_7
Over the Kitchen

Bozone Allen 1654 II 87

Hall
Cellar
Hall Chamber
Garret
Shop Chamber
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Edward Gibbons 1654 II 147

Kitchen
Hall
Cellar
New Hall Chamber
Great Chamber over the Artillery Room
Little Chamber over the Artillery Room

Garrets_
Study prpbably over porch_7
Artillery Room

Hole by the Staircase an alcove for fire buckets_7

Robert Keayne 1656 III 103

Entry fprobably porch
Cellar under the Hall
Hall
Kitchen
Hall Chamber
Long Chamber
Little Chamber next to the Long Chamber
Little Chamber next to the Study
Old Garret Closet
Other Closet in Garret
Little Room in the Garret
Study probably in porch chamber_7

John Coggan 1658 III 122

Hall
Parlor
Kitchen
Shop
Hall Chamber
Closet small storage area_7
Shop Chamber
Porch Closet study_7
Warehouse Chamber
Garret
Two other Garrets
Kitchen Chamber

Jacob Sheaffe 1659 III 177

Closet Ca study_7
Hall Chamber
Shop Chamber
Hall
Kitchen
Kitchen Chamber
Cellars
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Henry Webb 1660 IV 44

Garret
Hall Chamber
Closet study
Parlor Chamber
Little Chamber over Kitchen and Parlor
Little Chamber over Kitchen
Hall
Little Closet in Hall small storage area
Parlor
Kitchen
Brewhouse
Cellar
Yard
Warehouse

Henry Shrimpton 1666 15

Closet Ca study_7
Great Chamber
Closet over Entry porch chamber
Green Chamber
Entry Chamber another porch chaniber7
Kitchen Chamber
Kitchen Garret
Kitchen
Hall
Cellar under the Hall
Garret
Chamber Entry small storage area_7

Edmond Downes 1669 171

Upper Garret
Next Garret
Maids Chamber
Next Chamber
Red Chamber
Purple Chamber
Dining Room
Great Parlor
Green Chamber
Hall
Little Parlor
Kitchen

Antipas Boyce 1669 178

Kitchen
Dining Room
Little Parlor
Little Closet adjoyning the Little Parlor small storage area_I
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Antipas Boyce cont

Hall
Hall Chamber

Dining Room
Little Chamber
Closet Ca study_7
Garret

William W1ittingham 1672 VII 227

Parlor
Hall
Kitchen
Cellar
Porch Chamber
Hall Chamber
Kitchen Chamber
Porch Chamber
Garret

Jonathan Oxenbridge 1674 225

Hall
Kitchen
Cellar
Hall Chamber
Chamber over the Storeroom
Chamber over the Study
Garret
Study
Storeroom

Samuel Scarlett 1675 262

Hall
Lodging Room
Bachelors Hall
Kitchen
Bed Chamber
Kitchen Chamber
Garret

Leonard Hoar 1675 292

Green Chamber
White Chamber
Study
Garret
Cellar
Parlor
Kitchen



Edward Hutchinson 1676 287

Kitchen Chamber
Closet room
Street Chamber
Garrets
Hall
Kitchen

Nathan Raynesford 1676 322

Hall
Parlor
Garret
Mrs Raynesfords Chamber
Kitchen Chamber
Kitchen
Parlor Chamber
Porch Chamber

Thomas Berry 1698 Docket 2417

Hall
Dining Room
Kitchen
Bedroom at end of Kitchen
Hall Chamber
Dining Room Chamber
Kitchen Chamber
Porch Chamber
Cellar
Garret
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Appendix Two

Room Nomenclature of some Essex County Inventories 1655-1738

All inventories are from the Essex County Probate Records

and are located by docket number or by volume number and first

page

Nathaniel Rogers Ipswich 1655 Docket 24043

Hall
Parlor
Kitchen
Cellar
Parlor Chamber
Hall Chamber
Garret over the Parlor
Study
Chamber over the Kitchen

William Paine Boston and Ipswich 1660 Suffolk County Probate
Records III 223

Hall
Little Room
Other Little Room
Closet /a small storage area_7
Hall Chamber
Garret

Thomas EmerSQn Ipswich 1666 Docket 8947

Parlor
Chamber
Other Chamber

Richard Jacobs Ipswich 1672 Docket 14725

/The inventory mentions only the parlor as the location of the
Eest bed but the objects and order of listing indicate hail-

parlor house with chambers and kitchen in leanto.7

Ezekiel Rogers Ipswiclr 1674 Docket 23988

Parlor
Hall
ee liar
Chamber
Little Room
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Samuel Symonds Ipswich 1678 Docket 27134

/The inventory mentions only the best bed in the parlor chamber
but the objects and order suggest hall-parlor house with chambers
and leanto with dairy and bedroom flanking kitchen

Daniel Denison Ipswich 1682 Docket 7549

/The inventory is not listed room-by-room but contains six
Eeds and sufficient furniture and fixtures to suggest hail-
parlor houêe with chambers and leanto.7

Captain John Whipple Ipswich 1683 Docket 29490

/The inventory is not listed room-by-room but the house sti11.
stands in Ipswich and consists of hallparlor plan with chambers
and leanto and gables in both garrets

John Denison Ipswich 1684 Docket 7558

Hall
Parlor
Chamber over the Hall
Chamber over the Parlor
Chamber over the Back Room The back room was probably the leanto7
Cellar under the Parlor

John Rogers Ipswich and Cambridge 1684 304 106-107

/The inventory is not listed room-by-room but contains six
Eeds and sufficient furnishings to suggest hall-parlor plan
with chambers and leanto.7

Richard Duxnmer Jr Newbury 1689 Docket 8360

/The inventory is not listed roombyroom but contains seven
beds and groupings of furniture which suggest hall-parlor plan
with chambers and leanto.7

Samuel Rogers Ipswich 1693 Docket 24062

/The inventory is not listed room-by-room but the objects
are grouped in way which suggests hall-parlor plan with
chambers and leanto.7

Jonathan Woodbridge Newbury 1695 Docket 30545

/The inventory is not listed room-by-room but contains groupings
chairs and beds which suggest hall-parlor plan with chambers

and leanto

Rev Samuel Phillips Rowley 1696 305 265267

Kitchen
Hall
Parlor



Rev Samuel Phillips cont

Kitchen Chamber
Parlor Chamber
Study

Capt John Whipple Ipswich 1722 Docket 29494

Kitchen
Parlor
Hall
Back Chamber
Parlor Chamber
Hall Chamber

Maj John Whipple Ipswich 1722 Docket 29493

Hall
Bedroom Below
Chamber
Bedroom Above
Kitchen Chamber
New Chamber
Kitchen

Major Matthew Whipple ipswich 1738 Docket 29516

Hall
East Kitchen
Parlor Chamber
Hall Chamber
Back Kitchen
Kitchen Chamber
Parlor
East Cellar
Great Cellar
Dairy Room
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Appendix Three

Furniture Owned In Ipswich Between 1640 and 1710 With Some Examples

Owned by the Appletons

The furniture made or owned in Ipswich falls into two great

groups based on the production of two major shop traditions The

first shop tradition is that of William Searle and Thomas Dennis

two West Country joiners who came to the town in the 1660s

group of five objects which descended in Denniss family provides

the key documentation for the group as whole It includes two

great chairs one box with drawer chest and tape loom None

of the remaining SearleDennis furniture possesses solid history

of ownership although many of the examples were found in the

Ipswich area or in families with Ipswich ancestors

Clearly the style of this furniture is the carved style which

spread to Exeter in the West Country from the Dutch craftsmen

working in Southwark suburb of London By the l660s such heavily

carved furniture was out of fashion by London standards but

continued to be made in provincial areas

Sources Trent Pilgrim Century Furniture pp 53-94 Fairbanks

and Trent New England Begins pp 514-519

The second group of Ipswich furniture was made by large

group of shops in Newbury founded by John Emery It consists of

some twelve or more cupboards five chests with drawer two

leaf tables two dressing boxes and three chests of drawers

Dated examples run from 1678 to 1701 One cupboard with drawers

one cupboard and two leaf tables have history of Appleton owner

ship The others were owned by other prominent people in Ipswich
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Newbury Beverly and Andover One reason or the popularity

of the Emery shops was the strong intermarriage of Ipswich and

Newbury families Emery worked for Richard Duxnxner at his sawmill

and Dummers son was married to an Ipswich woman as was the Rev

John Woodbridge of Newbury

Emerys work is in the applied moldings style but is not

as elevated in style as Boston work He employs oak moldings

poplar date and initial panels and walnut plaques but the

cases of his furniture are made of oak with pine and sycamore

secondary woods His cupboards are particularly inventive in

format and form perfect counterpart to the heavy architectural

ornament being employed on Ipawich houses at this time

Sources Trent Pilgrim Century Furniture pp 66-78 Fairbanks

and Trent New England Begins pp 530-532



The first of the Dennis family

great chairs probably made by

William Searle between 1663 and

1667 Now at Bowdoin College Art

Museum From Fairbanks and Trent

laneins 514

--

The second of the Dennis family

great chairs probably made by

Thomas Dennis about 1667 to

1675 Now at Essex Institute

From Fairbanks and Trent New

jd Begins 516

st
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The Dennis family

descendant Mrs

Owen Meserve From

Trent imCr
Furniture 57

The Dennis family box with drawer and tape

loom Box by William Searle 16631667

and loom by Dennis 1667-1670 Owned by

1I Dennis descendant Ray Dennis From

Tren pp 58

and 84
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Cupboard fragment made by Emery

shops for John and Elizabeth Rogers

pp1etOfl upon their marriage in

Trent

Cupboard made by Emery shops for

Abraham and Hannah Perkins of

ipswich
1683 private co1leCt1o

From Trent ment1
ture 67

Jit
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Cupboard by Emery shops

with no history but closest

in form to unpublished MH

riu1 1M fli or Kidder-Appleton cupboard
rI 1I HjfliI

atlpswich Historical Society

This example at Yale University

Art Gallery From

p6

Chest of drawers by Emery shops

made in 1678 for John and Mar

garet Staniford of Ipswich Now

at Winterthur Museum From Trent

mCentuure 66

9Ii



Chest by Emery shops made for John

and Hannah Brown of Ipswich in
1wf

II 1685 Owned by Mrs Chester Bolles
IS

tij

From Trent

ture 69

Box by Emery shops with no his

tory Now at Wadsworth Atheneum

From Trent

iYILt Furniture 69

Leaf table or oval table by Emery

shops with history in Appleton

family One of pair this example

is at the Metropolitan Museum of Art

while the other is still owned in

the flamily From Trent rim
rFurire 75
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Dressing stand by Emery shops with

no history Owned by Metropolitan

Museum of Arts From Trent jm
rrniure

Dressing box by Emery shops

made for Henry and Anne short

of Newbury in l694 Owned by

Winterthur Museum From Trent

Pilgrim Century Furniture
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Appendix Four

The Applied Style in the London Manner as practiced in Boston

and the Appearence of Chests of Drawers made in Boston 1635-1700

The London-style joinery school of Boston was founded by

Ralph Mason and Henry Messinger and Londonstyle turning was

transmitted to Boston by Thomas Edsall Mason and Edsall arred

in Boston by 1635 and Messinger was there in 1641 All three

workmen were active until the late 1670s and all trained many

sons and apprentices The style they worked in was formulated

in London about 1600 by northern Dutch joiners working in the

liberty or suburb of Southwark Some examples of joined interior

paneling and case pieces made in London are shown here to demon

strate how close the Boston examples are to their prototypes

Both the London and the Boston examples display facades veneered

with exotic woods like palisander ebony lignum vitae cedrela

and cocobolo as well as walnut cedar and ebonized maple While

the most elaborate examples have doors covering the drawers of

the lower case some were made without doors fairly early and

almost all later Boston examples lack doers No New England

example of cupboard with storage areas and pillars in the upper

case and doors behind doors is known but an English version is

included here such cupboard might correspond to some refer

ences to cupboards with drawers or livery cupboards seen in

Boston inventories The great size and elaborate decoration of

these case pieces made them very expensive from two to seven

pounds
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Sources Forman Continental Furniture Craftsmen Forman

The Origins of the Joined Chest of Drawers Fairbanks and

Trent New England Begins pp 503 and 522-524 and 536-537
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London chest of drawers with

doors with veneers of rosewood

t0rtv1 and

Chinnery Oak Furniture 437

London cupboard with drawers

and doors with somewhat simpler

applied decoration of walnut

and cedar The exact same patterns

ILL IV
of paneled work appear on two

Boston case pieces Private

Collection From Chinnery Oak

Furniture 439

rT



IE
IruIII1Ir

TTT rH

Boston chest of drawers with doors with applied decoration

made of pa1iSafld and perhaPs
cocObOlo and knobs of lignum

vitae owned by Yale University Art GallerY From Fairbanks

and Trent
523
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Ii

1L41I

14

Boston chest of drawers with veneers and facade components
of walnut and cedrela applied COlUmnS of ebony and columns

and knobs of walnut Now at Museum of Fine Arts Boston From

Fairbanks and Trent En land Be ins 538
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plain Boston chest of drawers

dating from 1670 to 1700 made

of walnut and red cedar Note

that later versions have only

two drawers in the bottom case

Owned by Milwaukee Art Museum

From Fairbanks and Trent New

4\ 11 265

cast back from the Saugus

Ironworks made from wooden

shown above Owned by Pilgrim

Begins 359

4U
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Appendix Five

Conservative Case Pieces Seating Furniture and Tables Used in

New England with Illustrations and Identifying Notes

This brief catalogue of conservative furniture forms in the

carved style provides examples for comparison with advanced forms

shown in Appendix Six Some of the Ipswich furniture shown in
Appendix Three is also conservative in style notably the Searle

Dennis examples As noted in the text some table forms remained

in favor for use with upholstered seating furniture especially

square tables but in the more fashionable households the larger

table forms like the long table and the draw table began to be

rejected after 1670 in favor of oval tables with folding leaves

Turned chairs were cheaper than joined chairs and were not con

sidered fashionable in high-style rooms after 1600 in England

in New England they almost never appear in fashionable Boston

households but continued in use in Ipswich throughout the period
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iiKLi

great joined bed made in England and dated 1661 Note the joined

headboard and tester The turned pillars resemble some New England

cupboard pillars and carving comparable to that of the tester

frieze boards is seen on furniture from Plymouth County Such

bedsteads were fitted with four curtains and valance Owned by

the Edison Institute Greenfield Village and the Henry Ford Museum

From Fairbanks and Trent 257
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LI1z

imr

joint stool and square table by Stephen Jaques of
Newburydating 1680 to 1710 Note ho the same deco forms areemployed on two furnjure forms made by the same craftsmanJt stool Winterthur Museum table

Historical
SocietyOld

Newbury From Fairbaflk5 and Trent
215

The Only surviving New Engln join form made by the NorthRiver Shops in Scituate
Massachusetts Not all forms were thislong nor did they all have

oversailing tops Owned by WinterthurMuse From Fairbanks and Trent
218
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joined great chair made in Hartford

about 16601670 by Nicholas Disbrowe

crest and finials are missing Owned

by the Connecticut Historical Society

From Fairbanks and Trent

217

uS ij

rii

turned high chair or childs chair

made in Boston between 1640 and 1670

foot rest and guard bar are missing

Owned by American Antiquarian SocietyLT It L4d
/J jJ

From Fairbanks and Trent

IIVVUJ p.220
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Board and trestles made by Benjamin Clark of Medfield Massa

chusetts about 1690 to 1720w conservative 1owstatus furniture

form not much used outside kitchens and halls in this period

Owned by Museum of Fine Arts Boston From Fairbanks and Trent

214

Draw table made in Windsor Connecticut about 1635 to 1670

This is the only known New England example The draw leaves

lopers and feet are missing Owned by Connecticut Historical

Society From Fairbanks and Trent 290
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Long table made in Salisbury Massachusetts about 166Ol7OO

Owned by Wadsworth Atheneum From Fairbanks and Trent New

Begins 139

Joined press England circa l65O

Middletown Connecticut This is

press with hanging pegs

was used for books Private collection

From Chinnery Oak Furniture 328
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small table with drawer made in

Hampshire County Massachusetts

about 16801720 Such small tables

were used in chambers closets and

studies as writing surface or

dressing table Private collection

From Fairbanks and Trent New

306
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Appendix Six

Print Sources and Furniture Documenting the French Court Taste

and its Adoption in Boston by New England Merchants 1630-1700

Among the most important and well-known sources of documen

tation for the new decorative style formulated at Louis Xliis

court in the 1630s are series of allegorical prints by Abraham

De Bosse Parisian engraver working in the l630s and 1640s

These invaluable depictions of interiors of the Paris haute

bourgeoisie were intended to be satires of their attempts to

ape royal and noble practices In them are shown all the fixtures

also found in Boston inventories of this period high beds with

hangings sets of chairs couches and lis de repos couches with

only one high end or daybeds square tables with carpets

cupboard cloths window curtains pictures looking glasses

and wall hangings One difference however is the extremely

elevated classical architectural context of the Paris htels

or grands apartments which were far larger and higher studded

than New England rooms

Other paintings or prints will also be given which illustrate

details not seen in the De Bosse prints

The furniture included here illustrates New England uphol

stered furniture beds and tables An important series of descrip

tions from Randle Holmes Academy of Armory 1682 give an English

middle-class description of what the appropriate furnishings of

dining room bed chamber and bed were
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Sources Bauingarten The Textile Trade in Boston 1650-1700

Chinnery Oak Furniture Cummings Bed Hangings Jourdain English

Decoration Syinonds Charles II Couches Chairs and Stools 1660

1670 Thornton Back-stools and Chaises Detnoiselles Thornton

Interior Decoration Trent Turkey Work Couch Trent The

Endicott Chair Trent Boston Upholstery Trent Salem

Upholstered Chairs
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An antechamber or great chamber by Dc Bosse From left to rght
wail hanqinqs row of upholstered chairs against the wall

square table and carpet folding stool looking glass

From Thornton Interior Decoration
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high an upholstered ch ir with cushion wa hangings

looking glass row of upholster chairs against the wall

quare ble with linen tablecloth for eating From Tho nton

Interior Dc oration
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closet being used for an informal pancake party by De Bosse

From left to right an upholstered chai set against the side

of the chimney an upholstered stool wall hangings long

tabi with carpet and linen tablecloth and four upholst

chairs row of upholstered chairs along the wall looking

gl ss 11 side abl with linen table cloth high

From Thornton Interio Decorat on 82
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reception in closet by De 13osse From left to right

chimney breast with painting wall hangings cupboard or

dressing stand with carpet high bed note that the owner

is receiving guests seated in the bed ladies seated on uphol

stered chairs looking glass From Thornton Interior Decora

tion 11
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withdrawing room at night by De Bosse From left to right

wall hangings an upholstered stool cushion ladies seated

on folding stools stools and chairs cupboard and carpet

table and carpet From Thornton Interior Decoration 11
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middle class family eating in closet by Dc Bosse Note the

poem mocking bourgeois selfishness and domesticity From left

to right wall hangings looking glass upholstered chair

and folding stool against the wall chairs drawn up to the

tabl long table with in tabl cloth high bed From

Thornton Interior coration 83
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closet of lady by De Bosse From left to right wall hangings

small table and carpet with second carpet for dressing ritual

great chair or armchair high bed an upholstered stool

two great chairs against the wall From Thornton Interior

Decoration l6O
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fashionable closet by Dc Bosse om left to ight folding

stools and hair against the wall hangings high bed

From Thornton Interior Decoration 161
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Two midd1ec1ass Dutch interiors of

the 1660s illustrating coordinated

beds table carpets and chairs Above

shows high bed to the left shows
ft

one type of canopy bed From Thornton

Interior Decoration pp 158 and 241

ff
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Description of dining room bed and bed chamber from Randle

Holmes Academy of Armpy 1682 quoted in Chinnery Oak

FurnitUre pp 547-548

Things necessary for and belonging to dineing RQme

The Rome well wanscoted about either with Mooritan and

panells or carved as the old fashion was or els in larg square

pannell

The Rome hung with pictures of all sorts as History Landskips

Fancyes

Larg Table in the midle either square to draw out in Leaves or

Long or Round or oval with falling leaves

Side tables or court cubberts for cups and Glasses to drink in

Spoons Sugar Box Viall and Cruces for Viniger Oyle and

Mustard pot

Cistern of Brass Pewter or Lead to set flagons of Beer and

Bottles of win in

Turky table cover or carpett of cloth or Leather printed

Chaires and stooles of Turky work Russia or calves Leather

cloth or stuffe of needlework Or els made all of Joynt work
or cane chaires

Fire grate fire shovell Tongs and Land Irons all adorned with

Brass Bobbs and Buttons

Flower potts or Allabaster figures to adorn the windows and

glass well painted and Larg seeing Glass at the higher end of

the Rome

Faire with-drawing Rome at the other end of the dineing

Rome well furnished with Table Chaires and stooles

80 Bed Royall the valiance curtaines turned about the posts and

counter pane laced and fringed about with foote cloth of Turky worke

about it the Tester adorned with plumbes according the colours of the

bed This have not seen in coat but for the badge and cognisance of an

house in the citty of London whose Indweller suppose was the Kings or

Queenes Majesties Upholsterer

Things usefull about Bed and bed-chamber

Bed stocks as Bed posts sides ends Head and Tester

Mat or sack-cloth Bottom

Cord Bed staves and stay or the feet

Curtain Rods and hookes and rings either Brass or Horn

Beds of chaffe Wool or flocks Feathers and down in Ticks or

Bed Tick

Bolsters pillows

Blankets Ruggs Quilts Counterpan caddows
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Curtaines Valens Tester head cloth all either fringed Laced or

plaine alike

Inner curtaines and Valens which are generally White silk or

Linen

Tester Bobbs of Wood gilt or covered suteable to the curtaines

Tester top either flatt or Raised or canopy like or half

Testered

Basis or the lower Valens at the seat of the Bed which reacheth

to the ground and fringed for state as the uper Valens either

with Inch fring caul fring Tufted fring snailing fring Gimpe

fring with Tufts and Buttons Vellem fring

The Chamber

Hangings about the Rome of all sorts as Arras Tapestry

damask silk cloth or stuffe in paines or with Rods or gilt

Leather or plaine else Pictures of Friends and Relations to

Adorne the Rome

Table stands dressing Box with drawers large Myrour or

Looking glass Couch chair stooles and chaires closs-stoole

Window curtaines Flower potts

Fire grate and good Fire in the winter Fire shovel Tongs

Fork and Bellows

81 .a Bed with .blankett or Cadow or Rugg or covering the sheets

turned down and boulster. .this is bed prepared for to lodge in but

haveing no Tester Such are termed Truckle beds because they trundle

under other beds or being made higher with an head so that they may be

set in chamber corner or under cant roofe they are called field Bed or

cant Bed If it be soe that it may have canapy over it that is halfe tester

then it is termed Canapy Bed to which bed belongs curtaines and

Vellance

In the base of this square lys Bed staffe of some termed Burthen

staffe

88 .lower half an Arke or safe kind of little house made of wood
and covered with haire cloth and so by two rings hung in the midle of

Rome thereby to secure all things put therein from the cruelty of devouring

Rats mice Weesels and such kind of Vermine Some have the pannells of

the Arke made all of Tyn with small holes for aire others of woode

91 .a Stand little round table set upon one pillar or post which in

the foote branches it selfe out into three or foure feete or toes It is used for

to set Bason on whilest washing or candle to read by
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Form and nomenclature of beds from Thornton Interior Decoration

pp 150 and 171

118 Diagram showing the parts of

seventeenthcentury bed with the main bed
curtains omitted for the sake of clarity

Cu with plumes ostrich feather

Tester

panaches and aigrettes

Buttons and loops originally linked

the valances but became decorative as

here
Outer valance penn
Inner valance penn
Headcloth dossier

Headboard

Counterpoint
ni

Base valance pente or soubassetnent

Cantoon cantonnièrt

Bonegrace bonnegrice
Post with its case

..L

Feet the lowest part of the bedstock

I4
Sketch of simple bed with

halfheaded tester at Hardwick

Hall dating from the seventeenth

century
How the bed prcsumably looked

when furnished with hangings
Sketch of grander type of half-

the tester from the ceiling in
dicated

tester with the chains suspending
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New England ash high bedstead dating from 1690 to 1750

From Fairbanks and Trent land Beins 255
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New England turned ash bedstead with low posts From Fairbanks
and Trent fl land Begins 297
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great couch laid with case with falls padded with cushions

This is royal couch but differs from midd1e-class examples

only in the richness of the textiles From Chinnery Oak Furni-

ture 129

sketch showing the

aristocratic groupingWU
of couch with case and

cushions two stools and

canopy of state From

Thornton Interior Decora

tion 171

--
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middle-c1ass English couch with falls covered in leather

From Chinnery Oak Furniture 139

IIII us de or daybed

II1IAii1UII laid with case From

Thornton Interior Decora

IIII tion 216
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Boston Turkey work couch missing its case and falls It was

made in 1697 for John Leverett member of the Ipswich oligarchy

through his marriage to the widow Margaret Rogers Berry One other

couch frame without original upholstery of this form is known

Owned by Essex Institute From Fairbanks and Trent New England

442
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Boston leather great chair made

about 1660-1680 for Zerrubabel

Endicott of Salem The cushion is

modern Owned by Museum of Fine

Arts Boston From Fairbanks and

Trent 533

Salem green serge chair made

about 16851695 The upholstery
ii ja

and covers are modern executed

by the writer and Andrew Passeri

on the basis of prints and tacking

evidence on the frame Owned by

Museum of Fine Arts Boston From

Fairbanks and Trent New England

Begins 289
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An English upholstered stool essentially

two chair fronts set back-to-back No New

irFlf England example survives although ey

Furniture 273

ii

An English oval table with four gates and two leaves Nearly

identical examples at Pilgrim Hall Plymouth belonged to the

Winslow family and were made in Boston about 1680 From Chinnery

Oak Furniture 310
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Appendix Seven

Miscellaneous Small Furniture Forms

page from Randle Holme included here identifies many

small fixtures used in homes Also shown are cabinets glass

cases stands looking glasses and portraits clocks musical

instruments fireplace equipment small print showing usè

of candle as night light The use of these fixtures is

documented in inventories and corroborated by prints like

the De Bosse series in Appendix Six In the furnishing plan

these generalized statements will be amplified with detailed

descriptions of suitable objects in the Ironworks Site collection

or otherwise available for purchase
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Midseventeenth-century En1ish household fi.irni 71 stool

ture and utensils 72 Joynt stoole has wooden seat In Cheshire called

5O52 lamps butit stool

53 colander and chatIngdish The purpose of the turned stoole

latter ssas to hold hot coales of fire in and to set country stoole also called plancke or blocke

dishmeates thereon to keepe them warme till the stoole

tyme of serving them up to the table 75 round country stoole

54 warming pan and frying pan The former was for 76 nursing stool

airing beds 77 joint forme or bench

steel to strike fire used in association with 78 long table

tindeNbox and tv spits for roasting 79 square table covered with carpet

56 57 mortars one with its pestel $o bed royal
tub or turnell with handles of the sort used by Si bed without tester Below is bed statfe

laundry maids It could also he used as bath 82 voyder basket for carrying delicate clothes

59 twiggen basket 83 cloathes basket rough versions were for coal

60 6i cushions 84 hand basket might be coloured

62 bolster laced lcngthways for the greater adorn 85 truit basket

ment and beauty of it twiggen basket for collecting eggs

63 twosided headcomb and hodkin the latter to 57 egg or butter basket has two lids and partition

hold up long hair port manteau of tanned leather and an ark of
64 singlesided comb and hodkin wood and covered with haire cloth which could

Bristle brush and kind ofcabinett .. such as be suspended from ceiling to secure all things

ladycs keep their vclls in it stands constantly from the cruelty of devouring rates mice weesels

on the dressing table and such like vermine Instead of horsehair
66 eotfcr with curved lid If it hive flat cover it panels ot pierced tiii might be used

is called Chest 89 covered cup
67 throne or cathedre 90 hanging kettle or cauldron

6S stoolccli.nr or hack stoole If all made of 91 little round table for to set Bason on whilest

joiners ork then called joyni cliire or \vashmg or candle to read by ith many other

Butfet chairc uses tr Lhiniher Some call it dressing table

69 turned chaire 92 andiron for ornament more thai proti tt
70 ancici toini of chair soilieti in Ls ci led settle 93 tub

chnr siriant made of osiers \\ as tss iggcii 94 posnctt used for boiling liquids

chnre 95 siisootlimg iron

page from Randle Holms Armor 1682 from Thornton

Interior Decoration 327
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Salem cabinet dated l6i6

Behind the doors are nine

boxes or drawers number of

Boston examples are known

From Fairbanks and Trent New

Wi dBeinsp528

glass case made by joiner trained in Salem for the Revs

Joseph Capen of Topsfield who married an Appleton This is

the grill front only the top sides bottom and feet would

have resembled those of the cabinet above Owned by Topsfield

Historical Society From Fairbanks and Trent New England

jijs 280
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An Ipswich tape loom on stand Dressing

boxes and dressing stands are shown in

Appendix Three but this object is shown

here for the form of the stand Many fakes

of turned stands made early in this

century are in museum collections but

this stand is indisputably of the periodct
By lengthening the shaft and providing itJf
with top based on English examples

suitable stand could be formulated From

Fairbanks and Trent Nane ins

328

This sketch shows some typical ways of

hanging pictures during the period Often

12 they were tipped outward from the wall

far more than modern practice allows

From Thornton Interior Decoration
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In the course of research for New England Begins five of the

portraits investigated were found to have period frames Three

different types were found conservative flat type embellished

with two moldings and made of oak similar profile executed in

pine and an ogee molding made of pine These moldings were

reproduced for framing the other paintings in the exhibition

and extra lengths of the molding are available The intention

is to make one or two square looking glasses of the type seen-

in the De Bosse prints Also in order to give visitors some

idea of what merchant and his wife looked like photo-blowups

of two pendant portraits will be made from color negatives and

framed in reproduction frames

The portrait on the following page is an unknown man who functions

as pendant portrait to Elizabeth Paddy Wensley at Pilgrim

Hall Plymouth Both were painted in Boston in the 1680s Both

have their original frames The paintings are relatively plain

by comparison with other contemporary paiiitings of Boston merchants

They are nevertheless brightly colored and artistically fine

The writer knows of no museum or historic house where Boston

portrait of this period is displayed in proper context so

these reproductions will have an important interpretive function

Illustration of painting from Fairbanks and Trent New England

Begins 436
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pair of English or Dutch brass andirons with iron bases

From Fairbanks and Trent England Be ins 285

fr
The 1655 Edward Hutchinson

FrF iron back Saugus Ironworks

National Historic Site From

Fairbanks and Trent New

dBegin 358
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1\ An all-brass fireplace set of

tongs poker and shovel made

England about l675l7OO

Allbrass equipment like this

rare and New England sets

tended to be all iron or iron

with brass finials and rings

From Fairbanks and Trent New

3ç
286

F%

kAL

Dutch interior showing bed

wicker cradle and hearth with

fire dogs and candlestick

placed for safety on the hearth

From Thornton Interior Decoration

27l

b\
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Preface

The furnishings recoimnended here reflect the broad outlines

given in the history of occupancy and evidence of historic fur-

nishings for the Ironworks Farm house in Saugus Massachusetts

The plan includes specifications and cost estimates for three

period rooms and for two abstract interpretive rooms dominated

by graphics and labels These last two rooms are made necessary

by the architectural significance of the Ironworks Farm house

both within the Park Service holdings and within the context

of surviving seventeenthcentury New England domestic architecture

and by the importance of Wallace Nutting and William Sumner

Appleton as pioneers of historic preservation The visitor must

be made aware of the overall structure of the building the

complex nomenclature of the frame components and the probable

original appearence of the building To certain extent the

visitor must be acqiainted with the difficulties encountered in

trying to date the building since the house is part of the

Ironworks Site interpretation and the presence of the building

on the Site must be explained At the same time the visitor

must be informed that the present exterior and much of the interior

are the result of Nuttings restoration of 1915-1917 and that

the motives behind Nuttings efforts are clue to its success

and to its limitations The writer feels that the rooms can be

arranged for mixture of guided interpretation in the period rooms

and self-guided reading in the two interpretive or graphics

rooms However the material will be presented so that the Park

Service can elect to include the texts in the graphics or use

the texts as tour text spoken by the guides
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The formulation of the period rooms must be explained

The plan did not begin from scratch The Ironworks Site had

an extensive collection of furnishings collected by various

administrators of the site since the early 1950s Some were

donated by patrons some were given by local residents and

some were purchased The two cupboards on loan to the Site

are of extreme importance the writer has been in touch with

the owner for over nine years and has attempted to persuade the

owner to make gift or bequest of the cupboards to the Site

The heterogenous nature of the existing furnishings many

of which are inappropriate is great problem Some of the

objects are implicated in delicate patronage situations requiring

great tact in particular the two abovementioned cupboards

are potentially gift or bequest in memory of one of the

deceased patrons of the Site who donated many of the objects

Some of the objects were given by otherwise humble Saugus residents

because the objects had history of ownership in Saugus It

would be inappropriate for these objects to be dispersed While

the writer has selected certain objects from the existing collec

tions for use in the furnishing plan the ultimate fate of the

other objects will require careful analysis of their provenance

if they are to be disposed of or put into general Park Service

pool of objects There are no suitable storage facilities for

these objects at the Site

The stipulations for the use of both period and reproduction

objects in the period rooms might give some Park Service personnel

reason to question the plan and the writer will make statement

regarding the policy followed in furnishing the rooms Of course

the writer was trying to employ objects in the Ironworks Site
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collections so it was not advisable to consider using only

reproductions Cost is also factor The writer sees no contra

diction in juxtaposing if such is the case period objects and

reproductions The point of period room is to give sense of

space light color and function and the principal difference

between period object and reproduction resides in surface

qualities not in the above-mentioned qualities The problem with

most period furniture is that the surfaces are never in an original

state In other words the idea of an untouched object as the

popular expression among dealers and aesthetes goes is invalid

Even if the surfaces have not been intentionally altered they

have changed chemically and through abrasion If the surfaces have

been altered by later owners they rarely conform to the intention

of the objects maker The writer has stipulated that some of the

objects in the Ironworks Site collections have their surfaces

restored and that others be left as is since more alteration might

operate to their detriment Insofar as the seventeenth century

is concerned the surface qualities of furniture are of far less

significance than the textile fixtures with which the furniture

was surrounded and glance at the specifications shows that the

textile fixtures constitute the principal expense of the period

rooms

The writer has suggested sources craftspeópie and other

data for implementing the plan in an appendix Those craftspeople

involved in formulating reproductions for New England Begins who

have been trained under the writers supervision are unquestionably

the most accurate and the least expensive The writer had budget

to adhere to in that effort as well The writer has tried to secure
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photocopied materials publications and contacts for the Site

which are of permanent significance to the building and to the

collections Finally the writer has offered good deal of

connoisseurship of the Sites collections which while not

strictly speaking part of the job is an indication of the

writers interest in the Site and in seventeenthcentury research

in general It is to be hoped that the Park Service will move

swiftly to implement the plan and to stabilize the structure

of the house as well for it is badly in need of careful work



Chapter One

The Parlor Chamber

The second story room in the east end of the Ironworks Farm house

will be called the parlor chamber The room is furnished to show the fea

tures associated with the French taste in interior decoration as it was

practiced among Boston merchants and their relations about 16751695 While

the exact form of the furnishings stipulated here is entirely the writers

responsibility the general idea for such room has been in circulation

since 1974 when Linda Baumgarten in paper analyzing textile fixtures

in seventeenthcentury Boston houses gave the following suggestions for

rooms in period houses

Tnventory surveys cannot povide allI.thedata necessary
for furnishing period room but they do suggest some

general characteristics of the seventeenthcentury inter
ior The evidence indicates that the greatest proportion

of textiles used in museum period room of the seventeenth

century should be plain woolens and serges with some

watered fabrics Many of the fabrics should be green
Indian calicoes should also be represented period room

should show the many uses of textiles in the seventeenth

century especially as cupboard cloths table carpets
napkins and tablecloths Some of the upholstered chairs

in the room should be trimmed with silk fringe Fat

cushions heavily stuffed with feathers should be used on

chairs and on stools with wooden or wovenbast seats Such

period room should be vehicle representing the great

importance of textiles not only in the personal lives of

the colonists but in their commercial trade relationships

as well

This plan will follow the dictates of Baumgartens suggestion following

these stipulations will give the Ironworks Farm house the onlyproperly

furnished seventeenthcentury New England room in the French taste in

any American museum or historic house

As it happens Baumgartens sample of Boston Inventories included

the 1672 inventory of William Whittingham Samuel Appleton Jr.s father



inlaw It did not include however the two exceptionally important

1669 inventories of Antipas Boyce and Edmond Downes Downes was the

father of Appletons brotherinlaw William Downes All three of these

inventories contain rooms identical to the parlor chamber being described

here The uniformity of practice seen in the Boyce and.Downes inventories

is particularly striking and although Whittinghams inventory was con

servative in room nomenclature and placement of the best bed in the

parlor chamber the room themselves follow the French taste with fidelity

The chambers whether over the hail parlor or dining room have bed with

hangings often halfheaded or canopy bed six chairs and one armchair

and two stools in matching covers chest of drawers or cupboard or

trunks on frames square table with carpet window curtains looking

glass and various accessories like cabinets desks and wall hangings

The writer used these exact inventories in formulating the repro

ductions made for New England Begins and since dQcuinentary tie exists

between Appleton and two of the three men whose inventories are cited

above the same furnishings are entirely appropriate for suggesting what

Appleton might have used in fashionable room

Major Components

The following specifications for canopy bed are based on the bed

fixtures the writer formulated with Andrew and Mary Passeri for New England

Begins The prices are cited on an at cost basis The serge unit price

is the list price of Constance LaLena Grand Junction Colorado from whom

the serge was obtained The cost of dyeing the cloth is part of the list

price The unit prices stated for fringe and tape include the Scalamandre

list price plus dyeing charge by LaLena The prices for rods pintels

tester frame and brass rings are estimates based on the writers experience

Note that in almost all upholstery and drapery work the standard procedure

is to order at least two extra yards of material and although the spec
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for unforeseen difficulties must be allowed

Because these beds will not be turned down the bed linens and

blankets can be omitted at considerable savings in materials and labor

The color chosen is green and the cloth chosen is serge according to

Baumgartens study green serge was overwhelmingly the most popular

textile for these furnishings

The Ironworks Site collection Includes an early eighteenthcentury

New England oak and pine low bedstead painted red The date of the bed

stead is suggested by the contour of the headboard However as in many

bedsteads of this type the edges of the rails are run with conservative

moldings and the overall form of the bedstead Is not unlike plain

seventeenthcentury English examples The outside dimensions of the

bedstead are 19 inches to the top of the rails 29 inches to the top of

the headboard 50 inches in width and 76 inches in length Fortunately

bed mattress bolster and two pillows for the bedstead exist and are

of appropriate form The low bedstead Is exactly the type used in making

canopy bed where the hangings ar.e suspended over the bedstead on an

independent frame attached to the ceiling joists The following specif

cations suggest what the proper components of such bed are based on the

dimensions of this bedstead

The height of the parlor chamber under the joists is 87 inches The

formulation of the exact length of the curtains will depend on the location

of the hanging tester frame because the house has settled and the joists

display noticeable sag towards the center of the room The first part

is the tester frame itself simple lapped pine frame made of by

boards with outside dimensions of 56 inches wide by 36 inches deep The

frame is inches wider than the bedstead so that the curtains can slide

freely This frame will be sheathed in the same gren serge as the hangings

with four cuts requiring three yards at $47.00 per yard The frame itself
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On the underside of the frame set about an inch back from all four

sides of the frams edge four lengths of rod will be suspended on pintels

Peter Thornton of the Victoria and Albert Museum in London says that rods

were generally made of iron and often coated with brass Identical modern

rods are commercially available in twelvefoot lengths at approximately

$15.00 per rod Modern rods are suspended with screw sockets mounted on

Lshaped brackets but period rods had eyes worked on the ends by black

smith and were hung on Lshaped pintels droven into the tester frame or the

bedposts The Ironworks Site has blacksmith on retainer who could work

the eyes onto the modern rods and fabricate the eight pintels needed at

cost of perhaps $100.00 However in the beds fabricated for New England

Begins this timeconsuming process of formulating period detail was re

jected in favor of modern brackets because the brackets are not visible

to any great extent behind the hangings The frame can be suspended from

four cords which will not be visible These can be made of upholsterers

welt cord sheathed in green serge at cost of $10.00 The cords can be

affixed to the frame with cuphooks which were used during the period and

the upper ends can be attached to the ceiling joists with similar hooks or

with wrought iron hooks of any form which does the least damage One cord

will be at each corner although the exact location will depend on the

spacing of the joists to which they are attached The mounting of the tes

ter frame must be done with careful attention to varying the length of the

cords to level the frame in relation to the sagging joists and the uneven

floor of the room

The second part will be the valance On the basis of period prints

and the scale of the room in the house the valance should be some 20 inches

deep It will consist of three pieces of green serge two of 36 inches in

length and one of 56 inches in length These will be seamed to correspond

to the front corners of the tester frame The serge required comes to
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yards at $47.00 per yard although the narrow cuts will leave strips

which can be used for other parts possibly the counterpain Running along

the bottom edge of the valance will be 4inch silk fringe dyed to match

the serge The fringe will be mounted so that the total depth of the

valance is 20 inches inclusive of the fringe This requires yards of

fringe at $19.40 per yard In period practice valances were often attached

to the tester frame by simply tacking them to the frame along their upper

edge For museum purposes this is unacceptable and the obvious alternative

is to attach the valance by means of velcro strips sewed to both thetester

frame and the valance This requires yards of velcro at approximately

$10.00 Note that in fabricating the valance the upholsterer will have

to allow some extra length at the corners to iprèven the valance from draw

ing or puckering problem experienced with the high bed formulated for

New England Begins

The third part will be the headcloth This will be suspended from

the rear rod of the tester frame and will fall to the level of the rear

rail of the bedstead behind the headboard It will be 56 inches wide and

74 inches in length It will be made of two cuts of green serge requiring

yards at $47.00 yard The seam betweeñ the two cuts iqill be buttsewn

along the selvedges in the period manner This seam must be handsewn The

outer edges are turned The headcloth like thetwocurtains is suspended

from brass rings sliding on the rear rod The rings will be attached to

the headcloth by means of silk tapes looped around the rings and sewn to

the heading of the headeloth The fifteen brass rings required cost approx

imately $8.00 and the yard of silk tape dyed to match the serge costs

$1.05 per yard About one inch of tape should separate the rings and the

heading The tapes and rings should be spaced about inches apart

The fourth part is pair of curtains Each will be about 64 inches

wide by 85 inches long They will be made of yards of green serge at

$47.00 per yard They will be fitted with the same rings and tapes as
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$1.05 per yard The seams between cu4s of the serge must be butted at

the selvedges and handsewn as in the headcloth Running around the

bottom edge and front sides of each curtain will be 2inch silk fringe

dyed to match the serge requiring yards of fringe at $12.10 per yard

When closed the front train of the two curtains will lie on top of the

counterpain while the sides will hang to the floor When opened the

curtains will slide back and fall completely to the floor

The fifth part is the counterpain It will be made of six separate

panels top panel two side falls and one fall at the foot reaching to

the floor and two triangular gussets sewn between the top panel and the

side falls to conform to the rise of the bolsters and pillows The

specifications given here will state the yardage but in practice the

upholsterer must measure the bed mattress bolster and pillows in situ

to insure that the counterpain fits properly The top panel will be made

of two cuts of green serge buttsewn along the selvedges The other

seams can be turned Because the foot posts of the bedstead project up

it may be necessary to fit small pockets at the junction of the bottom

of the top panel and falls at the foot to fit around the foot posts

The falls are attached to the two sides and foot of the top panel but are

not sewn together at the corners The top panel must also extend some

12 inches beyond the gussets at the head so that the resultant flap can

be tucked over the pillows and bolster The bottom edges of the falls will

be trimmed with 2inch fringe requiring yards of fringe at $12.10 per

yard The green serge required is 11 yards at $47.00 per yard For exact

specifications for details of the counterpain curtains valance and

headcloth the upholsterer employed will have to consult the bed fabricated

by Andrew and Mary Passeri or New England Begins in the Department of

American Decorative Arts and Sculpture Nuseum of Fine Arts Boston

The approximate labor charge for the upholsterer will be fifteen
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days work at approximately $100.00 per day

Caitopy
bed subtotal

Bedstead Ironworks Site collection

Green Serge 31 yards at $47.00/yard $1457.00

4inch fringe yards at $19.40/yard 78.40

2inch fringe 16 yards at $12.10/yard 193.60

silk tape yards at $1.05/yard 3.15

velcro yards 10.00

tester frame 25.00

Rods brackets hooks and cords 45.00

Labor 15 days at $100.00/day 100.00

$3312.15

Note The Department of American Decorative Arts Museum of FineArts

Boston now owns 20 yards ofgreen serge The Department also owns

enough fringe and tape dyed to match to fulfill the requirements of this

bed and of the curtains The Park Service will have to order additional

green serge from Constance LaLena but could purchase the materials owned

by the Museum directly The purchase of these extra materials will save

labor and clerical costs of ordering fringe and tape from Scalamandre

and shipping it to LaLena who would then charge dyeing fee Also it

is customary for upholsterers to charge 5% extra on total charge for

planning travel and other expenses This cost could be greatly reduced

by contracting with Andrew and Mary Passeri of Revere to make the hangings

since they have the experience of making such hangings and are only six

miles from the Ironworks Site which will greatly reduce travel fitting

mounting and other expenses

The Ironworks Site also owns plain eighteenthcentury turned

trundle bedstead which would be appropriate for use with the canopy bed

stead The only fixture necessary for it Is counterpain requiring yards

of green serge at $47.00 per yard The labor cost would be approximately
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two days at $100.00 per day The counterpain is simply one panel without

falls or gussets buttsewn on the center seam and turned on all four outer

edges It is tucked under the bed mattress bolster and pillows

Trundle bed subtotal

Bedstead Ironworks Site collection

Green serge yards at $47.00/yard $329.00

Labor days at $100.00/day 200.00

$529.00

The third major component for the parlor chamber consIsts of set of

upholstered seating furniture covered in the same green serge and silk

fringe and galloon tape as the bed While no New England example of

clothcovered chair survives numerous examples covered in their original

foundations and leather or Turkey work covers are known The writer is the

acknowledged authority on these early upholstered chairs and in formulating

the design for set of upholstered seating furniture for New England Begins

owned by the Department of American Decorative Arts Museum of Fine Arts

Boston and available for purchase he consulted numerous period prints and

conducted lengthy correspondence with Peter Thornton Keeper of the De

partment of Furniture and Woodwork Victoria and Albert Museum London the

acknowledged authority on early upholstery The writer also consulted

probate Inventories wherein are found references to cloth covered chairs

trimmed with silk fringe and galloon tape

In formulating the reproductions the writer began with standard

Boston upholstered chair frame dating between 1660 and 1695 He brought

the period example to Douglas Campbell of Newport Rhode Island who used

the frame as his working model In order to draw up specifications for

matching stools armchairs and couch the writer consulted the only sur

viving New England upholstered armchair Museum of Fine Arts Boston and

the two surviving New England couch frames Essex Institute Winterthur
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style dating from the 1680s this highbacked style is unlike the lowbacked

style prevalent between 1660 and 1685 Consultation of English examples

showed that armchairs and couches were also made in the lowbacked style

and by using the measurements of the New England examples but altering

their frames to correspond to lowbacked side chair frame consistent

set of frames was formulated No New England upholstered stool survives

but many English examples are simply two fronts of side chair frame set

backtoback This was the solution used in the stool frames Campbell

accordingly made six side chairs two stools one armshair and one couch

They are accurate in every detail including form of the parts woods and

finish

The upholstery was formulated on the basis of the upholstery founda

tions of surviving examples nd covers and trim shown in period prints The

writer obtained fringe and galloon tape from Scalamandre and sent them

to Constance LaLena who dyed them to match the green serge she was making

Upon receiving the materials the writer and Andrew Passeri covered the

frames purchased from Campbell with the covers and trim The configuration

of the fringe galloon and brass nailing were derived from both Boston

leather chair formulas and from print sources

One detail worth consideration is the form of the couch and two stools

These were treated as unit since English print sources often show

couch flanked by two stools The famous couch at Knole Sevenoaks Kent

made for Charles is fitted with case or long boxed cushions attached

to them number of Boston inventories have references to couches which

must have been of this elaborate form William Tyng died 1653 owned

green serge couch laid with case worth two pounds ten shillings the

couch was en suite with two armchairs six side chairs and two lowbacked

chairs Henry Webb died 1660 had couch in his parlor valued at an

extraordinary seven pounds These couches were undoubtedly of the same
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form as the reproduction formulated by the writer with two falls or wings

with attached cushions case and two loose cushions The stools made

by the writer also have attached cushions

The following subtotals give the cost breakdowns for the seating

furniture formulated Not included in the costs are research and consultation

fees which would represent an additional cost fact9r should the Park Service

choose to put the seating furniture out to bid instead of purchasing the

set available from the Museum of Fine Arts

Side Chair Unit Cost Subtotal

frame $350.00

green serge yards at $47.00/yard 94.00

2inch fringe yards at $12.10/yard 24.20

tape yards at $1.05/yard 5.25

stock including hair muslin brass nails etc 55.00

labor days at $100.00/day 500.00

Unit cost per completed chair $1028.45

Subtotal of set of six chairs $6170.70

Armchair Subtotal

frame $425.00

green serge yards at $47.0O/y.rd 117.00

4inch fringe yards at $19.40/yard 97.00

2inch fringe yards at $12.10/yard 36.30

tape 10 yards at $1.05/yard 10.50

stock including hair muslin brass nails etc 53.00

labor six days at $100.00/day 600.00

$1339.30
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Stool Subtotal per unit

frame $450.00

green serge yards at $47.00/yard 141.00

2inch fringe yards at $12.10/yard 24.20

tape yards at $1.05/yard 2.10

stock including hair muslin brass nails etc 55.00

labor days at $100.00/day 500.00

Unit cost per completed stool $1172.30

Subtotal for two stools $2344.60

Couch Subtotal

frame and irons $550.00

green serge 15 yards at $47.00/yard 705.00

4inch fringe yards at $19.40/yard 155.20

2inch fringe yards at $12.10/yard 60.50

tape 20 yards at $1.05/yard 21.00

stock including hair muslin brass nails etc 163.00

labor 19 days at $100.00/day 1900.00

$3554.70

The fourth major componenti aisqqaretab.l anddcarpet The

square table made for New England Begins available for purchase from the

Museum of Fine Arts is reproduction by Douglas Campbell of an example

in the Nutting collection at the Wadsworth Atheneum Although the table

was found in Andover there is good chance that it was made in Boston

It is the most sophisticated New England example of its type The re

production Campbell made is exact in every detail including the use of

handriven oak for the top boards detail which required two years

advance planning by the writer and Campbell The finish given the table is

veridgris pigment in lactose vehicle the single most common seventeenth
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century painted finish on joined furniture

In fabricating the table carpet for the table which is available for

purchase the writer consulted print sources Generally these carpets

reached the floor and were trimmed with fringe They were extremely

sumptuous and expensive and often were en suite with the other textile

fixtures of the room The carpet made by Andrew Passeri contains 11 yards

of green serge at $47.00 per yard and 14 yards of 4inch fringe at $19.40

per yard

Table and Table carpet Subtotal

Table $1800.00

green serge 11 yards at $47.00/yard 517.00

4inch fringe 14 yards at $19.40/yard 267.60

labor days at $100.00/day 300.00

$2884.60

The fifth major component is cupboard with drawers an example

of which is on loan to the Ironworks Site collection As the evidence

for original furnishings indicated Boston inventories often list chests

of drawers but just as often they list expensive cupboards with drawers

The Ironworks Site example is Scituate or Marshfield example but it is

in the applied ornament style derived from London work and is not inappro

priate The cost of purchasing genuine Boston chest of drawers or having

reproduction made would not be cost effective period example would

cost at least $8000.00 and would require restoration while reproduction

would run $4000 to $6000

The cupboard will be decorated with cupboard cloth on its head

This cloth which is available for purchase from the Museum of Pine Arts

is relatively inexpensive It is based on print sources and inventory

references
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Cupboard and Cupboard cloth Subtotal

Cupboard Ironworks Site

green serge yard at $47.00/yard 47.00

4inch fringe yard at $19.40/yard 19.40

labor day at $100.00/day 100.00

$166.40

The sixth major component are two window curtains for the two banks

of casements in the room Generally the inventories suggest that only

one curtain was used per window The two casements measure approximately

48 inches wide and 68 inches wide respectively and both are 36 inches

high These measurements are inclusive of the frames The curtains will

be of green serge with 4inch silk fringe on the bottom edge They require

yards of serge at $47.00 per yard and yards of 4inch fringe at $19.40

per yard They will be suspended from iron rods held in wooden brackets

or iron brackets The brass rings and tapes along the headings will be

identical in form to those used on the bed curtains

Window curtains Subtotal

Green serge yards at $47.00/yard $164.50

4inch fringe yards at $19.40/yard 67.90

tape yards at $1.05/yard 2.10

brass rings 29 at approximately 15.00

rod one twelvefoot length at 15.00

iron or wooden brackets four at approximately 25.00

$287.50

The seventh major component is an oval table The standard practice

was to fold these tables up when not in use and set them against the wall

The Ironworks Site collection includes good late seventeenthcentury
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Boston oval table which requires some restoration to the surface which

has been bleached by chemical stripping Recoloring the surface walnut

color with French polish and earth colors will cost about $500.00 No

table carpet will be required

Oval table Subtotal

Oval table Ironworks Site

Restoration $500.00

The next major component is dressing stand The Ironworks Site

collection includes an unusual narrow chest with drawer in the applied

ornament style which was probably made in Boston about 1680 to 1700 It Is

in the same style as upholstered chair frames dressing stands and chests

made by shops affiliated with the MasonMessinger shops In Boston but not

featuring highquality joIney For example the drawers are nailed

together not dovetailed The entire case is made of pine which was painted

and grained Some examples display walnut squiggle graining on the frames

with red panels decorated with sprig painting for example dressing

stand at the Brooklyn Museum has such decoration The Ironworks Site

chest with drawer has been stripped It requires the replacement of one

small molding on the drawer and the restoration of its painted decoration

using reversable alcohol colors and pigments The important fact about

the chest with drawer is that its scale suggests that it was used as

dressing stand It is therefore appropriate for use in chamber

Dressing stand Subtotal

Dressing stand Ironworks Site

Restoration of molding and decoration $600.00
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Minor Components

The first minor component will be looking glass for use with

the dressing stand period looking glass would be extraordinarily ex

pensive at least $2000$3000 since they are very desirable to collectors

reproduction can easily be constructed on the basis of picture molding

reproduced fgr the Museum of Fine Arts on the basis of three different

moldings which survive on seventeenthcentury Boston portraits The look

ing glass should be 32 inches square at the outer edge with modern glass

It will be painted black the standard color It should behung with

cords attached to the girt in the room as described in the evidence on

original furnishings

Looking glass Subtotal

Frame and glass $150.00

Cord and hanging hook sheathed with serge 20.00

$170.00

The second minor component will be two reproduction portraits

These will be made with 10 transparencies of two portraits available

from the Museum of Fine Arts Boston for donation to the Ironworks Site

The purpose of the portraits is to give visitors some idea of what pros

perous seventeenthcentury people looked like The two portraits selected

from the available images are two somewhat plainer portraits of Elizabeth

Paddy Wensley and an unknown man who functions as her pendant Both are in

their original frames which have been copied for use in New England Begins

The photoblowups will be Sebachromes at $264.00 each drymounted on

museumboard at $32.00 apiece This process gives an image of relatively

long life compared to other enlargements Both are to be blown up to 36

inches high by 32 inches wide It may be necessary to crop the womans

portrait slightly to make it the same size the mans image is relatively
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shorter and broader With the reproduction frames the portraits will be

44 inches high about the tallest size that can be mounted under the girts

in the room and still clear the furniture underneath The frames can be

made from reproduction molding available from the Museum of Fine Arts at

cost of $100.00 apiece

Portraits Subtotal

Photo blowups at $264.00 each $528.00

drymounting on museum board at $32.00 each 64.00

Frames at $100.00 each 200.00

$792.00

The third minor component is set of six glasses and caudle

cup to dress the cupboards head It is not feasible to suggest silver

reproductions for silver ganiture since it is not cost effective poses

security problems and does not reflect the period practice of putting

silver away when not In use Period practice did apparently make use of

glass and ceramics for permanent displays and cupboards are often listed

with glasses and ceramics The glasses will be blown reproductions of

simple Venice glass examples of which are illustrated In many histories

of glass particularly suitable example is the Sayward family glass

owned by the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities An

approximate unit cost is $100.00 per glass The Ironworks Site collection

contains an excellent tinglazed earthenware caudle cup with chinoiserie

decoration probably German and dating to about 16851710 This is the

only highquality seventeenthcentury ceramic vessel in the Sites collection

and is entirely appropriate

Cupboard Garniture Subtotal

Six glasses at $100.00/glass $600.00

Caudle cup Ironworks Site
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The fourth minor component is two brass candlesticks in the

Ironworks Site collection matched pair perhaps Iberian in origin

dating to 16901730 These will be placed on the cupboard shelf Burns

on the underside of the cupboards head commonly found on cupboards of

this period indicate that candles were often placed there

The fifth minor component is brass shaving bowl in the Ironworks

Site collection perhaps Iberian or Dutch of form seen in seventeenth

century prints but possibly dating as late as 1800 The shaving bowl will

be placed on the dressing table to indicate its function asa grooming area

The next minor component is chamber pot Almost every print

source of this period shows chamber pot set next to bed often on the

floor but sometimes on chair reproduction chamber pot copying

white tinglazed earthenware examples can be obtained for relatively

moderate price perhaps $75.00

Chamber pot Subtotal $75.00

The sixth minor component is the hearth garniture minimal set

includes pair of andirons shovel pair of tongs and an iron back

The pair of andirons can be obtained from the Ironworks Site collection

The tongs and shovel currently in the room are not of period form and

suitable reproductions can be obtained from the blacksmith on retainer at

the Site for approximately $150.00 per unit These should be of brightly

polished iron The expense of obtaining brass tipped or solid brass

equipment for the hearth is prohibitive Fortunately the Ironworks Site

collection includes.two excellent cast backs one of which is in the parlor

the other example in the hall can be moved to the parlor chamber

Hearth garniture Subtotal

Shovel and pair of tongs at $150.00 each $300.00
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Parlor Chamber Total

Canopy bed $3312.15

Trundle bed 529.00

Six upholstered chairs 6170.70

Armchair 1339.30

Two stools 2344.60

Couch 3554.70

Table and carpet 2884.60

Cupboard and cupboard cloth 16.40

Two window curtains 287.50

Oval table restoration 500.00

Dressing stand restoration 600.00

Looking glass 170.00

Two portraits 792.00

Six glasses 600.00

Chamber pot 75.00

Shovel and tongs 300.00

$23615.95

One cost not cited here is whitewashing the room There is ample

evidence that seventeenthcentury rooms were whitewashed and evidence

exists on the beams of the Ironworks Farm house for whitewash which

Nutting evidently removed in 1915 to 1917 the stains from the acid used

to remove the whitewash are plainly visible However because extensive

structural repairs are to be made to the building aLid because study of

the chemistry of the whitewash will have to be made before it is applied to

the beams this plan will stipulate that the room is to be whitewashed

but will leave the expense of it to be included in structural repairs

budget The whitewash will be applied to all walls and to all wooden
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structural members The only areas not to be whitewashed are the bricks

of the hearth and the floor

As the total budget for the room makes clear the textile components

account for the largest expenses but this is reflection of period practice

and expense The display of textiles is the most striking feature of the room
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1Linda Baumgarten The Textile Trade In Boston 16501700 Arts of

the AngloAmerican Community in the Seventeenth Century Charlottesville

The University Press of VirginIa 1975 p.234

2Baumgarten Textile Trade pp 259267
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Chapter Two

The Parlor

The ground story room in the east end of the Ironworks Farm

house will be called the parlor The room is to be furnished with

fixtures associated with the conservative style favored in Ipswich

and practically everywhere else in eastern Massachusetts save -in

Boston during the seventeenth century The Ipswich inventories of

Samuel Appleton Jr.s relatives contain the same types of fixtures

indicated here large tables board seated joined beating furniture

and rush-seated turned chairs cupboards and chests Textile fix

tures are required here to give the requisite color and to prevent

the visitor from getting the impression that this represents

lowerclass room rather than conservative one Fortunately

the Ironworks Site collection contains number of suitable fixtures

for the room which considerably reduce its cost

Major Components

The first major component is long table Such tables were

set in the center of the room and dominated the space An alter-

native use of long tables was to set them near wall for use with

mural bench but the installation of such bench would represent

too much of an intrusion on the original architectural elements

long table was made by Douglas Campbell of Newport Rhode Island

for use in New England Begins and is available for purchase from

the Museum of Fine Arts Boston It is based on the Salisbury long

table in the Nutting collection at the Wadsworth Atheneum perhaps

the finest New England example to survive Campbell makes the table
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as part of his regular furniture line but this example was made

in an especially accurate manner with handplaned top and to

the exact dimensions of the prototype It is painted with verdigris

or green pigment in lactose vehicle the most common finish

given joined furniture The table is carved on one side rail

exactly like the prototype

Long Table Sub-Total

Table $700.00

The second group of major components for use with Ehe long

table are two joined forms two joint stools and joined great

chair Examples of these forms were made by Douglas Campbell for

New England Begins and are available for purchase from the Museum

of Fine Arts The intention was to make unified set that appears

as if one joiner made it One of the best joined great chairs to

survive is the Gov Benedict Arnold chair at the Newport Historical

Society which the writer obtained the loan of for Campbell to

consult in his shop The chair is product of joiner of the

North River shops in Scituate and Marshfield Massachusetts who

were influenced by both the conservative carved style and by the

avant garde applied moldings style The writer adjusted the height

of the chairs seat to correspond to the height of the Salisbury

table The table is 34 inches high and the correct ratio of seat

height to table height is between ten and twelve inches The feet

of the Arnold chair are missing but with correct feet it is 22

inches high at the seat The woods shape of the framing members

and carved ornament are all accurate result which could not have

been achieved had not Campbell had the prototype frame in his shop

for continual reference
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To make stools and forms to match the chair examples of

North River joint stools and the only known New England joined

form North River shops product at Winterthur Museum were

examined and measured Some variation exists in the turned orna

ment of these examples but all follow the general vocabulary seen

on the Arnold chair The rake of the legs shape of parts and

woods were all followed closely Details like the pegging of

tops and frames were adhered to The length of the joined formth

was made to match the tables length These are probably the most

accurate reproduction stools and forms ever made The chair stools

and forms were painted with verdigris in lactose vehicle

suitable arrangement is to set the forms along the long sides

of the table and the to stools at both ends The joined chair

can be set aside for use or substituted for one of the joint

stools if joint stool is required for ue with the virginal in

the study

Joined Seating Furniture Sub-Total

Armchair $700.00

Two joint stools 600.00

Two joined forms 900.00

$2200.00

The third major component is cupboard on loan to the Iron-
-\

works Site The writer has been familiar with this example since

1973 when he was researching his thesis It is product

of the Harvard College joiners working in Cambridge and dates to

about 1680-1700 While the basic structure of the cupboard is intact

all the applied ornament is missing except for the applied columns

on the storage compartment of the upper case The surface is now

covered with heavy coat of dark nineteenth-century varnish
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Because the cupboard is not the property of the Ironworks Site

restoration of the ornament and finish is not possible at this

time but the writer has provided the Site with copies of his

article on the Harvard College joiners for use in restoration

when and if the cupboard becomes the property of the Site

The fourth major component is plain board chest in the

Ironworks Site collection The chest is English and dates to

about 1600 to 1650 It is made of elm The chest is extremely

conservative in style and resembles board chests generally dated

to 1550 to 1600 However it is not unlike plain pine New England

chests and is appropriate

The fifth major component is Welsh joined chest with drawer

dated 1726 in the Ironsforks Site collection Although the object

post-dates the period under consideration Welsh joinery was

extremely conservative in style and the object is an excellent

example of its type perhaps the finest case piece in the Ironworks

Site collection The writer proposes to use it with cupboard

cloth draped over the edge of the top to conceal the date carved

on the upper rail

The sixth major component is turned childs chair in the

Ironworks Site collection The chair is reproduction dating from

early in the twentieth century but it is not Nutting product

It is fairly accurate and was probably based on the Mather chair

at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester Massachusetts

The seventh major component will be group of textile ix

tures for the room These include two cupboard cloths table

carpet and nine cushions eight for use with the stools and forms

one for the great chair No window curtains were used in most

conservative rooms The textile fixtures present problem in
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interpretation The textile fixtures in conservative rooms were

heterogenous in terms of coverings However most of the typical

period textiles used are not available in facsimile The most

popular types of cushion covers were Turkey work and needlework

Table carpets were made of Turkey work and of wool tapestry

called darnix number of solutions are available First Constance

LaLena of Grand Junction Colorado makes variety of facsimile

textiles like baize plainwoven serge fustian and kersey She

also makes variety of striped cotton which is appropriate These

textiles could be ordered dyed in other common period colors like

russet blue red and purple Two or three cushions of each color

was not unusual Another solution would be to ask the New England

Needleworkers Guild to make and donate needlework cushion covers

of an appropriate pattern to the Site They have undertaken such

projects for the Museum of Fine Arts Boston in the past quite

successfully They might also be asked to make an embroidered

facsimile of Turkey work table carpet major undertaking The

writer has also worked in the past with Miriam Chesley of Hingham

on reproducing tapeloomwoven tapes and fringes made of crewel

which could be used to trim cushions and table carpets

For the purposes of the furnishing plan the writer will

suggest the form and appropriate materials for the fixtures based

on fabrics which can be ordered from LaLena with trim ordered

from Scalamandre Trim from Scalamandre must be mailed to LaLena

to be dyed with the corresponding covers

The cupboard cloth for the cupboard should be identical in

form to that made for the parlor chamber popular material for

cupboard cloths was red velvet of either silk or wool with

yellow fringe inches long at each end Both of these materials
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are available from Scalamandre in the appropriate colors The

cloth for the Cambridge cupboard should measure 22 inches in

width and 92 inches in length inclusive of the fringe

Cupboard Cloth SubTotal

Velvet yards at approximately $50.00/yard $150.00

4-inch fririge yards at $19.40/yard 29.10

labor one day at $100.00/day 100.00

$279.10

The cupboard cloth for the Welsh chest can be full 36

inches in width and 62 inches in length It will be made of

the same materials as the cupboard cloth for the cupboard

It will require about yards of cloth and two yards of fringe

Cupboard Cloth Sub-Total

Velvet Zyards at approximately $50.00/yard $100.00

4-inch fringe yards at $19.40/yard 38.80

labor one day at $100.00/day 100.00

$238.80

The table carpet will be similar in form to the carpet made

for the square table in the par1r chamber but table carpets did

not tend to be floorlength in conservative practice carpet

which fell halfway to the floor was more usual carpet for the

long table requires yards of cloth and 10 yards of fringe In

the absence of Turkey work or darnix suitable material is red

or blue wool cloth either baize or plain-woven serge with 4-inch

silk fringe dyed to match The carpet will be 62 inches wide and

123 inches in length inclusive of the fringe

Table Carpet Sub-Total

Baize or serge yards at $50.00/yard $350.00

4-inch fringe 10 yards at $20.00/yard 210.00
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labor approximately days at $100.00/day $300.00

$860.00

The cushions for the stools and forms should be rectangular

rather than square The stool cushions should conform to the

dimensions of the stool tops within the molding 10 3/8 inches

wide by 17 inches long and the form cushions should be identical

in size The cushions should be knife-edged not boxed They

should not be buttoned and should be stuffed full enough to háie

crown of about three inches The upholsterer should adjust his

pattern so that the cushions do not draw up into four pronounced

ears at the four corners this means making the outer edges of the

pattern rounded rather than straight The cushions need not have

silk or wool tassels or the sake of economy the cushions can

be stuffed with dacron sheet down substitute This can be made

of two or three layers quilted together The dacron breathes and

yields like down unlike chopped foam or other substitutes Down

is now so expensive that it is weighed the gram and even down

jacket manufacturers have turned to dacron Two types of cloth

and two different colors of cloth should be used perhaps blue

serge and striped cotton Each cushion requires yard of cloth

Stool and Form Cushions Sub-Total

Serge and cotton yards at approximately $50.00/yard $400.00

Upholsterers stock approximately $100.00 100.00

labor days at $100.00/day 900.00

$1400.00

The cushion of the great chair is more difficult to formulate

It must conform to the trapezoidal shape of the seat cushion

covered in green twillwoven serge made by Andrew Passeri for

New England Begins for use with the great chair is available for
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purchase from the Museum of Fine Arts Boston

Great Chair Cushion Sub-Total

Green serge yards at $47.00/yard $94.00

Upholsterers stock 12.00

labor days at $100.00/day 125.00

$231.00

Minor Components

The first minor component consists of pictures The Ironwks

Site collections contain three period maps which are exactly the

kind listed in inventories The maps must be framed in a...black

molding about one inch wide of ogee or cyma recta profile The

maps must be hinged on acidfree cardboard and narrow mat

must be made for each which is not visible when the maps are

framed to keep them away from the glass

Map Sub-Total

Framing at approximately $100.00/frame $300.00

The second minor component is pair of tin branches The

Ironworks Site collections contain pair of tin branches which

are probably nineteenth-century in date but their oval reflecting

pans and simple branches are not out of keeping with tin branches

used during the seventeenth century Certainly elaborate brass

branches with punched and engraved decoration were also used

but they would be expensive and would not greatly enhance the

interpretation of the room

The third minor component is chafing dish in the Ironworks

Site collection It is brass with wooden handle on an iron tang

probably Iberian or Dutch perhaps eighteenth-century in date

It is not out of keeping with earlier forms but requires an

iron stand with catch basin for ashes Because period chafing
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dish would cost about $2000 or more the writer suggests that

the blacksmith on retainer at the Ironworks Site make stand

for the chafing dish based on the example illustrated in New

England Begins catalogue at an approximate cost of $150.00

Chafing Dish Sub-Total

Stand $150.00

fourth minor component is garnituxe of ceramics to

dress the cupboards head in lieu of silver or pewter holloware

Period delftware is rare and extremely costly suitable group

of reproductions could be made for the Ironworks Site by either

Richard Schaick of Marblehead or Ellsworth Wheeler of Portsmouth

both of whom have wide experience in reproducing early earthen

ware and stoneware forms The writer knows of other potters but

has found them too expensive Schalck in particular is inexpensive

and has worked closely with the writer in experimenting with period

materials and glazes

The forms suggested here are four in number First four

galley pots will be needed the ubiquitous vessel used for relishes

herbs ointments and other decoctions during the period They

are often listed in inventories on cupboards head Another form

of great interest are bottles or small jugs used for wines and

liquors third form is great salt of reel form with three knops

or scrolls on the rim fourth form is large sillibub pot an

ogeeshaped vessel with curved pipe or spout and two ears or

handles often with cover with knob or finial Schalck and

Wheeler are both familiar with these forms from their participation

in New England Begins crafts demonstrations and examples of each

of these forms are illustrated in the catalogue They should all

be made of buff or red earthenware with white slip They can be
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undecorated save for the galley pots which were almost always

painted with blue yellow red and green stripes

Ceramics Sub-Total

galley pots $100.00

bottles 60.00

Great salt 30.00

Sillibub pot with cover 50.00

$240.00

fifth minor component is set of pewter dishes which is

in the Ironworks Site collections It includes three large plates

seven small plates and two basins These are all eighteenthcentury

in date but do not vary appreciably from seventeenthcentury forms

They are currently displayed in the hail in built-in set of

shelves dating from Nuttings restoration and on the cupboard in

the same room During the period only holloware vessels were displayed

on cupboards while dishes and basons were displayed on dressers

either built-in or free-standing suitable plain dresser could

be made of pine boards nailed together and painted red based on

surviving dressers in the Fairbanks house in Dedham or the Winslow

House in Marshfield The dresser should be about five feet long

with an enclosed storage area below and three shelves above run

with plate grooves Specifications are included here The pewter

itself should be cleaned as is current practice among collectors

Pewter and Dresser SubTotal

Cleaning pewter $200.00

Dresser reproduction $500.00

The sixth minor component is bracket clock recently donated

to the Ironworks Site It is engraved on the dial with the name of

Nathaniel Washbourne of Gloucester England He is not listed in
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standard books on English clockmakers but the clock is typical

seventeenthcentury type with one hand The writer has given the

Ironworks Site staff the name of Robert Cheney of Worcester who

services clocks at the Museum of Fine Arts Boston Whether or

not the cost of cleaning the clock and restoring the missing

pendulum is properly part of this furnishing plan is unclear

but an approximate figure is $500.00 The clock has no wooden

mounts to suggest that it was once in tall case often such

clocks were mounted on oak boards with slots for the weight

chain and pendulum and two brackets to support them on the wall

Cheney can suggest an appropriate form for the board and brackets

and fabricate them in his shop or instruct cabinetmaker to

make them The bracket will cost approximately $200.00

Clock SubTotal

Cleaning and restoration $500.00

Wooden bracket 200.00

$700.00

The last minor component is the hearth garniture The Iron

works Site collection already includes suitable pair of andirons

and the 1655 cast back probably made for Edward Hutchinson

agent of the Ironworks in the mid-1650s The hearth ought to have

shovel and tongs of appropriate form made by the blacksmith

on retainer at the Site

Some question exists as to whether or not the 1655 cast back

should remain in the hearth of the parlor The brickwork is

always damp and has promoted some corrosion of the back as did

leak in the chimney cap during the mid-1970s Because the back

is unquestionably the most important Ironworks artifact in the

Sites collection the writer recommends that it be removed to
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the museum of the Site for safe-keeping and that fiberglass

substitute be put in its place The Site already has contracted

for conservation of the cast back and molds could easily be

made from it while it was being conserved parallel efforts to

cast gravestones have been quite successful casting will

probably cast about $300.00.

Hearth Garniture Subtotal

Shovel and tongs $300.00

Casting $300.00

$600.00

Parlor Total

Long table $700.00

Joined seating furniture 2200.00

Cupboard cloth for cupboard 279.10

Cupboard cloth for Welsh chest 238.80

Table carpet 860.00

Stool and form cushions 1400.00

Great chair cushion 231.00

Map frames 300.00

Chafing dish stand 150.00

Ceramics garniture 240.00

Pewter and dresser 700.00

Clock and bracket 700.00

Hearth garniture 600.00

$8598.90

This estimate does not include the cost of whitewashing the

room The whitewash will cover all walls and framing except for

the bricks of the hearth and the floor Another architectural
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restoration would be the replacement of the lath and plaster

on the underside of the floorboards between the joists This is

probably the original treatment as indicated in the architectural

report It might be advisable to restore the plaster in dry wall

board rather than actual lath and wet plaster since dry wallboard

would be cheaper to install and less likely to crack from the

vibration of traffic above

The parlor might seem starker and less furnished than the

parlor chamber but the overall starkness of the room reflects

period practice and does not reflect twentiethcentury cluttered

period rooms Parlors became fairly anonymous rooms with the

removal of the best bed to chamber and the textile fixtures

indicated here will do much to enliven the room as wUl the

whitewashing
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Dresser Specifications

To be made of 3/4 pine boards nailed with wrought iron
clinch nails

No backboards are necessary

The first central shelf to be run with plate groove from
rear of shelf The second or upper central shelf to be run
with plate groove from front of shelf

The doors to be made of random width boards held together
with narrow chamfered cleats on inner surface attached with
clinch nails Butterfly hinges and turned knobs bottom
board is required as is shelf behind the doors as indicated
by nails on side board

The lowest shelf over doors to be nailed down on topof
side and middle muntins and through the sides

The entire outer surface to be painted vermillion including
hardware

Edges are to be left sharp No distressing is necessary

IITTII11

--- --- ___
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Chapter Three

The Study

The porch chamber will be called the study In the case

of merchant like Appleton the study would have functioned as

place for reading of religious books and for casting accounts

In William Whittinghamns 1672 inventory the study functioned.

as male retreat while the kitchen chamber was female retreat

with virginal on stand and needlework stools However Whittingham

was the grandson of an accomplished musician and may have been

the one playing the virginal so there is no reason not to

place virginal in study In the case of Appleton and his

wife Elizabeth Whittingham it was Elizabeth who was most likely

to have been musically inclined

Some of the components listed here will have to be explored

within the Park Service collections in particular arms

The first component is cabinet in the Ironworks Site

collections The case is made of pine with dovetailed construction

and the case never had door covering the drawers or boxes

The cabinet may have been made in Boston about 1700 and had

either veneered or grainpainted decoration grooves cut around

the drawer fronts which align with exposed dovetails indicate

the location of veneer strips or moldings The cabinet is now

painted red and blue and has restored feet The writer feels

it should not be restored since its original form is not clear It
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is acceptable for use as is

The second major component is domelidded coffer in the

Ironworks Site collection The coffer is made of oak with chip

carving The chip-carved style dated from the Late Medieval period

and persisted in the seventeenth century in England It remained

Scandanvian tradition to the twentieth century The writer

believes the coffer to be Scandanavian example dating from

1680 to 1800 Such chip-carved boxes were used in New England

and made here during the seventeenth century so the coffer is

appropriate for use in the study to hold large book

The third component will be table The Ironworks Site

collection includes two small tables of mid-eighteenth century

date one with replaced rectangular top and one with an original

oval top They are blearly much too late in date for use in the

study suitable reproduction of table with drawer like one

illustrated in the New England Begins catalogue could be repro-

duced by Douglas Campbell or another cabinetmaker for about $700.00

The table should have carpet requiring five yards of cloth and

nine yards of fringe

Table and Carpet Sub-Total

Table $700.00

Serge yards at $50.00/yard 250.00

Fringe yards at $20.00/yard 180.00

labor days at $100.00/day 300.00

$1430.00

The fourth component is books The Ironworks Site collection

contains some five seventeenth-century books with appropriate new

bindings which can be placed on the table or in the coffer None

appears to be especially scarce or valuable in the writers experi
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ence with seventeenthcentury imprints If one is displayed open

it will have to be turned frequently to prevent any ore page

from fading

The fifth component consists of two turned chairs in the

Ironworks Site collection One is from the BostonSalem turned

chair tradition while the other is from the Tinkham shop tradirion

in Middleboro Massachusetts Both are of the period but have

suffered losses or replacements The Boston-Salem example has

lost the pommels or handgrips on the front posts and the upper

portions of the finials Two of the slats are old replacements

The Tinkham example has replaced pommels and has been stripped

The writer suggests that both chairs be left as is One will be

drawn up to the table while the other will be placed to one side

The sixth component is joined oak chest in the Ironworks

Site collection It is period New England example but has lost

some five inches in height of the feet and has been stripped and

varnished Examination reveals that the chest has traces of verdi

gris or green paint under traces of later coat of white but

the writer recommends that the only restoration be the removal of

the varnish with alcohol

Chest Sub-Total

Restoration $200.00

The seventh components consists of four modern reproduction

cushions in the Ironworks Site collections These were made by

Kathleen Catalano of the Longfellow National Historic Site in

Cambridge using cloth first reproduced under the writers supervision

in 1978 by Constance LaLena The cloth was featured at the 1978

upholstery conference held at the Museum of Fine Arts Boston

where Catalano learned of the cloth from samples the writer dis
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tributed at the conference It is wool worsted dyed dark green

the prototype of which was discovered on an early eighteenth

century Boston easy chair frame Two of the cushions are large

with crewel tassels and central buttons They are stuffed with

down The writer recommends that the inappropriate buttons be

removed The two large cushions will be used on the turned chairs

The two smaller cushions are plain and can be used on top of the

chest to suggest that it was used as auxiliary seating

The eighth component is arms The writer suggests that Jim

Gott contact Colonial National Historic Park to see if the James

town Site has extra muskets swords and sword belts If not

Gott should contact Peter Cook of Plimoth Plantation regarding the

source of the reproductions used there Cook has informally told

the writer that repro1uction musket and sword will cost about

$1200.00 while belt and scabbard will cost about $250.00

Plimoth Plantation makes its own belts and scabbards

Arms Sub-Total

Musket and sword $1200.00

Scabbard and belt 250.00

$1450.00

The ninth component is virginal The writer has spoken

with Barbara Lambert Curator of Musical Instruments at the

Museum of Fine Arts Boston regarding sources and costs of

virginal Lambert suggests two makers in the Boston area who are

nationally known and respected They are Lynette Tsiang and Allan

Winkler Both maintain separate shops at one address Vernon

Street Somerville Massachusetts 02143 and can be reached at

776-5200 Lambert says that complete virginal in working order

costs about $3000.00 dummy virginal that is one without any
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works still costs about $2000.00 because the principal expense

is in the fashioning of the ebony and ivory keys It is the writers

opinion that the Ironworks Site should purchase working model

which can be used in concerts at the Site

The two inventories containing virginals specify that they

had stands Often virginal would be placed on table but

table would cost as much as stand and suitable carpet would

be much more suitable stand with turned posts stretchers àñd

upper rails cut with rabbet to accomodate the virginal case will

cost about $600.00 The usual seating furniture used with

virginal as cepicted in prints is joint stool and one of the

stools from the parlor can be used here

Virginal Sub-Total

Virginal with works $3000.00

Stand 600.00

$3600.00

The tenth major component is small looking glass The

writer is arranging to have looking glass made of the same

picture molding to be used for the portrait frames in the parlor

chamber to be donated to the Ironworks Site

The final component is candlestick Many brass companies

make trumpet-shaped sticks of appropriate form which cost about

$75.00

Candlestick Sub-Total

Candlestick $75.00

Study Total
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Table and carpet $1430.00

Chest restoration 200.00

Arms 1450.00

Virginal and stand 3600.00

Candlestick 75 00

$6755.00

The writer has not included the cost of whitewashing the

room All walls and structural timbers are to be whitewashed

with the exception of the floor The whitewashing can be budgeted

into the structural repairs to be done to the building
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Chapter Four

Interpreting the Period Rooms

Included at the end of this chapter are three probate

listings for the parlor parlor chamber and study These can

be handwritten by calligrapher who will study the photocopies

of probate inventories on file at the Ironworks Site and draw

up the inventories in italic script following the general

period manner but using modern spelling and punctuation These

can then be photocopied and given out to visitors for consultation

during the tour The nomenclature of the furnishings and their

values follow period practice and guides should make note of

significant entries groupings and relative values as well

as identifying the objects Visitors can enter the parlor and

parlor chamber but will not enter the study The guide is to

repeatedly warn visitors not to touch the objects explaining

that some of the objects are period objects and some are expen

sive reproductions Guides will not use the popular terms antique

or piece in referring to objects The impulse of many visitors

to handle textiles will be very strong and it must be explained

to them that textiles absorb grease and dirt from hands By

keeping the visitors occupied with the inventories the chances

for their getting bored or moving independently of the group

will be reduced

The following are sample tour texts for each room

Parlor Interpretation

This is the parlor It is one foot shorter in width than

the hail The parlor is furnished in the conservative style
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favored by people from provincial England and by people living

in New England towns outside Boston The practices associated

with the conservative style dated from the Late Medieval period

Board or rush-seated seating furniture was softened by cushions

Seating was often communal like the long joined forms by the

table The parlor was dominated by long table in the center

of the room with its stools forms and chair These fixtures

remained in the center of the room when not in use

The parlor was used almost exclusively for formal receiving

of guests In many conservative homes the parlor also contained

the best bed where the heads of the household the husband and

wife slept In this house the best bed is in the parlor chamber

concession to newfashioned French style of decoration we

will see there

The seating furniture was mixed in form and the numbers

of each form present were not assigned any particular signi

ficance that is whether there were two or four stools and so

forth

The beams of the room were whitewashed During the early

1900s when antiquarians like Wallace Nutting began restoring

houses they thought of the settlers as rough pioneers who

appreciated unfinished wood surfaces but actually seventeenth

century people preferred artificial surfaces and often painted

wood to conceal it The ideal was masonry construction and

many of the beams have chamfers and other ornaments adopted

by carpenters from masonry forms When whitewashed these rooms

become light-filled larger looking and abstract completely

unlike the dark small informal spaces Nutting advocated

Looking at the inventory it can be seen that the people

who appraised the estates of deceased people often listed the
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objects in houses room by room and had system wherein they

noted major fixtures first either the largest objects or the

most valuable ones Sometimes they gathered all the silver or

pewter in one room to weigh it but generally things were listed

where they stood The inventory for this room and the other two

period rooms were written on the basis of the furnishings chosen

for the rooms but they reflect period names and values It is

important to note the relative values of objects Textiles were

far more valuable than wooden objects as you can see frdm the

high values assigned the table carpet cushions and cupboard

cloths in this room

The furniture here as in all the period rooms is mixture

of period objects and modern reproductions The reproductions

are painted like the architecture furniture was made of

wood but was meant to resemble masonry That is why the furni

ture is organized like so many small classical buildings with

bases columns and entablatures The green color was called

verdigris and was made of copper resinate pigment The red

color of the dresser was called vermillion and was made of

special burned clays These were the two most common colors

for furniture although black was often used to pick out details

Once more Nutting preferred the raw wood and often stripped

the paint from period furniture he acquired

The seating furniture includes joined forms joint stools

joined great chair or armchair and turned childs chair

The case pieces are cupboard used for the storage of linens

and for the display of silver ceramics and glass and joined

chest and board chest for storage of other textiles Joined

means made with mortise-and-tenon joints held with pegs like
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the joints of the house frame while board furniture means

case pieces made of boards pegged or nailed together

The seats and the table top are extremely high by modern

standards In winter the flow of hot air going up the chimney

flue drew cold air across the room from where it seeped in

around ddor and window frames This created constant draft of

cold air moving along the floor towards the hearth This blanket

of cold air was as much as four to six inches thick and people

had to get their feet off the floor and rest them on the stretchers

of tables or on small foot stools Today we associate comfort

with rugs on the floor and low heavy couches but you can see

why seventeenth-century people thought otherwise Also because

so much of their daily lives was spent in natural environment

with which they constantly had to struggle people disliked being

near the ground They associateit with dirt cold dampness

and the habits of animals Their houses were their principal

means of rejecting the natural environment and animalistic

behavior they distrusted The house asserted the artificial

manmade order they valued and their strong moral and theological

or religious convictions Qif this room seems stiff upright and

formal it is because these people believed in upright posture

an abrupt manner of speech cool and limited physical interaction

and tightly-controlled emotions They explicitly mentioned being

disgusted with the loose posture longwinded speech warm and

expressive physical contact and occasional violent dancing of

the Indians they met here and they also rejected the low round

temporary wigwams of the Indians who sat on mats or lay on

low platforms built inside the wigwaxns Imagine how strange it

must have been for Puritan to enter an Indian wigwam for the
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first time or how equally strange the white mans houses must

have seemed to Indians Often Indians simply refused to sit on

these high chairs and stools or to eat sitting at table when

they visited whites

The parlor was designed to control visitors by giving the

owner of the house an opportunity to display his wealth and

to express his civilized behavior in certain rituals The

inviting of guests into rooms was called receiving Guests were

promptly seated at the table If the head of the household

usually the husband was the most important person there as

he usually was he sat in the great chair which retained throne

like associations with power and authority The guests would be

seated on the stools and forms Today we associate sitting on

long bench with being disciplined or at least crowded but most

people during the 1600s did not view it that way Physical dis

tance from other people was privilege especially if you were

not born to an aristocratic family or great wealth Women as

rule were perceived as inherently inferior in status and were

seated on stools or benches In this room the wife would probably

sit on stool at the opposite end of the table from her husband

However seating order would vary in some circumstances

If the husband and wife were receiving an honored guest like

minister or governor the husband would surrender the armchair

to the honored guest The husband might surrender the armchair

to female guest of higher status or perhaps to his father or

mother for parents and older people in general were treated

with great respect

The rituals people practiced when receiving guests were few

in number and extremely formal The accessories in the room
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illustrate some of them The cupboard was used to display

silver or ceramic vessels used in drinking rituals These

were not rowdy beer parties but involved polite sampling of

small quantities of beer wine or liquors sometimes as part

of meal The small jar-like vessels on the cupboard are galley

pots used for relishes preserves and various herbal dressings

some of which were thought to be medicinal rather than simply

tasty Most food was smothered with these dressings because

it was preserved or salted and tasted bland or tough without

them The name galley pots dated from when such pots were imported

from Italy and Spain to England in rowed galleys The two little

jugs were called bottles and were used to serve wine The great

salt was used to servesalt on the table The position of

guest in relation to the salt was another way of judging how

he.or she stood in the order of status If the guest was seated

nearer to the host and on his right hand he was more favored

than if he or she sat farther away and on the left hand of the

hi host and if he or she sat between the great salt and the

host he or she was more honored than those seated below the

salt The knops on top of the salt held up napkin or dish

of fruit The largest vessel with spout or pipe is sillibub

pot used for drinking warm mush or pudding with liquor in it

The pot was passed from hand to hand and drunk through the spout

and naturally those who drank first were more honored than those

who drank afterwards

The pewter plates on the dresser were set on the table when

in use and displayed in the dresser the rest of the time great

deal of attention was pain to how well polished pewter was

sign of the industry and patience of the housewife
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The maps and the clock were symbols of knowledge of the

world and of time People were limited in the amount of traveling

they did since it was dangerous and timeconsuming and since

they had to work continually near their houses and shops Most

people sensed the passage of time by the position of the sun

rather than by watch or clock Because clocks were expensive

and rarely seen the sight and sound of one ticking in the parlor

was impressive Clocks also had associations with mortality

for Puritanism stressed the shortness of life and the need to

put every minute to good use In fact hourglasses clocks

and sundials were common symbols of death and the expression

often seen on gravestones was fugit hora latin for time is

passing or time has past Everyone would be reminded of this

as they listened to the clock tick or counted the hours as they

were struck on the bell

The many expensive textile fixtures in the room were lavish

displays of cloth Most high-quality textiles were imported

as were many of the ceramics the pewter and other finer objects

Many could have been made here but to colonist they stood for

the mother country and for an awareness of the world at large

Textiles came from all over Europe The whiteglazed pottery

seen here was called Deift after the town in the Netherlands

where much of it was made and the textiles often had odd names

derived from the towns in Europe where they were first made

The fixtures in the hearth include pair of andirons

shovel and tongs and cast back Despite the large size

of the chimney opening the fires were usually small and were

carefully tended Firewood was precious and took great deal of

time and effort to cut and prepare It was used in short pieces
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about two feet long which were split It was never used in

the form of the huge logs we associate with Christmas festivals

except on those rare occasions when wood was deliberately being

wasted for display purposes The cast back protected the bricks

from the fire and reflected heat into the room This example

with the date 1655 and the initials EH was probably made for Edward

Hutchinson the agent of the Ironworks in the mid-l650s and

was cast at the blast furnace at the bottom of the hill It is
one of five known examples with dates ranging from 1655 to

1662 and was made by pressing wooden pattern into clay or

loam which was baked and used as mold for the molten iron

This cast back is the single most important Ironworks artifact

in the Ironworks Site collection

Parlor Chamber Interpretation

This is the parlor chamber The chamber is furnished in

the avant garde French style favored by Boston merchants many

of whom originated in London and had seen the new fashion practiced

at the court and in wealthy merchants homes As developed at

the court of Louis XIII in the l620s and 1630s the French style

emphasized uniformity imposed by textile furnishings The bed

set of six chairs armchair couch with stools table carpet

window curtains and cupboard cloths are all made of green serge

the most popular color and textile used in Boston throughout

this period Obviously the expense of furnishing room in this

style was great as you can see from the values in the inventory

The principal fixture is the bed The type seen here often

used in Boston is canopy bed low bedstead with an independent

tester frame suspended over it Other types were the half-headed

bedstead where the short tester was held up by two tall posts
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at the head and the full high bestead with full-length

tester held up by four posts Canopy and half-headed bedsteads

had only two curtains while high bedsteads had four Other

fixtures used on beds were the valance around the tester and

the counterpaine or coverlid The counterain coversan inter

laced rope or cord feather bed or mattress long pillow

across the head called bolster and two pillows These were

covered by linen sheets blankets and thick rugs The edges of

the outer fixtures are trimmed with expensive silk fringe The

value of all these fixtures on the bed is almost onequarter the

value of everything in the room

The set of six chairs an armchair couch and two stools

is upholstered in the same green serge with silk fringe and gall6on

and single rows of brass nails The set was also extremely expen

sive and cost as much as the bed In French court practice the

various seating forms were carefully graded as to the status of

those permitted to sit in them Most prestigious was the couch

which is laid with case or boxed cushion and has two adjustable

falls or wings Couches were not used for lounging They were

chairs of state kind of throne In aristocratic houses in

England they were often set under canopy sign of high rank

This was the seat occupied by the heads of the household and by

honored guests Curiously the stools were the next most pres

tigious seats The two stools set beside the couch were often

used for the kings favorites at court and the high value placed

on being close to the most powerful person in the room remained

with them in New England The armchair was the next most favored

seat followed by the chairs

In contrast to the conservative style we saw in the parlor
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where the seats remained around the central table when not in use

the French style emphasized placing seating furniture against

the wall when not drawn up to the table The square table with

floor-length carpet is another expensive feature By the 1670s

square or rectangular tables began to be replaced by another

type the oval table You can see an oval table folded up and

set against the wall by the chimney Oval tables were only brought

out into the center of the room and opened up when they were used

While few conservative rooms had window curtains they caine

to be consistently used in the French style They are hung on

iron rods with brass rings and tapes just like the curtains of

the bed Only one curtain was used at each window and was drawn

to one side to admit light

The bed seating furniture and tables are the principal

fixtures of the room but other objects articulate the room

and were used in rituals The cupboard with drawers in addition

to providing storage for table linens and wearing apparel served

as display shelf much like the cupboard in the parlor This

example is dressed with cupboard cloth six Venice glasses

and caudle cup The glasses could actuaUy have been made in

Venice but they were copied in the Netherlands and England as well

These glasses were used for wine but other kinds were made for

beer or liquor The caudle cup was used to serve drink made

with eggs sugar wine and spices Like the sillibub pot in

the parlor it was passed from guest to guest Burn marks on

cupboards indicate that candlesticks were often set on the lower

shelf of the cupboard next to the pillars

The two portraits are copies of two period portraits of

Boston merchant and his wife The frames are copies of the frames
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on the original portraits While the probate inventory lists

the portraits often portraits were not listed in inventories

for reasons which are not clear today The portraits were intended

to hang next to each other and the poses dress and backgrounds

match The man is dressed in relatively somber colors and holds

book while the woman is dressed in brightly colored clothing

and holds fan The elaborate laces puffed sleeves and jewelry

the two people are wearing are far cry from our traditional

image of Puritans as drab tasteless unattractive people In

fact these two examples are among the plainer seventeenth

century portraits to survive

Another ritual which may have taken place while guests were

present was the grooming ceremony The dressing stand next to the

bed came into fashion with the French style Usually it was

set under looking glass and often it was set next to

window to take advantage of the light The dressing stand held

combs perfumes makeup and other accessories and this one

has been set with mans shaving bowl

The hearth has much the same set of fixtures as the one

in the parlor although the cast back here is an English example

Before you leave the parlor notice the chamber pot next

to the bed Period prints show chamber pots left out in the open

even in very formal rooms frank practice which strikes us as

odd

Study Interpretation

The small chamber over the porch was called study Here

the heads of the household could retire to read write and

amuse themselves with genteel bobbies Ministers always had

study filled with books kept in great cupboards called presses
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Merchants used studies to cast their accounts and conduct

business and occasionally they called them counting houses

This study is furnished with table and two turned chairs

few books the musket and sword the husband used in militia

drills and virginal The two small case pieces on the table

are cabinet and coffer Both were used for books papers

writing materials and cash The virginal is small keyboard

instrument which sounds like harpsichord only softer Puritàfls

had musical interests other than the psalms they sang in church

and many owned musical instruments The name virginal was given

to this instrument because young women were often trained to

play them
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In the Parlor Chamber

canopy bedstead with headcloth feather bed

and bolster and pillows cord and tester

frame and iron rods 06 00 00

pair of fine linen sheets bolster cover

and two pillowbiers pair of white kersey

blankets 02 00 00

counterpain and pair of curtains and

valance of green serge with silk fringe _______0 00 00

green chairs chair with arms stools

couch laid with case all with fringe and

galloon 12 00 00

square table and green table carpet with

silk fringe 04 00 00

oval table four feet long 01 15 00

window curtains with silk fringe 02 00 00

pictures with black frames 01 00 00

cupboard with drawers Venice glasses and

Deift caudle cup upon the cupboards head

green cupboard cloth pair of brass candle

sticks 02 15 00

suite of damask table linens and wearing

apparel in the cupboard 20 00 00

dressing stand with things in it brass

shaving bowl 02 10 00

large looking glass with black frame 01 00 00

pair of andirons with brass tops shovel

tongs and cast back 01 05 00
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Deift chamber pot 00 02 00

L61 07 00

In the Parlor

long table with table carpet of blue

baize with silk fringe 03 00 00

joined forms and joint stools 00 15 00

joined great chair 00 10 00

cushions of green serge of blue serge

and striped ones 01 07 00

cupboard and red velvet cupboard cloth

with silk fringe 02 10 00

Table linens in the cupboard 08 00 00

little board chest 00 02 00

large joined chest with drawer 00 10 00

wearing apparel in the chest 06 10 00

red velvet cupboard cloth with silk fringe

on the chest 01 00 00

dresser with large pewter plates small

ones and basins 03 00 00

turned childs chair 00 03 00

maps with frames 00 03 00

clock 02 00 00

pair of tin branches 00 02 00

brass chafing dish 00 12 00

Deift galley pots bottles great salt

and sillibub pot with cover .0.0 08 00

31 02 00
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In the Study

small table 00 98 00

table carpet of purple serge with silk

fringe 00 15 00

cabinet and coffer 00 12 00

books and writing things in the cabinet

and the coffer 02 00 00

turned great chairs 00 10 00

joined chest 00 08 00

musket and cutting sword with belt 01 15 00

virginal on stand 05 00 00

joint stool 00 04 00

small looking glass 00 10 00

brass candlestick 00 06 00

sad green worsted cushions two with tassles .02 15 00

15 03 00

Note If the joint stool is taken from the parlor for use

with the virginal in the study the deletion must be noted

in the inventory of the parlor Obviously some of the con

tents of the cupboards and chests do not actually exist

and the guides will have to explain this if visitor asks to

see them
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Chapter Five

The Architecture and Wallace Nutting Rooms Photographs and Texts

The hail west ground-floor room and hail chamber will

be used ho give the visitor information about the architecture

of the house and Wallace Nuttings restoration This will be

accomplished through photo-murals and texts single groundpl-an

will be given for both rooms indicating the location of the

mural panels and the order in which they will be viewed Both

rooms are essentially the same size although the hall chamber

is one foot deeper because of the jetty Measuring the walls

and trying out various sized panels led to the formulation of

two standardized panel sizes which can be executed at the Harpers

Ferry Center As indicated on the plan the first panel in each

room designated as is to be 54 inches tall by 30 inches wide

this is made necessary by the doors which open into both rooms

from the porch All other panels will be 54 inches square Without

auxiliary hanging space each room canonly accomodate one small

panel and five large panels The writer has therefore designed

central pylon for each room made up of two equilateral triangles

set point-to-point which provide six additional large panels

These pylons not only provide more wall space but also provide

springing for lights for the entire room The wiring for the

pyloris in both room can be snaked down from the garret the wiring

for the hall chamber will go directly from the garret to the

pylon while the wiring for the hall will pass from the garret

through the hall chamber pylon to the hall below It will in all

liklihood be possible to get the wiring through the floor boards
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without drilling holes but local building codes may dictate

that holes be drilled with ceramic insulators lining the holes

Lighting is absolutely necessary on cloudy day the rooms

are extremely dark On the other hand no lighting is stipulated

for the period rooms because the intention is to show period

light levels and because those rooms will be whitewashed thereby

gaining almost twice as much light through reflection of light

of the white surfaces It is the writers opinion that when the

structural repairs are made to the building all the rooms both

period rooms and photo-mural must have their casements provided

with ultraviolet filters either in the form of separate plexi

sheets or in the form of applied films adhered directly to the

glass quarrels of the casements Otherwise the textiles of the

period rooms which ar dyed with photo-sensitive organic dye-

stuffs will rapidly fade and the photo-murals will deteriorate

at far too rapid rate As with the whitewashing the writer

suggests that the ultraviolet film be included in the structural

repairs budget rather than in this furnishing plan especially

because the casements will undoubtedly need repair at that time

The writer will list in the appendix on sources the locations

of the negatives from which the photo-murals will be made By

far the most significant archive is the Society for the Preservation

of New England Antiquities although few local photographers

are also involved

As stated in the preface it is the writers intention that

visitors read the photo-murals on their own rather than receive

spoken tour from the guide This will provide break from the

machine-gun delivery of interpretation they will receive in the

parlor parlor chamber and study Because the groups will be
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limited to ten people each this should not prove to be

problem in terms of traffic flow As long as groups are kept

on separate floors the building can accomodate two groups at

one time The weight distribution of the frame is such that

the group on the ground floor is being supported by the heavily

reinforced floors of that story while the weight of the group

on the second floor is distributed by the summers and joists to

the front and rear girts and the end and chimney girts which

bear no relation to the load-bearing structure of the rooms

below but are supported by the posts and sills

The panels will be numbered through 12 as indicated on

the plan This of course corresponds to the intended order of

reading and will guide the visitors through the panels The

numbers are to be incorporated in the design of the murals

with each successive number placed on the upper left-hand corner

of each mural Investigation in situ suggests that height of

about six inches for the numerals is the appropriate size

The writer has examined the various photographs and drawings

to be used on the murals and has calculated an appropriate size

for each for placement on the murals The size and placement of

each is given in the specifications below Sizes are also indicated

for the texts for each panel An appropriate type face is an

italic boldface Some of the drawings from Abbott Lowell Cummings

book Framed Houses have captions on them in the actual book but

the drawings themselves probably do not have the captions printed

on them The Harpers Ferry Center will therefore be able to

choose uniform typographical style for the murals when they

are designed and laid out
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The writer suggests that the murals be made as single

sheets this will require the assernblageof images and texts

on single sheet An alternative is the mount each component

of panel separately and then mount them on large panel

The large panels can be made of foam core reinforced on the

rear surface with wooden battens

The costs of the blowups is calculated at commercial

rate of $5.00 per square foot the rate charged by the Harpers

Ferry Center may be lower The mounting is calculated at

rate of $32.00 per panel again commercial rate total

for blow-ups and dry mounting will be included at the end

of the chapter as will an estimate for wiring and lighting

fixtures plan of the pylons will be provided as well The

pylons can be fabricated as four separate units with the plan

reading as an equilateral triangle 56 inches on each side overall

This leaves an inch on either side of the 54 inch square panels

The pylons can be made of pine and painted white They should

be feet 10 inches tall the clearance under the sunimer beam

in both rooms substantial 2-inch by 4-inch frame mustThpr5-

vided for the backing of the pylon structure since the pylons

must also support lighting devices

HALL PANELS AND TEXTS

Overall dimensions 30 inches wide by 54 inches high

Image redrawn version of the isometric exterior view in

Carrolls architecura1 data on the Ironworks Farm house The

new drawing will differ from the present drawing in the following

ways It will be drawn without pyramids or pinnacles at the

gable peaks It will show the house with clapboards on the

exterior walls with characteristic diminution of the weather
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interval towards the skirtboards It will have tapered or

curved shingling in the gable and porch roof gutters as is

shown on the present drawing. The pitch of the porch roof

will be altered to conform with the angle of the cut in the

original roof boards The fenestration will follow the pre

cedent df the Boardman house as indicated in Cummings Framed

Houses in figure 201 unless Carroll thinks structural evidence

suggests that the current fenestration is appropriate The

logical choice of draftsman is Carroll himself who is thoroughly

familiar with the building

Size of photomural 30 inches by 30 inches

Size of text 24 inches high by 30 inchs.wide The text will

be set underneath the image

Text in upper left corner This drawing illustrates the

probable original appearence of the house It differs from

Nuttings treatment in nunther of ways No pyramids or pinnacles

are at the gable peaks such decorations are only found thn

New England meeting house contracts of this period The pitch

of the porch roof is lower to conform to valley rafter evidence

which Nutting ignored The shingles of the gutters along the gables

and porch roof are swirled treatment known to survive in the

original roof gables of St Michaels Church in Marblehead built

in 1714 Also shown here is the form of the original full-length

one-story attached leanto at the rear of the building

Overall dimensions 54 inches by 54 inches

Image Figure 27 of Cummings Framed Houses showing the first

and second story plans of the Boardman house in Saugus The

garret plan will be omitted The names of the rooms as indicated

in Cummings book will be retained but the caption will be
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omitted

Size of photomural 54 inches high by 30 inches wide

Size of text 54 inches high by 24 inches wide The text will

be set on the right side of the panel and the image will be

on the left

Text in upper left corner The typical house plan of most

New England houses built before 1720 was hallparlor arrange

ment first formulated in the counties north of London called

East Anglia about thirty years before the colonists left for

the New World The hail was generally larger than the parlor

although houses from late in the seventeenth century tended

to downplay this size difference Both rooms had corresponding

chamber over them This plan is of the Boardman house in Saugus

which was built about 1687 perhaps by the same carpenter who

built the Ironworks Farm house If porch is added it is

virtually identical in plan Note the three rooms in the leanto

the milkroom so called in 1696 inventory of the Boardman

house was more often known as the dairy Drawing from Abbott

Lowell Cummings Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay 1625-

1725

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Image Two plates from Joseph Moxon Mechanick Exercises or

the Doctrine of Handyworks illustrating carpenters tools

plate and joiners tools plate The negatives for

these plates may be obtained from the Boston Public Library

Other copies are at Winterthur Museum and the Folger Library

and the Smithsonian Museums collections may also contain

copy The original identification letters can be omitted

since detailed identification will not be given in the label
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text

Size of photomurals Each 40 inches high by 27 inches wide

Size of text 14 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text in upper left corner JQseph Moxons Mechanick

Exercises or the Doctrine of Handyworks first published in

London in 1682 was one of the first manuals to identify and

describe the use of preindustrial woodworkers tools The

probate inventories of joiners and carpenters in early New

England demonstrate that they brought all these tools with

them there was no frontier period of reduced technological

ability Victorian historical pageants may have set up the

stereotype of the rustic log cabin in the mud but in fact

houses like the Ironw9rks Farm house havethe -most heavily

constructed complexly jointed frames ever built in this

country Add credit line for the institution from whom the

negatives are obtained

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Image Figure 49 of Cummings Framed Houses showing the

nomenclature of house frame components The names for the

beams may have to be reset if they are not present on the

original drawing

Size of photomural 32 inches high by 54 inches wide

Size of text 22 inches high by 54 inches wide The text is

to be set under the image

Text in upper left corner The heavy posts beams and

braces of house frames were referred to by complex set of

names which varied with the functions of each part This

view of the Gedney house frame in Salem built in 1665 and

added to in 1700 shows two different roof and room support
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systems used in one building The left section 1665 has

no jetty or overhang crossed summer beams and principal

raftercommon rafter roof system brought from eastern England

The right section 1700 has jetty singlestory studs and

common rafter-trenched purlin roof type brought from the

west of England which became the most common New England roof

type after 1690 Most of these components were made of oak

until after 1720 when pine came to be used for the smaller

parts Drawing from Abbott Lowell Cummings Framed Houses of

Massachusetts Bay 16251725

11511 Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Figures 75 and 76 of Cummings Framed Houses showing

the frame of the Boardman house in Saugus which is virtually

identical to that of the Ironworks Farm house The captions

will be omitted The two figures are drawn on the same scale

and should be reproduced as they are in the book aligned and

at the same darkness level

Size of both images 26 inches high by 54 inches high taken

as one unit

Size of text 28 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text h15h1 in upper left corner The frame of the Boardman

house in Saugus 1687 is virtually identical to that of the

Ironworks Farm house The same jetty or overhang gables and

leanto arepresent The Boardman house lacks porch As this

south elevation and cross section of the frame show the posts

and rafter units of the roof divide the frame into bays The

central bay where the chimney pile is located is wider than

the other four The studs which are cut off indicate the location

of casement wjndow The leanto frame is added to the main house
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rather than built into it for example the leanto rafters

are pinned onto the main house rafters and are not continuations

of them Although no pendants or ornamental drops are shown on

the bottoms of the front posts in the second story they were

present originally The following panels depict details of this

frame toot complex to be indicated here Drawing from Abbott Lowell

Cummings Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay 1625-1725

Overall Dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Image Figure 77 of Cummings Framed Houses showing rearing

of Boardman house frame If letters indicating order are not on

original drawing they must be set Caption omitted

Size of image 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Size of text 12 inches high by 27 inches wide The text is to

be tipped into the blaik space in the lower left corner of the

image

Text in upper left corner The order of rearing the frame

of the Boardman house The complex procedure was made necessary

by the framing of the jetty or overhang The entire raising was

accomplished in one day using prefabricated components From

Abbott Lowell Cummings Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay

162517.25

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Figures 79 and 80 of Cummings Framed Bouses The two

images are to be shot as one on the same scale The captions

are to be omitted

Size of both iuages in one 36 inches high by 54 inches wide

Size of text 18 inches high by 54 inches wide The text is

to be set underneath the images

Text in upper left corner The jetty or overhang on the
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front facade required two sets of complex joints Those on the

left are cut into the framing components at the end of the

building while those on the right are cut into the framing

components on middle bent or post and beam unit When

secured together by wooden pins the joints interlock to form

one unit hich can support the jetty and resist gravity and

outward pressure exerted by the wind and by the weight of

the roof In the left group the corner post of the second

story fits over mortise on the end of the horizontal beam

while in the right unit the second-story post sits on an -_

overhanging girt which in turn rests on the end of the beam

From Abbott Lowell Cummings Framed Houses of Massachusetts

Bay l625l725

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Figures 86 and 87 in Cummings Framed Houses showing

two types of scarf joints These are to be used without the

captions and are to be set side-by-side rather than super

imposed as in the book

Size of each image 20 inches high by 27 inches wide

Size of text 34 inches high by 54 inches wide The text will

be set under the images but need not fill the entire space

indicated

Text in upper left corner The long horizontal beams which

bind the vertical posts together called plates were not made

of single length of wood but were made of two lengths joined

together with an interlocking joint called scarf The upper

plate of the facade of the Boardman house is joined with bladed

scarf seen on the left while the lower plate on top of the

posts under the jetty is joined with bridled scarf The bladed
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scarf is relatively simple and is held together by four pegs

The bridled scarf is more complex with concealed shelf as

shown in the detail This shelf was needed to prevent the

plate from twisting apart under the stresses imposed on the

first-story plate by the weight of the jetty Structural studies

have shown that these plates joined with scarf joints are stronger

than plate made with single length of wood The front

plate of the Ironworks Farm house was mostly replaced by

Wallace Nutting but the rear plate remains and its scarf joint

is visible in the parlor chamber

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Image Figure 89 from Cummings Framed Houses showing gable

framing The caption will be omitted

Size of image 36 inches high by 54 inches wide

Size of text 18 inches high by 54 inches wide The text will

be set underneath the image

Text in upper left corner The original facade gables of

both the Ironworks Farm house and the Boardman house probably

were removed before 1800 but framing evidence in the roofs

of both structures and the plate of the Boardman house suggest

that the gables were framed with an independent sill rafters

and studs like those shown here These rested on the ends of

the girts and summers much like the support system used to

frame the jetty below As the rafters and purlins behind the

gables demonstrate these gables were not necessarily intended

to provide more headroom in the garret but were essentially

ornamental and also admitted more light through casements

Gables on other houses are far more substantially framed than

these and were joined directly into the plate without the
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separate sill Drawing from Abbott Lowell Cummings Fxamed Houses

of Massachusetts Bay 1625-1725

10 Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Figures 174 and 176 from Cummings Framed Houses showing

original clapboards and flogging and configuration of clapboards

and skirtboards on the Boardman house The captions are to

be omitted The photograph used in 174 can be obtained from

Richard Merrill

Size of images Figure 174 will be 42 inches high and 25 inches

wide Figure 176 will be 42 inches high and 15 inches wide The

photomural of 174 will be on the upper left of the panel and

the photomural of 176 will be on the upper right The text will

be below

Size of text 12 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text 10 on upper left corner Original clapboards survive

on the rear wall of the oardman house under later leanto roof

As seen on the left they were nailed directly to the studs without

any intervening sub-siding Also visible is the soft brick nogging

used as insulation in most seventeenthcentury houses On the

Ironworks Farm house the clapboards were nailed over feather

edged sub-siding The deep skirtboards which Nutting restored on

the exterior were undoubtedly based on original skirtboards at

the Boardman house diagram of which is on the right Skirt-

boards provided convenient way of ending the clapboards and

protecting the sills behind them Drawing of skirtboard from

Abbott Lowell Cummings Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay 1625-

1725
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11 Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Image Figure 256 from Cummings Framed Houses showing original

sheathing in Boardman house Caption will be omitted

Size of image 27 inches high by 54 inches wide

Size of text 27 inches high by 54 inches wide Text will be set

under image

Text 11 in upper left corner The interior sheathing of the

Ironworks Farm house was replaced by the mideighteenth century

but the Boardman house retains most of its original interior

woodwork Shown here is the fireplace wall in the hail chamber

made of vertical boards with planed ornament and applied cornice

moldings Generally this treatment was only found on fireplace

walls the other walls were covered with lath and plaster

Occasionally more elaborate joined paneling may have been used

but none survives Nutting was inspired by the Boardman paneling

to some extent in his restoration of the Ironworks Farm house

but he was not too careful about details of finish Drawing

from Abbott Lowell Cummings Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay

16251725

12 Overall measurements 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Figures 44a and 266 from Cummings Framed Houses Both

show whitewash evidence and 44a shows pitsawing on joists

Both are to have the caption omitted 44a can be obtained from

William Owens Jr through Cummings office at the Society

for the Preservation of New England Antiquities 266 can be

obtained directly from Richard Merrill

Size of images Each will be 32 inches high by 27 inches wide

Size of text 22 inches high by 54 inches wide The text will

be set under the images
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Text 12 in upper left corner Almost all seventeenth

century houses have evidence of whitewash on their walls and

beams Wallace Nutting actually used mild acid to remove the

whitewash from the beams of the Ironworks Farm house when

he restored it but much of the whitewash remains in crevices

or in closets Nutting did not bother to strip The joists

and flOorboards of the hail chamber of the Boardman house

retiñ their whitewash as does most of the rest of the house

The detail of spot painting illustrates floorboard from the

Blaney house in Swampscott built about 1700 demolished 1914

this same treatment is used in the upper entry of the Boardman

house Such strange wall decorations fit in with the basic

distaste for raw wood surfaces characteristic of seventeenth

century people

HALL CHAMBER PANELS AND TEXTS

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 30 inches wide

Image Photograph of Wallace Nutting from his autobiography

Size of photoinural 20 inches high by 16 inches wide

Size of text 34 inches high by 30 inches wide Text set under

image

Text in upper left corner Directly under center of image

Wallace Nutting 18611941 In paragraph below Wallace

Nutting who restored the Ironworks Farm house between 1915 and

1917 was perhaps the most famous if not notorious figure

of the Colonial Revival and early historic preservation After

retiring from his first career as Congregationalist minister

due to nervous breakdown in 1904 Nutting began photographing

country landscapes and colonial interiors which he marketed

successfully By 1912 he had bought four early New England

houses and started his reproduction furniture business Perhaps
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his best known activities are his many books including

Furniture of the Pilgrim Century 1921 Furniture Treasury

1928 and the States Beautiful series These publications

secured Nuttings reputation as an eccentric egotistical

and somewhat pompous personality and in his last years

Nutting became bitter and isolated due to the controversies

he had been involved in and the failure of his businesses

Nevertheless Nutting tastes influenced an entire generation

of collectors and his books remain basic source of information

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Photograph of William Sumner Appleton from the

April 1940 issue of Old-Time New England and photograph

made by Appleton at thç Ironworks Farm house in 1915 owned

by the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities

1112a

Size of images Appleton photograph 28 inches high by 22 inches

wide SPNEA lll2a 22 inches high by 22 inches wide

Size of text 26 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text in upper left corner William Sumner Appleton 1874-

1947 directly under his portrait Text in paragraph below

William Sumner Appleton member of wealthy branch of the

Appleton family of Ipswich left career in real estate to

found the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities

in 1910 Under Appletons leadership the SPNEA swiftly grew

into the most powerful architectural preservation organization

in New England with collection of houses in all the New

England states In its early years the SPNEA was plagued by

lack of funds and Appleton was severely disappointed when

Wallace Nutting bought the Ironworks Farm house before the SPNEA
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could raise the purchase price Appleton visited the house

frequently to keep track of the restoration and the photographs

he took are invaluable documents This example on the right

shows photographer and tall man who may be Wallace Nutting

in 1915 before the restoration began

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images This panel will have four images The first is the

Framingham print from Nuttings furniture catalogue which

can be obtained from Nutting collector or from Winterthur

Museum The second and third are view of Nuttings collection

installed at the Wadsworth Atheneum and printed invitation

to the opening of the installation both of which can be

obtained from William Hosley at the Atheneum The fourth is

tag from Nuttings furniture business negative of which

can be obtained from William Dulaney of Lancaster Pennsylvania

Size of images Framingham print 26 inches high by 26 inches

wide Installation view inches high by 13 inches wide

Invitation inches high by 13 inches wide Tag 26 inches high

by 13 inches wide The images are to be arranged as follows

The Framingham print will be at the upper left the installation

view and invitation will be in the upper center with the

installation view set over the invitation and the tag will

be on the upper right The text will be set under the images

Size of text 20 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text in upper left corner Wallace Nuttings furniture

business in Framingham was run as combination artists colony

and traditional workshop Nutting took patriarchal attitude

towards his workmen and posted moral statements on the walls

over their work benches The publicity for the firm often took
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this same strident moral tone as suggested by the tag from

his furniture Nutting assembled major collection of seventeenth

and eighteenth-century furniture which he was forced to sell to

the Wadsworth Atheneuin in Hartford in 1924 because he wanted

to buy back his furniture business from other owners who were

using his name on inferior products The Nutting collection

opened to the public in 1924 with great fanfare and Nutting

exploited the publicity in his advertising thereafter

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images These will consist of the cover of Nuttings photograph

catalogue and two of his photographs The catalogue cover nega

tive can be obtained through the Wallace Nutting Society The

photographs can be purchased or donated by members of the

Nutting Society

Size of images Catalogue cover 24 inches high by 36 inches

wide Two photographs approximately inches high by tens

inches wide The catalogue cover will placed at the upper left

while the two photographs will be placed at the upper right

with one set over the other The text will be underneath the

images

Size of text 34 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text in upper left corner Nuttings photographs were

the mainstay of his business He could not have gone into the

furniture reproduction business if he had not had the steady

income generated by the sale of photographs The business was

first set up in Southbury Connecticut in 1906 and was trans

ferred to Framingham Massachusetts in 1912 where the furni

ture company was opened in 1917 Nutting specialized in rural

scenes and colonial interiors featuring young women in period
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costume Often Nutting used his own furniture and houses as

props as well as the hooked rugs manufactured by his own

company The photographs were hand-tinted by Nutting Girls

employees who often doubled as models The titles given the

photographs were extremely sentimental reflection of

Nuttings often tasteless romanticism The women who tinted

the photographic prints also signed Nuttings signature

Thousands upon thousands of the photographs were sold and

today they are regarded as important documents of the taste

of generation

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Image Two architectural elevations of the proposed restoration

of the Ironworks Farm house drawn by Henry Charles Dean owned

by the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities

and included as numbers 13 and 14 in John Aibrights paper on

historical data

Size of images The two drawings are to be blown up to the same

scale and aligned with the front elevation to the left and the

side elevation to the right The total size of both as one image

will be 18 inches high by 48 inches wide The text will be below

Size of text 34 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text in upper left corner The Boston architect Henry

Charles Dean drew proposals for the restoration of the Ironworks

Farm house perhaps as early as three or four years before

Wallace Nutting purchased the house in 1915 Dean undoubtedly

visited the house with William Sumner Appleton while formulating

these drawings for the plans call for the replacement of the

facade gables detail Dean could only have known about if he

had seen the evidence for them in the roof frame of the actual
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building Examining the roof structure also led Dean to

propose reducing the height of the leanto from two stories

to one story The peculiar and inaccurate pineapple pinnacles

Dean embellished the gable peaks with may have given Nutting

the idea of placing his own versions on the roof Other

important inaccuracies include the use of single leaded glass

casements placed where the eighteenthcentury sash windows

of the house were the lack of porch the evidence for

porch was not exposed until the walls were opened up and

the exact roof pitch and size of the gables Later drawings

by Dean corrected some of these errors

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images before-restoration view of the Ironworks Farm house

circa 1910 by Holman SPNEA 263la and post-restoration

view of the house in 1923 by Park Pressey SPNEA 2631d

Size of images Each photograph to be 20 inches high by 24

inches wide The two images are to be placed side by side

in the upper portion of the panel with the before view

on the left side The text will be set below

Size of text 34 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text in upper left corner When Nutting purchased the

Ironworks Farm house in 1915 it had undergone numerous external

and internal alterations The principal changes probably were

made about 1800 when the gables and porch were removed the

leanto was raised to two stories in height and the leaded

casements were replaced with sash windows The two side doors

dated from when the building was sub-divided into tenemants

and the front porch dated from the mid-nineteenth century

Nuttings restoration reversed most of these later changes
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In formulating the external features Nutting relied on

variety of sources nineteenth-century drawing of the Corwen

house in Salem provided general precedent for the gables and

porch and for the arched doorway The casements may have

been based on structural evidence in the walls The skirtboards

probably were based on those of the Boarc3man house in Saugus

and the form of the pendants under the jetty and the pinnacles

at the gable peaks was modeled on period examples in the Society

for the Preservation of New England Antiquities collection The

bell may have been mounted over the door because Nutting liked

the imagine the Ironworks agent calling the workers with one

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Beforerestoration view of hall of Ironworks Farm

house in the SPNEA collection shown as figure 273 in Cummings

Framed Houses and postrestoration view of the same room by

William Owens Jr shown as figure 274 in Cummings Framed

Houses

Size of images Each image will be 20 inches high by 24 inches

wide They will be set in the upper portion of the panel with

the before-restoration view on the left The text will be set

below the images

Size of text 34 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text in upper left corner The interior of the Ironworks

Farm house had been repeatedly altered to accomodate new doors

partitions and stairways The seventeenth-century walls had

disappeared behind later walls and layers of paint and wallpaper

The large fireplace openings had been filled in with smaller

fireplaces and the large wooden lintels may have been removed

Nutting reversed most of these changes principally by stripping
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of later layers of trim and ceilings However because of

Nuttings belief that the exposed beams were left unfinished

during the period he also washed down th structural units

with acid to remove the original whitewash The general

impression of dark bare rooms which Nutting fostered remains

basic flaw in period rooms of seventeenthcentury houses

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Objects The one remaining original Nutting pinnacle and

the fragment of door possibly the Nutting front door both

in the Saugus Ironworks National Historic Site collections

Size of objects The pinnacle is about 24 inches in height

and the door is 36 inches square These will be mounted on

the large panel which in this case will be made of plywood

The pinnacle will be placed on the upper lêtand.thdôor

on the upper sight The text will run down the narrow space

under the pinnacle and then continue across under the door

when it reaches that level

Size of text Space under pinnacle approximately 24 inches

high by 18 inches wide Space under door 18 inches high

by 36 inches high

Text in upper left corner Nutting was restricted in

the amount of money he could spend on detailed fixtures for

the house Most of the external cladding including the clapboards

and shingles was not riven and draw-shaved in the period

manner but was only commercially milled lumber The nails

used in the structural repairs were commercial cut nails

However Nutting did go to some expense with certain features

The summer beam joists and floorboards in this room for

example are careful restorations This one surviving pinnacle
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or pyramid and fragment of door date from 1915 to 1917

The hollowed pinnacles based on pendant from Newbury

Massachusetts house were custom made They do not appear in

photographs of the house until 1917 so Nutting must have

left them for last The location of the door in Nuttings

restored building is not known but he went to some trouble

to replicate the nailing in diamond pattern known from

fragment of the original door of the Turner house in Salem

Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images All four pages of the Boardhearth pamphlet published

by Nutting available from the Wadsworth Atheneum

Size of images Each page will be 18 inches high and 12 inches

wide making continuous panel 48 inches wide The four pages

will be set at the top of the panel with the text underneath

Size of text 36 inches high by 54 inches high

Text in upper left corner While Nutting owned the Ironworks

Farm house he used it as residence for his blacksmith and

as showroom for period furniture The pamphlet he wrote to

advertise the site which he dubbed with the title Broadhearth

is typical of Nuttings stilted and pompous writing style The

features he emphasized are those popularized in all his efforts

the large size solid workmanship and complete authenticity

of the house were spoken of as absolutes despite the many

questions surrounding the houses history and restoration One

outstanding falsehood in the pamphlet is Nuttings claim that

all the hardware in this house is of the seventeenth century

Insofar as examination and the testimony of his blacksmiths

son reveal all the hardware in the house was made for the

restoration of 1915-1917
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10 Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images Five different interior views of five rooms in the

Ironworks Farm house which appeared in Nuttings Pilgrim Century

Furniture the first or 1921 edition This book can be obtained

in the Imerican Decorative Arts office at the Museum of Fine Arts

Boston The MFA copy also contains the Edward Guy broadside

referred to below The views include the parlor page 307

the hall page 453 the porch page 437 the ball chxnber

page 322 and the parlor chamber page 328

Size of images The various pictures have been assigned sizes

based on their proportions and position on the panel The

parlor view will be on the top left and the hail chamber will

be underneath it BotI will measure 12 inches high by 16 inches

wide The parlor chamber will be in the upper center and the

porch will be below it Both will measure .12 inches high by

16 inches wide The hail view will be on the right and will

measure 20 inches high by 16 inches wide The text will be

under the images

Size of text 27 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text 10 in upper left corner Nutting used many views he

had photographed in the Ironworks Farm house in his publications

These five views are from Furniture of the Pilgrim Century

published in 1921 and depict all the rooms now on view in

the house The furniture shown includes most of the examples

described by Nutting in his Broadhearth pamphlet and it may

be that he wrote the pamphlet while looking at these very

photographs The fixtures and arrangements in these views

became standard practice in New Englands many historic

houses The rooms are extremely sparse with furniture scattered
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about in the Victorian manner The hooked rugs were product

of Nuttings Framingham factory and were designed by his wife

In his usual manner Nutting included female models posed in

each of the rooms in manner which today seems stilted Much

of the furniture in the rooms is now in the Nutting collection

at the Wadsworth Atheneum

11 Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images The Edward Guy statement dated April 1922 and one
of the illustrations mentioned in the statement from Pilgrim

Century Furniture page 559 Both may be obtained in copy of

the book in the Mierican Decorative Arts Department Museum of

Fine Arts Boston

Size of images Guy statement 24 inches high by 20 inches wide

PCF page 559 24 inches high by 28 inches wcide The Guy statement

will be set in the upper left of the panel and the photograph

will be on the upper right

Size of text 27 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text 11 in upper left corner Edward Guy blacksmith

worked for Nuttings company reproducing wrought iron between

about 1916 and 1921 Guy lived in the leanto of the Ironworks

Farm house and continued to live there after his business

relationship with Nutting was ended After the publication of

Furnituze of the Pilgrim Century in 1921 Guy issued statement

which implied that Nutting attempted to pass off iron made by

Guy as genuine period work In the 1924 edition of the book

Nutting eliminated most of the illustrations Guy singled out

in his statement but the collection of iron Nutting sold to

the Wadsworth Atheneuxn contains many questionable examples which

may also be Guys work The photograph reproduced from Nuttings
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book shows the iron candleholders Guy claimed to have made

There is little question that Nutting was guilty on several

occasions of passing of fakes as genuine objects fact which

has clouded his reputation ever since

12 Overall dimensions 54 inches high by 54 inches wide

Images chair in the 1921 edition of Furniture of the Pilgrim

Century page 218 on the right and another view of the same

chair as recently restored under the writers d4rection which

is available from the Wadsworth Atheneum

Size of images FPC page 218 30 inches high by 24 inches wide

Wadsworth photograph 30 inches high by 24 inches wide

Size of text 24 inches high by 54 inches wide

Text 12 in upper 1eft corner Today Nuttings egotism

and continual embroi1mentin controversies seem ridiculous to

museum professionals but as pioneer of decorative arts and

architectural history and historic preservation Nutting did

more than any other figure of his time to popularize interest

in the artifacts of Americas past when most other collectors

were interested in European traditions What is more the houses

and artifacts Nutting preserved are still being studied and

restored by scholars The photograph on the left shows chair

in the Nutting collection at the Wadsworth Atheneum which was

neglected ever since Nutting sold it to the museum The chair

recently has been recognized as rare New York upholstered

chair and has been restored and recovered in appropriate textiles

Despite the efforts of scholars to base their work on detailed

documentary research and connoisseurship the restorations of

today may be viewed as harshly fifty years from now as Nuttings

efforts of the 1920s are viewed today
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Estimated Costs of Hall and Hall Chamber

pylons 500.00

wiring 1000.00

lighting fixtures 500.00

panels 2000.00

architects drawing 500.00

blowups 3000.00

dry-mounting 2250.00

typesetting 1500.00

internegatives and photography 2000.00

assembly 3000.00

$15850.00
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ODHAR7H
ERE was seated the first successful iron works in this country
The first casting kettle made in 1642 is still in existence

The field behind the house yet shows traces of the pits whence

the iron was dug it being bog ore the best sort now imported as

Swedish iron The foundry site is opposite About the house are sev
eral pieces of ore

The Leonards here carried on successfully for hundred years their

iron work and then removed to Easton Furnace in this state where

they still continue the same busincs remarkable instance of the suc
cess and persistence of family in one occupation The old deed still

exists transferring the field for the purpose of house site for the iron

master
Several remarkable features of the architecture are the overhang the

huge chimney the gables the framing the pitch of the roof and the

size of the rooms
There are just dozen other houses known in America with the framed

overhang on the side Some of these houses are ruinous in some the

overhang is concealed behind new work The origin of the overhang
is very early being Goihic The object of it is in part to afford protec.

tion of the lower story from sun and rain making as it were narrow

porch But another object is obvious still in European towns where

the houses were densely huddled and the overhang reached over the

Street and afforded larger rooms upstairs

In its American location space was ample for Broadhearth and

porch was added with porch bedroom in the second story The porch

is restoration the mortise holes found in sill and girt and the roof

boarding indicating the size and location The gables the drops repre
senting the lower ends of the posts like second story newel posts the

finials and one summer beam with the windows and fireplace lintcls

are the other restorations the frame being intact Some parts of the

stair were also supplied The original pinhocs for the window frames

and part of frame were found

The middle gable is lower than the others perhaps to avoid collision

with the great chimney The other gables extend to the height of the

main roof and are of the same pitch The knocker is from seventeenth

century house

The noble chimney stack shows panelling and exhibits the various

flues one or two added perhaps around I7oo Some have thought it

the best central chimney remaining to us
In the restoration of the fireplaces which had been bricked up fine

sawtoothed trammel iron shelves kettle various small iron articles
and seventeenth century muster roil were found

The main rooms two on eack floor are very large and the ceiling is

over
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enough to give fine effect of depth to the rooms The frame is of

oak some timbers being fourteen inches thick and beautifully quartered

as one may see
The fireplaces are caverns being nearly ten feet in the opening and

three and half feet deep
The kitchen hall fireroorn dwelling room shows the marks in the

fireplace of series of firebacks The opening to the sky is so large that

clear shadows are thrown on the hearth by the pots depending from the

lug pole which preceded the crane The little iron side shelves in this

nd the other room are from iron made here

In t.hts i.im is one of the most remarkable pieces of furniture known
in America the trestLe-board table otherwise called table board

and frame It may date from the sixteenth certainly from the early

seventeenth century There is table something like it in the Metro

politan Museum and it had been regarded as unique in America The
table here has special interest also from the manner in which its two

spindles rise from the stretcher and form truss In the Middle Ages
these tables were common and our expression to sit at board arises

from them as they were always made of one board Our modern tables

designed as they are to remain always set up were called in the seven
teenth century standing tables This table was taken down and placed

out of the way
It was part of the furnishing of the Richardson tavern in Miltis for

rnctly Medway and would have disappeared like others of its style but

was put away in the attic because \Vashington had once sat at it Some

years since it was sold at auction for .inalt um and came from the

purchaser directly to the present owner it is all original except one

cleat left uncolored The end that is square may itave been made

thus to go against the wall or may have been cut off So far as known
this is the only table of the kind in private hands

The wooden plates are trenchers and were the ordinary plates of the

period Earthenware was hard to transport from England and china

wu not made there for almost hundred years after

The chair or monks table of oak is probably of the sixteenth ccn

tury At table only the head of the house had chair low benches or

forms being used by the other members of the family
The Windsor chairs in this room arc of the earliest type with very

heavy legs and deep turnings In the parlor we find rather oddly

fireplace of the same size possibly indicating that one of these rooms

was an office for the iron works otherwise one fireplice would naturally

have been smaller The little recesses in the rear of the fireplace were
for the tinder and tinder box

The pilgrim chair in this room is said to be the finest known partly

owing to its perfect preservation There are thirty-six spindles none
of which have had to be replaced within the memory of Mr Tufts of

Sberborn who has graciously allowed the ownership of the chair to be
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transferred that it may be preserved It has been in his fami1yii
least eight generations Only the balls for the tops of the front posts

are missing The pins have been renewed

The great oak Cromwellian dfawing table is notable piece The

beautiful iron-bound chest very appropriate in this house was brought

in before the door casings were put on and is too large to pass out of the

room fine writing-arm Windsor and other worthy pieces deserve

attention especially unique variant of the butterfly table with leaf

bracket like crane It is in crackled black paint It was saved from

fire when Mcdfield was burned by the Indians in i688 it came directly

from the family who inherited it for generations

The porch or entry ncver called hal had partitirn not et restured

on the line of the main house front The original triangular panel of

the stair is interesting In this room is seventeenth century ancestor

of th card table It is triangular and has split-leg gate
The kitchen chamber shows in the corners as elsewhere in the house

the gunstock post and here only part of the floor girt shows in front

The simple early bed is as near as may be to the early time Great

English oak beds were not brought to America often enough to leave us

an example The settlers built plain frames for themselves The fine

chest however came oyer the water very good hard-pine ball-turned

small gate-legged table is also in this room with other good pieces

The parlor chamber has grandpa and grandma bed headboard

being scrolled for two persons with trundle bed under An early candle

stand chairs etc are good and rare An idea of the size of the chimney
even when it is narrowing may be gathered from the lean-to attic out
of this room and from the attic above which should be visited for this

and other attic revelations

In the lean-to is fireplace whose remarkable feature is that it enters

the same side of the chimney as the parlor fireplace This is evidently

reminiscence of the great stone end chimneys and in brick chimney
is scarcely to be found eiswhere

All the hardware in this house is of the seventeenth century and

part was in the house The binges are rich in examples of the strap
and-butterfly the strap-and-scroll the strap-and-wedge the

strap and and the plain butterfly The latches and andirons are

of like date In the lean-to collection of early hardware is kept from
which copies may be had The windows in this room are from the John

Winthrop Jr house 1734 at Ipswich They carry glass but of

course were later than that house

re sd ugus zox WORM
It has seemed fitting to make start at reestablishing the Saugus

Iron Works master smith of rareskillwhose family are caretakers

will copy any iron work in the house or other old examples
The eli while of some age is not antique and is private
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Groun.dplan of.hall and hail chamber giving location of

text panels and traffic pattern
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Pylon specifications

The pylons will consist of four separate upright enclosed
structures triangular in plan and feet 10 inches in

height The height corresponds to the clearance under the
summer beam in each room

The triangular plan will be an equilateral triangle 56 inches
on each side

The three sides will be made of 3/4 pine boards with planed
surfaces set vertically in random widths The outer surfaces
will be whitewashed They can be blind-nailed

The inner framing will be made of lumber he upper
most framing members must come even with the top of the outer
boards so that lights can be attached to them

The pylons are to be set in the hail and hail chamber in

pairs They are to be set point-to-point in the exact center
of the room The center can be taken to be where the exact
centers of the south and west casements intersect

It will probably be necessary to prefabricate the pylons in

Harpers Ferry or at the chosen contractors shop but they
must be assembled in situ because they will not fit in the

doors of the building or go up the stairs They should be
constructed with screws so that they catbe readily taken
down and set up
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Chapter Six

Before Entering the Ironworks Farm House

Some statement is needed for delivery by the guides before

taking visitors into the house The writer also has number

of recommendations to make regarding the present state of the

building and the tours

The guides should be well briefed .in order to avoid the

remarkably inaccurate tours now given Whether they are briefed

through reading the furnishing plans or through excerpts they

must have enough background to answer questions

The present path to the building is made of cinders This

is completely unacceptable The cinders ae filthy In wet

weather they are tracked into the house where they visibly

and audibly grind the floorboards like sandpaper They have

done considerable damage to the building in the last thirty

years The writer strongly recommends that they be removed

and replaced with crushed stone or some other material that

will not do such damage This is particularly important if

the building is to.be furnished with valuable textiles

The groups should be taken around the house before entering

it so that they can see Nuttings exterior and orient themselves

inside the building It should be noted that the building faces

south

Statement

This house is an important heavy-timber framed dwelling

dating from the seventeenth century Traditionally the house

was always thought by local people to have built sometime
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between 1646 and 1653 by one of two agents who managed the

Ironworks but no secure documentation in the form of building

contract or an entry in court records or deeds survuves to

confirm that date range Recent investigation of the structure

of the house as well as of the history of the Ironworks Farm

after the Ironworks was dismantled in 1676 suggests that the

house may have been built by Samuel Appleton Jr an Ipswich

merchant who owned the property between 1676 and 1688 oi by

James Taylor Boston merchant who owned the property from

1688 until his death in 1716 In any case the house is now

interpreted without reference to exactly when it might have

been constructed and it is now referred to as the Ironworks

Farm house

The exterior of the house as it now appears is the result

of an extensive restoration undertaken by Wallace Nutting

between 1915 and 1917 When Nutting bought the house in 1915

it had been altered by succession ofowners and Nutting

intended to reverse most of these later changes The main

features Nutting restored were the two facade gables and the

projecting porch He also restored the skirtboards clapboards

roof casement windows doorway and the pendants under the

jetty or overhang The pinnacles or pyramids at the gable peaks

were Nutting addition for which there was no evidence Investi

gation of the frame reveals that the house had full-length

one-story leanto at the rear which Nutting did not restore

accurately Overall it can be said that Nutting did fairly

accurate job but his treatment was far too drastic by todays

standards Architectural historians are now far more concerned
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with preserving the changes building has undergone over the

years and are far less interested in trying to take buildings

back to their probable original appearence Thorough restorations

like Nuttings have proven to be too destructive of valuable

evidence and they are difficult to record accurately

The tour will consist of six rooms in the main house The

leanto currently is being used for offices and is not open to

the public The rooms we will see are porch or entry parlor

and hail on the ground story and study paidor chamber

and hall chaniber on the second story Three of the rooms are

furnished as they might have been during the seventeenth century

Two other rooms contain displays on the architecture of the

building and on Nuttings restoration am now giving you

fictitious probate inventories drawn up to suggest what the

furnishings of the three period rooms might have been called

during the seventeenth century and we will consult them during

the tour Some of the objects in the period rooms are genuine

seventeenth-century objects while others are exact reproductions

made especially for the rooms All are extremely valuable and fragile

and we ask that you do not touch any of the furnishings during

the tour Please feel free to ask questions Finally please be

careful to wipe your feet on the doormat before entering the

house
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Appendix One

Sources and Contacts for Implementing the Furnishing Plan

The following persons are mentioned in the text and should

be contacted regarding various aspects of the plan

Dr Abbott Lowell Cummings Director Society for the Preservation

of New England Antiquities 141 Cambridge Street Boston

Massachusetts 02114

Dr Cummings will have to be asked for permission to use the

illustrations from his book for permission to reproduce the

Sayward glass and for several photographs in the SPNEA library

He may have to be consulted regarding the use of dendrochrono

logical materials in the future

Susan Metzger Belknap Press Harvard University 495-2619

The Belknap Press was the publisher of Cummings book and

although the actual drawings are in Dr Cummings possession

the copyright is in the name of the Belknap Press

Frank Demers 95 River Road Box 75 Topsfieid Massachusetts 01983

Demers conducted the dendrochronological research for Cummings

and may be contracted with at some time to study the problem

further

Constance LaLena Suxiflower Studio 2851 Road Grand Junction

Colorado 81503

LaLena is the recognized expert at reproducing period textiles

and will have to be consulted in ordering more cloth and dyeing

trim

Scalamandre 420 Boylston Street Boston Massachusetts 02116
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Scalamandre is the source for fringe

Richard Schaick 17 Elm Street Marblehead Massachusetts 01945

Schaick is the best source for inexpensive accurate reproduction

pottery

Douglas Campbell 31 Bridge Street Newport Rhode Island 02840

Campbell is the best reproduction furniture maker in New England

Andrew and Mary Passeri 367 Proctor Avenue Revere Massachusetts

02151

The Passeris are the acknowledged masters of historical upholstery

work in this country They are affiliated with the Department of

American Decorative Arts at the Museum of Fine Arts Boston

Robert Walker Furniture Conservation Laboratory Museum of

Fine Arts Boston 02115

Walker will have to be consulted about fabricating the looking

glass and portrait frames to be made from molding owned by

the Department of American Decorative Arts Museum of Fine

Arts Boston as well as about furniture conservation

Lynette Tsiang and Allan Winkler Vernon Street Somerville

Massachusetts 02143

These are the best virginal makers in the area according to

Barbara Lambert Curator of Musical Instruments Museum of Fine

Arts Boston

William Hosley Associate Curator of Decorative Arts Wadsworth

Atheneum 600 Main Street Hartford Connecticut 06103

Hosley will have to be consulted regarding the use of Nutting

documents in his departments collection

Robert Cheney 183 Warner Avenue Worcester Massachusetts 01604

Cheney will have to be contacted regarding conserving the clock
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William Dulaney Carnegie School of Journalism Pennsylvania

State University University Park Pennsylvania 16802

Dulaney has done extensive research on Nutting and owns negatives

of important Nutting materials He has many contacts in the Nutting

Society as well

Peter Cook Plimoth Plantation Warren Avenue Plymouth Massa

chusetts 02360

Cook is an important contact for arms and armor and for broad

range of reproductions in general The Saugus Ironworks Site

should make every effort to cultivate him
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Appendix Two

Materials Available for purchase from the Department of American

Decorative Arts Museum of Fine Arts Boston made for or in

Conjunction with the exhibition New England Begins -- The Seven

teenth Century

The writer has made continual reference to reproductions

and materials available for purchase from the Museum of Fine

Arts Boston The writer trusts that his research and planning

have made it abundantly clear that these materials are accurate

and appropriate and economical The writer has spent the last

five years researching and developing the exhibition and in

the process top team of restoration and reproduction crafts

persons has been trained The writer strongly recommends that

the Park Service exploit this group while it is still active

and available for the writer has learned by sad experience how

difficult it is to achieve the desired effects with craftspersons

who are unfamiliar with seventeenthcentury materials

The person to contact regarding these materials is Jonathan

Fairbanks Curator of American Decorative Arts and Sculpture

Museum of Fine Arts Boston Massachusett5 02115

The following is schedule of those materials available for

purchase with schedule of the costs The writer wishes to

emphasize that these materials are offered at cost and that the

Park Service will .make an approximate savings of between five

and ten thousand dollars in research and development mailing

and clerical costs and price rises

Textiles
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These materials are available because the writer purpose

ly ordered extra yardage in case of damage or unforeseen problems

in making the reproductions for New England Begins considerable

savings will accrue to the furnishing plans budget if these are

purchased..There will be no necessity to order fringes and tape

from Sca.amandre notoriously slow and inefficient firm There

will be no necessity to mail the fringes and tape to LaLena in

Colorado with its attendant delays and dyeing charges The Park

Service will also have extra lengths of the various trims to make

repairs in the future The extra green serge will reduce the costs

of the overall project by permitting work to begin on the bed

while the other materials are being made An alternative is to

retain the extra green serge as back-up material for future repairs

Textiles Sub-Total

Green serge 20 yards at $47.00/yard 940.00

4inch fringe 12 yards at $19.40/yard 232.80

2-inch fringe 37 yards at $12.10/yard 447.70

Tape 27 yards at $1.05/yard 28.35

$1648.85

Upholstered Suite SubTotal

.6chairs 6170.70

armchair 13.39.30

stools 2344.60

couch 3554.70

table and carpet 2884.60

cupboard cloth 166.40

$16460.30
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Joined Suite Sub-Total

long table 1700.00

armchair stcYols forms 2200.00

armchair cushion 231.00

$3131.00

Total of all MFA materials

textiles 1648.85

upholstered suite 16460.30

joined suite 3131.00

$21240.15

Other components which should be ordered through the ADA

Department and made by Robert Walker are the tester frame

looking glass and picture frames The looking glass and picture

frame are to be made of moldings reproduced for New England

Begins Walker should also be considered for the dresser the

clock bracket and the restoration of various objects
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Appendix Three

Bibliography of Sources on Wallace Nutting and William Sunner

Appleton

Coinstock Helen Wallace Nutting and the Furniture Treasury

in retrospect Antiques 80 November 1961 pp 460463

Dulaney William Wallace Nutting -- Collector and Entre

preneur Winterthur Portfolio 13 1979 pp 47-60

Freeman John ed Wallace Nutting Checklist of Early American

Reproductions Watkins Glen New York American Life Foundation

Study Institute 1969

Maynard Henry The Wadsworth Atheneum and Wallace Nutting

The Connecticut Antiquarian 13 December 1961 pp 13-20

Schiffer ________ ed Supreme Edition -- Wallace Nutting

General Catalog Exton Pennsylvania Schiffer Ltd 1977

Tribute to William Sumner Appleton Old-Time New England

30 April 1940 pp 4652

William Sumner Appleton 1874-1947 Old-Time New England

38 April 1948 pp 7074

The writer suggests that the Ironworks Site contact William

Hosley Jr Associate Curator of Decorative Arts Wadsworth

Atheneum Hartford Connecticut Hosley has reviewed all Nutting

materials in preparation for catalogue of the Nutting collection

to be issued in 1984


